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Abstract 
Three oligosaccharide crystal structures have been determined: 
	
a-sophorose.H20 	(-D--glucopyranosyl-(l - 2)-a--D-glucopyranose) .U 20 
-laminaribiose 	(-D--glucopyranosyl- (l - 3) -a-D-glucopyranose) 
and a galactotriose.H20(a-D--galactopyranosyl- (1 - 3)--D-galactopyranosyl-
(1 -- 4)-p-galactose) 
All structures are orthorhombic with space group P2 1 21 2 1 , and in each 
case three-dimensional X-ray intensity data were collected using an 
equi-inclination Weissenberg camera with CuK radiation. 
a-Sophorose.11 20 and cz-laminaribiose crystals gave strong diffraction 
patters, and spot intensities were measured by a computer controlled 
scanning device. 	Both structures were solved by direct methods. 	Atomic 
parameters were refined anisotropically by the method of least squares to 
give final R-factors of .057 and .087 respectively. 
There is disordered packing in sophorose, with the reducing residue 
either in the uiictrained chair or twisted about the C(3)-C(4) ring bond 
to enable a more efficient intermolecular hydrogen bonded network. 
The structure has no intramolecular hydrogen bonds. 
-Laminaribiose has an 0(2) .. .0(2) inter-residue hydrogen bond and 
also shows disordered packing with both ci. and anotners present in the 
crystal in a ratio of about 10:1. 
The galactotriose formed minute hair-like crystals which gave poor 
diffraction patterns. Only 680 unique reflexions were observed and 
spot intensities were measured by eye. An attempt was made to solve 
the structure using model building calculations, and minimum energy 
molecular conformation and packing arrangements were examined. The 
structure was finally solved using direct methods, and found to be 
badly disordered: Both the anomeric oxygen and 0(6) of the reducing 
ring are two fold disordered with a ratio of c 	anorners of 1:2. 
Atomic parameters were refined isotropically to give a residual of 
.091. 
Bond lengths, angles and torsion angles for all three structures, 
are within the expected range. This study also provides information 
about four, as yet unexamined glycosidic linkages. 
Some of the conformational properties of Xanthari gum have been 
studied by a number of physical techniques. 	A possible model explaining 
its anomalous viscosity behaviour is proposed. 
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Chapter  1 
Incroduction 
A knowledge of molecular sh;e is the key to the intLpretaticn 
of biopolymer function in the living cell. 	This is clea1y illustrated 
by the now historic structure determination of D14A1 as a double helix; 
a model which provides many clues into the nature of cell growth and 
reproduction. Protein chemistry can also provide many exa;iples of 
this principle. 	The three-dimensional crystal structure of the 
enzyme lysozyrae2 gives an insight into its catalytic mechanism used 
in breaking open bacterial cell wails. 
The natural functions of polysaccharides depend not on a single 
three dimensional geometry, but on their ability to change shape and 
adapt to alterations in cell environment. Cellulose, 3 for eaiaple, 
must have strength for its role as a plant cell wall support, but also 
flexibility to allow growth within the cell. 	Anirnal :cc rely on r:.he 
unique conformational properties of carbohydrate polya:ers. 	The rsuco- 
polysaccharide, hyaluronic acid, 4 found in bone joints and in the 
vitreous humour of the eye, can function as both lubricant and shock 
absorber. 
Most naturally-occurring polysaccharides, discounting nuc!ic 
acids, consist of chains of covalently linked hexapjrarose residues, 
and the development of carbohydrate chemistry stems from work by Fischer 5 
(1891), in which the chemical configuration of the eight possible 
enantiomorphic pairs of these aldohexoses were assigned. Three of 
these monosaccharides comnonly found as biopolymer subunits are 
D-glucose, D-galact.ose ano D-mannose. 
-2- 
Conforriational studies in organic molecules aio originated 
in the 1890's when Sachse 6 pointed out that six membered ring systems 
can exist free from bond angle strain in two puckered forms which are 
interconvertable. 	It was not until the late 1920's that the correct 
ring size of glucose was determined, and Sachse's earlier ideas of 
ring conformation could be applied to the pyranoid sugars. 	Sponsler 
and Dore were first to make use of these ideas in their interpretation 
of X-ray fibre diffraction data for cellulose. 	The observed spacing2 
in the X-ray diffraction pattern could he explained if the glucopyranc'se 
residues were chair shaped, but not if they were in a flexible form. 
Haworth (1929) extended these principles and introduced the term 
"conformation" to describe the various strainless ring forms that :uey 
be adopted by each pyrancid sugar. 	Chair conformations for various 
sugars in solution, were deduced by Reeves,3 from an examination of 
sugar complexes and derivatives formed in cuprammonia solution. ThIs 
work 8 a10 provides the most conunonLy used conformational nomenclature, 
with Cl - 3-V-glucopyranose, as that chair confcrmeticn of glucose which 
has all the hydroxyl groups equatorial to the ring (Figure 2.) 	a and 
refer to the two anomers of glucose, with the hydroxyl group on 
C(i) axial and equatorial respectively. 	The alternative chair con- 
-b 
formation of the same molecule, with all hydrcxyl groups axial, is 1C-.D-- 
0-giucopyranose. 
The first sugar structure to be solved crystallcgraphically was 
sucrose sodium bromide by Beevers and Cochran 9 (1947) . 	Four years 
later Beevers and McDonald 
0 
 solved the structure of CL-P-glucose, 
both structures finally proving the pyranose ring to have the Cl chair 







Bijvoet et al 	(1951), using anomalous scattering techniques, confirmed 
the absolute configuration of -tartaric acid, and thus the whole 
chemically related carbohydrate series which had been arbitrarily assigned 
in Fischers' original work. 5 
It was about this time that revolutionary discoveries were made 
in the field of conformational analysis of nucleic acids1 and polyoeptides 2 
The method used by Pauling and Corey 
12 
 to establish the -heiix conform-
ation of polypeptide sequences has become standard in the analysis of 
all types of biopolymers, and relies on a precise knowledge of the 
geometry of the monomer units. 	Bond lengths and angles, taken from 
X-ray studies of a number of small related molecules, are used to define 
a rigid stereochemistry for repeating units in the chain in the above 
case, the planar amide group. 	The remaining unassigned parameters, 
normally torsion angles, are varied systematically to produce pcssihle 
chain conformations which account for van der Waais interaction and 
hydrogen bonding. 	Such procedures can now be efficiently carried out 
in the computer, and are discussed in chapter 6. 
Conformation and overall shape of polysaccharides are governed 
by both the nature and the position of the glycosidic linkage between 
the pyranose rings. Until. recently, conformational studies of pciy-
saccharides have been dominated by research into cellulose1 (a (1,4) 
linked glucan), and amylos& 
2-4 
 (ane(l,4) linked glucan). Possible 
1 3,14 
polvuer models have been calculated- 	by fixing the geometry or 
the glucose ring in the Cl conformation, leaving the torsion angles 
(' and ) about the glycosidic bonds as the only variables (Appendix 1). 
Some additional clues about polymer shape were obtained from a study 
of residue shape and confcrtion in simpler di- and oligozaccharicJe 
crystal structures. 	By using conformational angles (ii' and ) close 
-4- 
to those found in the crystal structure of -ce1iobiose 	(the disacch- 
ide repeating unit of cellulose), a model of the cellulose 	iy17.er can 
be established which fits with the X-ray fibre data. 	Similarly, the 
conformation of -maltose 
16 
 can he used to predict the shape of the 
parent amylose polymer. 	There are pronounced differences Letween cellu- 
lose and amylose in both shape and physical properties. 	Cellulose is 
a ribbon-like polymer forming insoluble crystalites by strong inter-
chain hydrogen bonds, while amylose molecules have a wide coil shape, 
large enough cc enclose smaller molecules like iodine. 
The importance of oligasaccharide crystal structures as rtc.del 
compounds for polysaccharides is evident; not only do the small 
molecule structures provide infonation about bond lengths and angles 
of the monomer, likely to be unchanged in the polymer, but they also 
give some indication of conformation to be expected at the giyccsidic 
linkages in the regular polymer. 	The study in this thesis of three 
crystal structures, -sophorose, a-laminaribiose, and a galactotriose, 
provides information about the (1,2), (1,3), (1,3) and (1,4) linkages. 
Regular polymer shapes for various pyrancgiycans have been proposed 
from model building and X-ray fibre work. Compared with the strongly 
hydrogen bonded polypeptide helices, polysaccharides are likely to be 
fairly mobile in solution. Even so, the proposed regular shapes do 
17 
appear to coLrelate with particular biological functions. 
Skeletal polysaccharides like cellulose and chitin, have the 
ability to form fibrous aggregates by efficient hydrogen boning. 
The structural material of bacterial cell walls, pep tidoglycan, also 
has the ribbon-like shape of cellulose, though the chains are held by 
covalent cross links rather than lattice forces. 
-5-. 
Reserve polysaccharides are most commonly (1,4) linked glucan 
like amylose, amylopectin and glycogen, though laminarin, with a similar 
function, is a (1,3) linked glucan. 	Two common confcrnwltiondl features 
are the wide coiling helices and the possibility of branching side chains. 
Starch, a mixture of helical amvlose and the highly branched amylopectin, 
occurs as partly crystafline granules. 	The branching may allow a less 
hindered enzyme attack, as the starch is broken down to provide energy 
for the plant. 
A third class of polysaccharides function as network materials in 
plants, and show the most interesting examples of polysaccharide tertiary 
structure. 	The first proof of co-operative chain-chain interactions 
came from X-ray fibre diffraction studies of the gel-forming seaweed 
18 
polysaccharide, i-carrageenan. 	A double helix conformation was pro- 
posed which also provides a possible mechanism for the gel forming and 
melting process. 19 	When the solution is cooled, the chains link 
by double helix formation to give a three dimensional framework. A 
biologically important feature of network polysaccharides is the presence 
along the chain of modified residues, which act as helix-breaking inter-
uptions. 	Algae in which -carrageenan is found, can control the double 
helix content enzymatically by attacking the modified residues, 
20
and 
may therefore control the constitution of the cell. 
To complete the analogy between polysaccharide and protein systems, 
possible models for polysaccharide quaternary structure have been pro- 
21 
posed. 	An example of this effect is the cooperative binding of 
galactomannans with various polysaccharides, especially i-carrageenan 
and xanthan gum. 
Rigid gels are produced by these interactions, which are as yet little 
understood. 	In Chapter 8, the applications of physical technigues to 




General Methods in Struct.ue Determination 
Introduction 
The X-ray structure determinations of sophorose, laminarihic'se and 
the trigalactose were similar in a number of important ways. All 
crystals belong to the space group P2 1 21 2 1 , and all were solved by 
direct methods using photographic data. This chapter outlines the 
procedures, and theory, common to the three solutions. 
Crystal Morphology  
All three compounds crystallised to give colourless neec'les wbich 
extinguished plane polarised light along their needle axes, indicating 
the needle to be coincident with a possible unit cell vector. 	The 
22 
Reciprocal Lattice Explorer camera has a one circle optical goniometer 
attachment which may be used to measure interfacial angles. 	in the 
three crystals studied, only four prominent faces were found parallel 
to the needle, and are assumed to correspond to a set of Miller planes 
hko, hko, hko end hko. 	The cell vectors a and b must therefore 
bisect the interfacial angles, giving the angles a and (010-a), as 
defined in Figures 1 and 2. 	It is possible to solve for h and k by 
allowing them all possible combinations in the equation 
a/h -1 
=tan ( 7j ) 
See Figure 2. An hk0 De Jong photograph allows direct comparison 
between dial readings corresponding to cell vectors, and those for 
crystal faces (Figure 1). 	Direct assignment of h and k by indexing 
those zeflexions on lines perpendicular to the crystal faces, is also 
nossihie. 
- 7- 
Figure  1 
	
Figure 2 
Relative Positions of Crystal 
	
The Relationship Between 
Faces and Cell Vectors as Found 
	
o and the hkO Planes 
on an hkO De Jong Photograph 
hkO 








Space Group Determination 
An oscillation photograph about the needle axis allowed the calculation 
of the cell vector in that direction, (in all cases called C), and also 
showed the presence of a reciprocal lattice mirror plane perpendicular 
to c. 	Either Weissenberg or Dc Jong cameras were used to photograph 
the hkO layer, and allowed the calculation of the a and b cell vectors 
The mm symmetry of this zone defines the crystal system to be ortho-
rhombic, the Laue symmetry nhlnm. Only D-pyranose rings are present, 
thus restricting the point group of the crystals to 222. First layers 
of the reciprocal lattice were photographed, but shc?cd no general hkl 
absences, proving the lattice to be primitive. 	The only systematic 
absences were hOO, with h odd, and OkO with k odd, restricting the 
space group to either P22 12 or P2 1 2 1 21 . 	1 precessi.n photograph 
with the beam parallel to a, provided an Oki zone, which sho;ed th 
001 to be absent with 1 odd. 	These absences unambiguously define 
the space group as P2 1 2 1 2 1 . 
-0-- 
Accuiate Cell Dimensions 
Accurate cell dimensions were determined using the ]ti2  split spots 
found on Wcissenberq photographs at high angle. 	For a zero layer, the 





t 	+ Tr 4
where the wavelengths of CuK 1 and 
24 
respectively, 	and r is the camera 
ation routine (PAiAW, incorporated 
are 1.540562 A and 1.54439 
radius. 	A least squares mininis- 
25 
into the program suite XRAY 72, 
was then used to refine a, b and c, which for an orthorhombic syster:i 
are related to 0 by the equation: 
	
2 	 2 
2(0) 	 k 	1 
4n -- = ± - + 
2 2 	2 
A 	a h 	c 




Photography: All aza were collected on a Jnicam horizontal travel equi-
inclinatior weissenberg camera of 5.73 cm diaoeter, with a Philips 1009 
generator run at 40 kV and 25 mA with a copper targat and nickel filter. 
Multifilm packs of two to five Ilford "Industrial G" films were used 
for intensit' data. 	Films were c1evelood for five ninutes using 
Ilford "Phenisol" and fixed for twice the clearing time in "Ilfofix". 
Film Scanning 
6 
 Laninaribiose and sophorose data were measured using 
a SAAB AFS MKSII automatic film scanner linked to a Pc?i5 computer, 
maintained by the Edinburgh Regional Conouting Center. 	The film is 
wrapped round a drun which is rotated and translated by a finely 
threaded spindle. A minute rectangle (60 jim x 90pm) is illuminated 
by a light bear  :ighly stable in both intensity and cross section. 
-9.- 
Elcctric.i SIfrLS define 	vaLuefor transmission and also define the 
relative position f the rectangle on the film (i.e. its scanner 
coordinates), 	These pulses are transformed by an Analogue Digital 
Converter into digitised signals which the computer can process, and 
store, on magnetic tape. 	Transmission (T) is defined as 
T = Intensity ot transmitted beam/Intensity of incident light. 
The intensity of the incident light is taken as the intensity of th 
bean through a developed film, which has not been exposed to X-Rays. 
Semi Automatic Indexing: A picture of the digitised film may be 
displayed on a video screen linked to the PDP15 computer, and a number 
of spots (about 12) indexed by eye, and their scanner coordinates 
noted. 	With these reference spots, and knowledge of the unit cell 
26 
parameters, a computer program FILM-FIT is then used to calculate the 
scanner coordinates of all the possible reflexions occuring on that 
Weissenberg film. 
Optical Density of the Ref lexions: The optical density (D) of a 
rectangle is defined as D = -log 10T. 	The integrated"hlackening t ' 
of the film by Bragg reflexions should be directly proportional to I, 
the reflected X-ray intensity, and to the time of the exposure, which 
is constant for all spots on any particular film. 
The direct proportionality only holds up to D 1. 5, and explains the 
need for multifilm packs; the optical density is reduced by a factor 
of about 2.5 from film to film, and allows the most intense spots .o 
be measured in the linear range, on the weaker films 
2 
A second program SUMFRA 	evaluates the quantity SMD for 
each reflexion, which is effectively the integrated optical density 
above local background. 	A suitable, fixed, rectangular frame size 
-10-- 
is chosen, large enough to encompass the largest spots on the film, and 
is centred about the spot positions calculated by FILM-FIT. 	From the 
digitised data stored on magnetic tape, the spot intensity, LUND, is 
calculated for each reflexion. 
SUMD = (E Value of D for each point in the frame) - (Background x 
number of coints). 
The background is simply the average value for D at the border of 
each frame. An intensity strip for the trisaccharide was scanned, and 
the results, presented in chapter 5, show some of the limitations of 
this semi-automatic procedure in dealing with weak and oddly shaped 
spots. 
Structure Factor ALnpl 	Interfilm scale factors are calculated 
from cormnori reflexions on pairs of adjacent films in a multi-film 
pack. Certain spots, with uneven background or very high dnsi.ty frcm 
previous integration routine, are excluded. 	Intensities are multiplied 
by the appropriate scale factors, and a mean spot intensity calculated. 
Lorentz and polarisation 
27 
 corrections are then applied to the mean 
intensities, and Laue equivalent refiexions are merged. 	Assuming the 
crystals approximate to the ideally imperfect model, and are composed 
of mosaic blocks,the structure factor amplitude IF
rell 
 may be calcul-
ated from 
= CK (I/Lp)½ 
Differences in exposure times, photographic processing, temperature, 
etc., result in each layer being on different, arbitrary scales, 
relative to the absolute scale. 	CK is different for each layer, and 
is a scale factor which puts the aynr on to 	one arbitrary scale. 
It is most simply calculated from those Lp corrected reflexions, 
measured on cross layer Weissenber' or precession phctocjraphs, common 
to snots on the different layers. 
..-i i__ 
Absorption of X-rays by the crystals was not taken into account 
in calculatingjF 	J, te highest abosrption coefficient (i), beingrel 
12.6 	for CUKcL radiation, and calculated from the equation 
G{P () + P (E.) 	± P (!) ) 
0 p o 	h P H c p c 
C 	density (g.ctn 3 ) 
P
0 	
Proportion o C etc. 
(P.) = 	ns absorption coefficient. 
Absolute Scale and Tem:erture Factors 
Measured spot intensities, corrected for Lp effects, may be put on an 
absolute scale using a Wilson plot. 
28
The main assumption is that 
the double summation term, in the expression for the average absolute 
intensity Ibs , is zero. 
a 
N 
I 	=  F. F* = 	f2 	+ 	Z f £ exp2iri[h(x-x ) + k(y 'z ) + l( -z 
n=l 
abs n n 	 rim 	nm 	n rr 
N 
Therefore I 	= K I 	= K I f 
rel abs 	 n n= 1 
The atomic scattering factor f is affected by thermal vibration of the 
atoms, which may be accounted for by the Debye Waller factor (exp(-2B. 







I 	= K ex(-2Bsin6/). ) E f (rust. s 
n=l 
Both f and the Debye-Waller factor change with angle, but by 
narrow ranges of sine/A, containing roughly equal numbers of ref lexions, 
the measured intensities within each range may be averaged. 	K and B 
-12-- 
are evaluated by plotting out the straight line graph of thn equation 
In 	 = in K - 2Jsin 2 e/X 2 
Values for IFcb 	'er& ca--c-iiatcC, by the XRAY program frcm the equation: 
2 I 	' - (re 1) 	( x exp B sin 6,/ 2  
MULT 9allowed a more sophisticated approach by replacing the atomic 
scattering factor if by the spherically averaged scattering factor of 
the pyranose ring, relaxing the stringent requirement of rendom atoms 
As well as calculating K and B from a Wilson plot, the program 
25 	 3G 
XRAY72 implements a scaling procedure favoured by Kane in which 
the Gaussian form of the temperature factor is not assumed. 	For 
each range in sinO/X the ratio K may be calculated 
K 	n1 f2/EIl 
This expression can be directly plotted as a function of sine/s. 
K(s) is the function dependant on sinO/A which denotes the smooth 
curve through the calculat-points. 
IF tabs) I 	= 	IF (1) I x K(s) 
Normalised Structure Factors 
The significance which can be attached to statistical information 
derived from the magnitude and distributions of structure factors, 
decreases as the ratio 'FI/F(OOO)  decreases. 	This ratio becomes very 
small at hier angle because of the fall in scattering factor with 
increase in angle. 	The normalised structure factor, E, is defined 
30 
to overcome this problem 
E 
hkl' 	- 	2 
n 
n 1 
Because or the syrmetry of P2 1 2 1 21 , ref1ictions of the type hOO, OkO, 
and 001 where h k a 1 = 2n, are expected to have twice the average 
intensity of any other reflexions and are given F = 2. compared to 
general reflexions with c = 1. 
Application of Direct Methos to Simple Sugars in P2 1 2 1 2 1 
It is reasonable to assume that if two sets of planes with high FEI 
values are related linearly to a third set of planes, also with a 
high JEJ value, then the majority of atoms contributing to the 
structure factor amplitudes of the reflexions, are constrained tc 
sit near the intersecticns of the three planes. 	A re--examination o 
the a--glucose-'glucose 10 crystal structure provides a good illustration; when 
three high JEJ valued reflexions (2 13 0) ) (T 3 0) and (6 10 0) , are 
drawn onto the projected cell (Figure 3), their intersections indicate 
atom positions. 	In general, triplets of reflexions satisfying the 
condition: 
h, k, 1 = 	, k , 1 4 h" ,k" , 1 
or 	h = h' 
give rise to the statistical structure invariant relationship 
(the E relationship) 
= 	
+ 
The statistical significance of each relationship is given by a weight 
K, 






Projection of a-glucose structure 
10
down c 
a:b:c = 10.4:14.8:4.9 Space group P21 2 1 21 
Most atoms sit near the intersections of the 
high I E I ref lexions 8 3 0, 6 10 0 and 2 13 0 
-14- 
31 
Origin and Enantiomorph Definition: The phase (9) of any reflexion 
depends on the position of the atoms in the unit cell relative to a 
defined origin. 	Equivalent positions for molecules in P2 1 2 1 2 1 are 
derived assuming the origin to be at a mid-point between the three 
non-intersecting screw axes. 	There are 8 such possible origins 
(i.e. 8 alternative phase descriptions of the fixed crystal structure); 
by choosing an origin as 0,0,0, the phase of a general reflexion, 
relative to any other origin is easily calculated, and given in Table 1. 
Phases 
Table 1 
of 	General Pef1xion 4 With Respect to the - 8 
Possible Origins 
(Parity Group) 000 ½00 	0½0 00½ o½½ ½O ½O ½½½ 
ggg 9 4 	4 4 4 4 4 4 
uuu 4 11+9 	7. +4 11+4 4 9 4 11+4 
o.D. gg.!! 9 ir+4 ir+9 1149 sp 
uug 9 11+9 	ir+4 9 11+4 ir+9 4 4 
guu 4 9 	ii+4 71+4 4 11+9 71+4 4 
ugg 9 n+4 	4 9 4 w+4 ir+4 rr+4 
O.D. .gu 7r+9 	9 ir+q Tr+$ 4. 11+4 
O.D. gaqa 9 	11+4 9 r+9 7r+4 71-I-Q 
O.D. Origin Definition 
g: even number 	u: odd number 
The underlined reflexions in Table 1 give an example of the way in 
which the origin may be unambiguously defined by assigning phases to 
three reflexions in different parity groups. 	General rules 	for 
choosing origin defini:ig reflexions, for P2.2 1 2, may ba cie5uced L in-
spection of Table 1. 
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No structure semi-invariant phases may be chosen. (i.c. ref iexions 
which do not change phase with a change in origin). 	For 1'2 2,2, 
such refle::ions belong to the parity grcup ggg, with h, k and 1 even. 
Lineax combinations of origin defining ref lexions must not be a 
structure invariant phase relationship (e.g. a 
2 
 relationship). 
A general reflexion may have any phase value 1 but using such 
reflexions to define the orig:in would still allow any value from, 
say, 04160 
0. 
	However, it is easily shown (Appendix 2) that zonal 
ref lexions, with one index zero, in P21 2 1 2 1 , have restricted phases. 
= 00 or 1800 for qogg, 0gu, qggO, gu0, g0g, uOg 
= ±900 	for 40uu, 0ug, uuO, 6ugO, uOu, rj0u 
In practice it is therefore best to chcose three restricted thases. 
For crystals of enantiomorphous molecules, it is also necessary 
to fix the enantiomorph. 	The phases of ref leions from the crystal 
composed of D sugar residues are the inverse of those for an enantiornorphic 
L structure: qD = -L. 	For phases restricted to 0 or 10° , 	= 
while for phases restricted, to +90° , 	180- (Appendix 2) . 	Thus, 
in the example, if the refleions used were Ogu, uOu, and guc, for 
which , 	are equivalent to -, 180-,-, the relationships would 
be satisfied by the L-structure with origin at ½,0,0. 	Hence a 
further phase, for example one of type Oug, must be chosen to specify 
origin and enaatiomorph fully. 
Estimating the Phases of the Pef1xion: All three structure were 
solved using the program Z:ULTAN, -- which firstly evaluates all the 
relatiorshijs among the hijh E valued refiexions. 	Secondly the 
routine CONVERGE choses a suitable set of origin and enanticcorph 
fixing ref lexions along with two or three general zeflexions. 
16- 
Also, zonal refiexions in the parity group ggg uay be assigned a 
phase of 00  or 180° , by application of the E forrnula.32 
The general reflexions chosen, enter into a large number of 
relationships, and are assigned starting phases of ±45 ° and ±1350 . 
Thus, with two general reflexions, there will be 16 different 
starting sets, in one of which, both will only deviate from the 
crystal structure by a maximum of 450 
Phases of the small starting set are expanded to all 'nigh E 
valued ref lexions, using the E 2 relationships, (Symmetry-related 
reflexions may have different phases, as shown in Table 1 of Appendix 2). 
As a general rule, the number of independent ref lexions required to be 
phased is about seven times the number of atoms in the asymmetric unit, 
and the number of Z 2 relationships, about six times the number of 
reflexions. 	There will be a number of differing phase indicntion 
for phases not in the starting set, arising from the different 
relationships. 	These indicatr-'r way 	ird as vectors with 
length proportional toE- 1 	and direction 	+ --,) which 
may be combined by vector addition, as illustrated in Figure 4. 
Figure - 










tan 4- = A/B 
- 17- 
The  phase of the reflect-ion is then the angle whose tangent is h/B, 
34 
and may be described b the weighted tangent foriLula: 
I 	
+ 
tan h E = E 	, 	1EEj-mcos(, + cm,) 
The programmed sub-routine FASTAN is cyclic. Phases and weights 
are calculated for each ref lexion by the tangent formula; these 
weights then alter the phase determination in the next cycle. 	When 
the phases have essentially converged, the general reflex'icns in 
the starting set are allowed to refine for a final t'?o cycles. 
The only remaining problem is in deciding which set of phases 
approximates to the correct solution. 	Three parameters ae calculated 
for each phase set: 
35 
The "Absolute Figure of Merit' 	gives a measure of the internal 
consistency of the set of phases and should be greater than 1.0. 
Psi Zero () 36  is defined as -. Ej-. 	. 	About 
fifty of the smallest JEhI  values are chosen, and if the phases for 
the large Es are near correct, the summation should be low. 
The Karle R-factor is defined as 30 
R = 1hbobshIca1cI 
EIEj - I abs 
2 2½ 
where is the measured value and -- 	= (A +B 	, as 
Mobs 	 h'calc 
defined in the tangent formula, is the average value from all possible 
12 relationships involving h. 
Calculation and Refinement of Atomic Parameters 
A Fourier summation of the form: 
F. E Z lEt (cos[ 27 (hx+ky+lz) - 3 + sinL2ir(hx+ky+1z 1/ - f3) 
h  1 
was carried out, using a program written by Dr. N.M. Harding, and the 
sampled xyz points mapped out. 	Since E values correspond to point 
atoms, and there are only a limited number of reflexons involved, 
genuine peaks tended to be quite sharp, as do a number of spurious 
peaks. 
Trial structures were tested by calculating the residual R 
defined as 
- 2llFobs I ab IF iCiJ 
EF 
abs I abs 
I F ohs jabs is the IFI relative value put on an absolute scale by the 
Wilson plot scale factor, and IF l I is computed from IF 	= ca-c 
where A and B are given, for P2 12 1 2 1 , in Appendix 2. 	The thecr2tica 1j-  
value for R in a random non-centrosymmetric atomic distribution in the 
unit cell is R = .59. 	Further atomic assignments were made with the 
aid of electron density and difference electron density maps, calculated 
using IF 
bs 	ohs 
and (IF 	- IFcaic I) respectively, a coeffic.ent:s in the o  
Fourier summation. 
25 
The crystallographic least squares program CRYLSQ was used to 
refine all the crystal structure parameters, by minimising the 
function M, 
M = E WCIFohs - IF caic 1)2 
The structure factor, F, , depends on a number of parameters; 
L L '. 
atom positions, isotropic or anistrcpic atomic vibrations, inter-
layer or overall scale factors, and, in the three disordered compounds 
S4- 	site occupation paraineteis. 	in the initial model, atoms are 
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assumed to be vibrating isotropically, an effect accounted for in 
the structure factor calculation by multi1ying the atomic scatterin g  
factor (f) by e
-B 
	 where B is related to the mean--square 
amplitude of vibration (U ) by B = 9 2 U. 	In tte final staes of 
refinement, the isotropic thermal paremeter (B) , is replaced by s i x 
parameters which describe the size and orientation of a vibrational 
ellipsoid. 	The anisotropic temperature factor expression being 
2 *2 	2 *2 	 ) *2 	 * * 	* * 
exp - ¼(B 11 h a + B 22k b + B331c ~ 2B12hka b + 2B13h1a c + 
23kth c 
'i) 
The parameters B. may be defined in terms of U j where -D  
13 	 - 
U are now thermal parameters expressed in terms of mean sçuare 
13 
amplitudes of vibration in angstroms. 
Weights used in the least squares refinement should, strictly, be 
related to the accuracy of measurement of the individual refiexions. 
Instead, groups of reflexions with similar 
IFb'' 
 or sine, were 
adjusted to give similar average (w x 	values. 	Scheme 3 in the 
program W 	
25
TLSQ was used for the three structures and clown weighted 
low angle and/or large 11, b 	ref lexions i.e. those most affected 
by absorption and extinction. 
27 
	
The estimated standard deviations 	(c) of parameters 
refined by the least-squaxes technique is given as 
El
2 	 12 
Cy 	- 	 (b ii . - (r F l w AF )/(m-n)) =r r 
h.. is a diagonal element of the inverse natri, m the number of 
11 
reflexions used in refinement, and n the number of paaiLeters. 	The 
standard deviations of the parameters increase quickly as the number 
of parameters approaches the number of reflexions, and prevents thc- 
-20- 
use of an ovei complex rnatheraic1 model to define the struct 1 re. 
The standard deviation of tie length 
11 1) 
of a bond between two atoms 37 
is defined as 
0 2 (112) = 	 + 0 2 (y 2 ) 
where x1 and x 2 are the atomic coordinates. As a general rule when 




The Crystal Structure of 	}rcse onohyUrate 
Introduction 
Sophorose (-D-glucopyranosyl- (1 + 2) -a-D-glucopyranose)is cne of the 
least common glucosyl-glucoses in nature, either free or in polymeric 
form. It was first prepared synthetically by Freudenberg In 1936.38 
39 
A few years later it was obtained by the hydrolysis of a glycoside 
isolated from the seed of s2phora  japonica, more commonly known as the 
Pagoda Tree, a deciduous tree growing to 80 feet and native to China. 
Short (1,2)-linked polymers of 20 to 25 glucose units in length are 
formed outside plant cells by parasitic Agrobacteria. Crown gall is 
an example of such an infection. 
Only the u-anomeric form of sophorose has been crystallised. 
RecrystallisaLion 
Poorly formed crystals of sophorose monohydrate were prepared by 
r. W. Blann. 	Recrystallisation was carried out by isothermal dis- 
tillation, the sugar being soluble in water but insoluble in ethanol. 
A moderately concentrated aqueous solution of sophorose was placed in 
a desiator containing ethanol. 	The desiator was evacuated, and, 
over a period of days, the ethanol distilled into the solution, preci--
pitating colourless needle crystals showing well formed faces. 
Crystal Data 
All relevant crystal data are given in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Crystcl Ijata 
Space Group P212 1 2.1 
a 14.427 (3) 
b 22.047 (2) 
c 4.869 (1) 
Cell Volume 1548.8 
Molecular Formula C 	H,. 0 	.H 0 
12 2 11 2 




z 	 4 
Calculated Density 	 1.545 g cm -3 
Measured Density 	 1.55 g cm 
1CuKa Linear Absorption 	12.34 cm
-1 
Coefficient 
Melting Point 	 1800C 
Eal D 	 +34.5 - 
The space group was unicuuly determined by the systematic absences of 
the reflections hOO,Ok0,001 for odd values of h, k and 1. 	Density 
was determined by the method of flotation using a mixture of carbon-
tetrachloride and toluene. Only multiples of four mclecules per cell 
are possible in P2 1 21 21 , and knowledge of Z, density and cell volume 
allowed the amount of water of crystallisation to be calculated. 
2 
Accurate cell dimensions were determined by refining the dimensions 
calculated from a number of e. 1e 2 split spots. 	23 hkO and 12 Okl 
reflections wci -,s7-,d to refine the parameters. 
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Cryst.alflOrjlo9v 
Four: optically goM pines parallel to the needle axis hound the crystal 
with interfacial angles of 900. The relationship between the planes 
and the unit cel3 vectors a and b wore round from an hko De .Tong picture 
(Figure 1) . 	The angle o, dofincd in chapter 2, is 45 3 . ( 230) gIves a 
calculated angle o 44.470 . 	More 1irect evidence comes from the 
observation that the 230 and 460 reflections lie on row lines perpen-
dicular to the bounding faces. 
Figure l 
The relationship between crystal faces and the unit 
cell vectors of sophorose projected down c. 
In retrospect it is clear why these plans form the crystal boundaries. 
The projection of the unit cell along c (Fig. 4) shows all the forms 
of the(230)plane to lie along channels containing few atoms and with 
little covalent or hydrogen bonding across them. 
- 
Data Collection 
Two data sets for sophorose were collected using the equi-inclination 
Weissenberg technique. Set 1 were from poor quality films which were 
processed rapidly and used to solvc and refine the structure to R = .19. 
A second set of films was used to test the data processing procedures 
40 
of the new S.R.C. Microdensitometer service at the Atlas Computing 
Laboratory, Harwell. 	A crystal of dimensions .15 x .08 x .45 mm was 
mounted parallel to its needle axis, corresponding to the c unit cell 
vector. Each layer, hk0 through hka, was photcgraphed for an exposure 
time of about 20 hours. 	In all, five films were used fcr each layer, 
taken in multifilm packs of three films per pack for long exposures 
and two films for exposures of about two hours. The theoretical 
number of unique reflexions for sophorose is approximately 176, 
compared to the 1552 spots available on the hk0 - hk4 films. 	It is 
worth noting how efficient the equi-inclination method is for collecting 
data on a crystal with one short axis. 	Few layers need be taken because 
of the wide reciprocal spacing along c*, yet a lot of data is crammed 
on to each layer due to the short b* and a* vectors. 
The same crystal was remounted about a and an Oki layer was photographed. 
Data from this was used in cross layer scaling and also for refinement 
of the c cell dimension. 
Intensity easu:oment 
Data set I as processed using the Saab scanner, as described in 
Cbaoter 2. 
40 
The Earwell data collection service uses an Oçtronice rhotoscan 
machine interfaced to an Automation Alsna 16 computer. Both halves 
of all films from hk0 through hk4 were scanned twice. 	The general 
agreement parameter is defined as 
-25- 
' I /E11 
where I is the mean of the number of measurements, I 	of t 	saize 
ref lexion. 	For each pair of films in a pack, R lies in thz range 
of 3% to 5% after applying scale factors to each reading. 	Slightly 
worse agreement of 4% to 6% was achieved for low intensity spots. 
Symmetry equivalent data on the same side of the film give R = 3.2% 
to 5.5%. 	The comparison of data on opposite sides of the film yield 
R factors of between 5.8% and 7.3%. 	Such agreement is quite satis- 
factory especially considering the spot extension and contraction on 
opposite sides of the film caused by the Weisserberg geometry at hicth 
equi-inclination angles. 	Accidentally weak or absent rcflexions 
are ignored in this system leaving only 1077 observed unique spots. 
Trial Solution in Projection 
The short c axis dimension of 4.87 R is common to a number of simp!.e 
sugar structures (Table 5 ; chapter 7), and suggests the pyranc.se 
rings are lying approximately parallel to (001). 	It is instructive 
to compare the cell dimensions of a.-qluccse 10 rith those of sophorose. 
Both compounds belong to the space group P2 1 2 12,. 
a glucose 	a:b:c = 14.84 	10.38 	4.93 
a sophorose a:b:c = 14.42 	22.05 : 4.87 
The doubling of b is caused by the addition of four more pyranose rings 
into the glucose unit cell, yet a and c are almost unchanged. 	A fair 
guess at the position and orientation of sophorose would he the replace-
ment of each glucose molecule by a sophorose molecule ailigned along 
b, in a fairly straight linkage conformation. 
Intensity data for hko was processed giving 258 observed reflexions 
and 73 less--thans. The maximum sinO/? value was .61 and the maximum 
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Frel calculazed as 75. 
Calculation of overall scale and temperature factors urq a 
Wilson plot will be subject to very large theoretical error-. 
However, the E value statistics show the zonal reflections conform 
moderately well to the theoretical centric distribution. Normalised 
data provided 103 E values greater than 1.0 which led to 1035 Sigma 2 
relationships. 	An algorithm for deducing a set of phases 41 from 
these relationships is implemented in the xy system 25 
	
The reflect- 
ions 7 16 0 and 4 19 0 were assigned phases of 0 to define the origin 
of the plane group pgq, and the thirty highest E values were phased by 
the symbolic addition procedure of Kane and Kane 41 
	
in Cu r 65 
reflections were assigned phases and were subsequently used as 
coefficients for the Fourier synthesis of an E map projected onto 
(001) 	The best trial structure gave a residual of .54, indicating 
some degree of significance away from a random structure (theoretically 
R 	.83) 
With the benefit of hindsight it is clear thL the phasing of the 
E map was essentially correct, with most atoms lying on positive regions. 
The Solution of Sophorose Using 3D Data 
(i) Normalisation of Data (Data set 1) 
42 
Reflexions from layers hko through hk3 were processed using the XPJ.Y 70 
System program DATFIX. 	This served two purposes, the calculation of 
I El values and as an approximate technique for cross layer scaling. 
Wilson plots were used to evaluate temerature and scale factors 
for the individual layers. 	The smaller nunher of reflexions provided 
for each plot coupled with the fact that spots in each layer may not 
conform to the basic relationship I = sf ' , may result in rather 
unreliable scale factors. 	The above approach is justified by comparing 
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the calculated scale factors to the individually refined scale factors 
of the solved structure (Table 2). 
Table 2 
A comparison of the scale factors calculated by 
Wilson plots to those obtained by least squares 















The !EI statistics are in good agreement with the theoeLical distri-
bution for an acentric compound as shown in Table 2. 
Table 3 
Distribution of IEI values 
Found 	Theoretical 	Theoretical 
	
Average IEI 	.885 	.798 	 .886 
Ave 1E 2- 11 	.736 	.968 	 .736 
> 1.0 	34 	 32 	 37 
IEI > 1.8 	4 	 7 	 4 
JEI > 2.5 	.5 	 1.2 	 .2 
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(ii)  Direct Methods 
Those 180 reflexions with JEI > 1.4 were used as input for the MULTAN 29 
program suite. 	No phases were fixed by application of the E formula, 





Probability of Structure 
positive sign Solution 
o 20 2 2.28 .73 00 
12 	0 0 2.63 .75 00 
0 	8 2 1.56 .33 1800 
The top 1000 Z relationships were used by the subroutine CONVERGE to 
help choose the best origin and enanticinorth defining reflexior., along 
with a few others to provide a number of alternative starting points 
for the phase determination. 	This starting set is given in Table 5. 
Table 5. Starting Phases 
Function xeflexiori ALcw 	
Phase Refined by Final
en Phase Parity Set 1 
	FAST AN 	Solution 
O.D. 	7 6 0 	90 	p g g 	90 	90 	90 
O.D. 	12 10 	0 	gpg 	0 	0 	 0 
0.D./E.D. 	6 11 3 	45 	g i p 	45 	80 	87 
	
7 15 1 	±45 k +135 	 45 	40 	37 
5 13 2 	+45, ±135 	 45 	98 	109 
0 20 2 	0, 180 	 0 	0 	 0 
O.D. Origin definer 
E.D. Enantiomorph definer. 
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The various permutations of phases assigned to the chosen reflexicns 
led to 32 differently phased sets, calculated by the subroutine 
FASTAN. For each set, an absolute figure of merit (A.F.M.) and a 
residual (R) were calculated by the program (see chapter 2) . 	The 
choice of the most promising set was straightforward as best values 
of R and AFM show. 
A.F.M. 	R 
Phase Set 1 	1.24 	32.4 
Phase Set 2 	1.26 	35.6 
Phase Set 10 	0.88 	33.9 
The 180 phased F values provided by the FASTAN refinement: were used 
as coefficients for a 3D Fourier synthesis program. 
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Solution of 
the resulting F map provided little challenge as twenty-one out of 
the twenty-four unique atoms were readily identified. The three 
missing oxygen atoms, one of them water, were found in a AF Fourier 
synthesis. 	Fourth layer data was included in the data set, and 
structure factor calculations for the whole molecule gave a residual 
of .31. 	Difference Fourier and least squares refinement reduced the 
residual to .20. 	Further refinement using data-set 1 was not attempt€-d. 
A labeled picture of the sophorose molecule is given in Figure 2. 
Refinement of the Structure 
Refinement of the structure was completed using data-set 2. Four 
cycles of least squares using the fractional coordinates found from 
the above structure, with all atoms isotropic and inter layer scale 
factors refining separately gave a residual of .097. A difference 
map using data with sinO/A < .4, revealed probable atomic :ites for 
18 of the 24 hydrogen atcms in the structure. Two further cycles, 
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with hydrogen atom positions fixed, refined the structure to R = .066. 
Cross layer scale factors were calculated from those Lp correcLeci 
reflexions, on the Oki Weissenlerg photograph, common to spots on the 
hk0 through hk4 layers. Application of these scale factors followed 
by two cycles of anisotropic least squares refinement on all carbon 
and oxygen atoms further reduced the R factor to .060. 
By this stage, most parameters had converged with shift/error < A. 
There were, however, some abnormally large temperature factors connected 
with the 0(32)-C(32)-C(42)-0(42) region of the reducing ring, and are 
listed below. 
100 x Ull 	100 x U22 	100 x U 33 
0(32) 	1.9 	 2.8 	 9.87 
C(32) 	1.9 	 2.2 	 4.0 
C(42) 	2.1 	 1.4 	 4.9 
0(42) 	4.5 	 2.6 	 12.5 
The average temperature factor in any direction for other carbon or 
oxygen atom is only U.. = .025. 	It seems unreasonable to regard the 
very large 333 terms of 0(42) and 0(32) as being caused by thermal 
vibration alone. The high temperature factors are instead inter-
pretated as being caused by some atomic disorders A difference 
Fourier was calculated for the structure but with 0(32) and 0(42) 
omitted. 	The size and shape of the resulting peaks justified the 
values of the thermal parameters. 	Each electron density peak was 
regarded as being ccaposed of two half-weight oxygen atoms separated 
by .6 R along c. With the inevitable overlapping of the electron 
shells round each of the split atoms, a model such as this cannot 
be refined unambiguously by the available X-ray data, with a resolution 
of .7 
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Refinement of these "split-oxygen" atcms, input with isotropic 
temperature factors of 13 = 2.5, marginally reduced the resi:lual to 
.059. 	The refined parameters for the relevant atcr;is are: 
() 
Partial Parameter 	100 x U 	0--C () 
0(32a) .66 3.7 1.38 
0(32b) .38 1.8 1.52 
0(42b) .43 2.2 1.51 
0(42a) .55 3.3 1.37 
Unconstrained refinement of the partial parameters and isotropic temper-
ature factors gave physically meaningful results, with the combined 
partial parameters adding to 1.04 and 0.98. 	The C-0 bond lengths 	are, 
however, very unlikely. 	In an attem2t to produce a better model, 
C(42) and C(32) were each input as split half-weight carbon atoms 
separated by .2 A along Z. 	Full convergence was achieved by repining 
only those atoms affected by the disorder (C(52), C(42a), c2h), C(32a), 
0(42á), 0(42b), C(22)) for three cycles of full matrix least squares. 
The largest shift over error for the final cycle was .15 for the Z 
parameter of C(42) . 	A difference Fourier calculated iron reflexions 
with sinO/A less than .6 reveale'i three of the remaining six unpiaced 
hydrogen atoms. 	Four other peaks of comparable height on the map 
were neither possible hydrogen positions nor were they connected with 
the disorder. 
A final two anisotropic cycles, refining all atoms except hydrogen, 
and with all partial parameters fixed, gave an average shift in positional 
parameters of less than 1/15 of the estimated standard deviation of their 
fractional coordinates. The same shift over error for the isotropically 
refined split atoms was 1 5, and for all temperature terms the ratio was 
-32-- 
about 1/ -4. 
	
The fl--factor ;;os rduced to .057, the number of variables 
in this last refinement being 214. 	Examination of the co. lation 
matrix indicates little interdependence between parameters 'xcept for 
those in the disordered region of the reducing ring. 	Correlation 
terms between identically corresponding parameters x, y, and U, for 
a split carbon atom, lie between .6 and .8. 	For split oxyens, sich 
correlations are lower, at about .5. 	It is not surprising that fc•r 
all the split atoms the Z parameters are highly correlated o the 
temperature factors. The y position of the water is related to the 
y and x parameters of 0(41), with correlation terms of about .3. 
No other terms in the matrix are above .15. 
25 
The weighting schm, described in chapter 2, gave unit weights 
to most reflexions but down weighted those with F on s greater than 15.0 
and/or those with sine less than .67. 	Those reflexiorLs falling anto 
this category were given weights (si) from: 	X 
w = sine/.67 X 15.0/F  
obs. iy/z  
An analysis of the way the data is affected by this scheme is given in 
Table 6. 
The structure factor listing for the 1027 ref lexioris with sinO/A 
less than .6 is given in Table 8. 	Final. parameters are li-sted in 
Table 7, along with parameters for C(32), C(42), 0(32) , 0(42) taken 
from an earlier (R = .06) refinement in which these atoms were not 
treated as being disordered. 
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Table 6 
j i -F 	) ohs 	calc 2 (F 	F and R as a function ois 	cai C l-- 




No. of Planes vcrE P. Va.ue 
(cc- Jto 
7.5 67 2.52 11 .56 .19 
9.0 86 1.45 0.82 .096 
10.0 68 1.25 1.10 .069 
11.0 74 0.99 0.91 .075 
12.0 59 1.27 1.02 .076 
13.5 94 0.82 0.73 .057 
155 97 1.71 1.46 .068 
17.5 75 1.37 1.09 .055 
19.5 74 1.51 0.99 .052 
22.0 00 1.69 0.93 1049 
25.0 70 2.07 0.93 .046 
29.0 72 3.30 1.21 .52 
39.0 76 2.45 0.63 .035 
60.0 70 15.46 1.83 .053 
.32 56 17.67 2.19 .088 
.39 65 6.18 1.43 .058 
•45 54 4.88 1.24 .062 
.50 68 2.55 1.10 .054 
.55 72 1.74 0.90 .054 
.59 68 1.29 0.73 .045 
.63 72 1.12 0.81 .044 
.67 93 1.61 1.12 .053 
.71 88 0.95 0.75 .041 
.74 68 1.45 1.23 .061 
.77 65 1.10 0.98 .053 
.80 53 0.94 0.88 .056 
.64 66 0.71 0.67 .053 
.875 58 1.25 1.19 
.915 68 1.16 1.12 .069 
•95 54 1.45 1.44 .107 
ri.i-i VAt-j EACH 	12.#J6-C flR 	&I'E*/. 
Table 7 
Fractional Atomic Coordinates and Thermal Parameters in 
Sophorose Monohydrate 
Values for U. are x 100 
i:i 
x Y z U 11 U 22 - U 33 	- U12 U 13 U23___ - • 
0(H 20) .2376(5) .9109(3) .0314(17) 5.23(38) 5.79(36) 5.37(44) 0.98(32) -1.39(39) 1.27(40) 
c(11) .5717(4) .3428(3) -.0277(14) 1.63(31) 1.85(29) 0.96(34) 0.00(25) 0.13(29) -0.42(27) 
c(21) .6590(5) .3036 (3) .0077(17) 1.72 (31) 2.41(29) 2.01 (3% 0.56(27) -0.70(31) -0.43(31) 
C(31) .6652(5) .2576(3) -.2153(14) 1.83(31) 2.07(29) 1.03(35) 0.73(25) -0.51(28) 0.20(29) 
C (41) .5737(4) .2232(3) -.2498(15) 1.81 (34) 2.07(31) 1.40 (36) 0.04 (27) -0.08 (28) -0.04(29) 
c(51) .4963(5) .2683(3) -.2823(15) 2.48(34) 1.48(28) 1.59(39) 0.15(26) 0.27(31) 0.32(30) 
C(61) .4020(5) .2386(3) -.3112(18) 1.81(33) 2.60(31) 3.34(44) 0.26(59) 0.03(35) -0.58(36) 
C(12) .4066(5) .4174(3) .2862(15) 2.14(33) 1.32(27) 0.77(38) -0.06(26) -0.16(29) -0.03(28) 
0(22) .sul9(4) .4314(2) .1727(16) 2.01(32) 1.15(28) 1.99 (42) 0.55 (24) -0.23(30) 0.16(27) 
C(32) .5456(5) .4857(3) .3106(20) 1.92(35) 2.24(33 4.00(54) -0.15(30) 0.57(41) 0.02(39) 
0(42) .4:11(5) .5395(3) .2597(21) 2.15(34) 1.45(29) 4.01(57) -0.50(29) 0.54(43) -0.66(38) 
C(52) .3349(4) .5247 (3) .370(i5) 2.10(30) 1.20(25) 1.83 (35) 0.45(29) 0.18(30) 0.07(28) 
C(62) .3115(6) .5731(3) .3099(20) 3.54(43) 2.00(33) 3.34(56) 0.74(31) -0.14(41) 0.03(34) 
Table 7 (contd.) 
U ii 	U 22 
	U33 u 
12 	













.3798(2) .2047(10) 1.82(21) 1.79(20) 1.21(26) 0.38(18) -0.30(21) 
.3436(2) -.0189(13) 1.39(22) 3.30(26) 4.1534) -0.10(20) 0.09(26) 
.2163(2) -.1540(11) 2.00(24) 2.37(22) 2.05(27) 1.14(19) -0.09(23) 
.1859(2) -.4899(12) 3.58(27) 2.87(25) 2.66(32) 0.63 (23) -0.64(27) 
.3054(2) -.0,137 %'11) 1.31 (22) 1.70(20) 1.90(27) -0.18(18) 0.17(21) 
.2844(2) -.3472(12) 1.90(27) 2.90(22) 2.52(29) -0.07(20) -0.07(23) 
.4020(2) .5672(12) 3.51(29) 2.38(24) 2.32(34) 1.01(23) 0.30(25) 
.4972(2) .1912(21) 1.92(27) 2.85(26) 9.87(62) -0.39(22) 1.54(39) 
.0907(3) .0990(22) 4.54 (35) 2.59(28) 12.55(82) 0.71(30) -1.85(54) 
.4695(2) .2505(11) 1.56(21) 1.53(20) 2.03(25) 0.27(17) -0.18(20) 













x Y Z 
C(32a) .5462(11) .'862(7) .3313(39) 
•a"z. 
C(32b) .4i305(9) .494.(6) .1204(40) 
C(42a) .4793(10) .5403(6) .2354(39) 
_3 o 
(2(42b) .444(l5) .8-e(9) .3034(62) 
C(32a) .6349 (6) .4983(4) .2314 (23) 
0(32b) .6305(9) .4941(6) .1204(40) 
0(42a) .5196 (7) .5927(4) .3519 (28) 











Table 7 (contd. 
Coordinates for C(42), C(32), 0(42) and 0(32) are taken from an earlier 
refinement R = (.06) 
-37-.- 
Table 7a 
Hydrogen Atom Coordinates, Bond Lengths and Ang1 
Name X Y Z C-H 	() C 	C 11 	(°) 
11(11) .581 .367 -.200 1.00 05 
11(21) .647 .292 .213 1.05 1 
11(31) .681 .274 -.400 0.99 0 
11(51) .4C6 .288 -.467 1.00 1 
11(61) .383 .212 -.480 1.04 1 
11(61 1 ) .394 .215 -.100 1.15 1 
H(12) .379 .381 .182 1.02 1 8 
11(22) .494 .432 .000 0.84 1 4 
11(32) .550 .476 .493 0.91 1 2 
11(42) .466 .545 .067 0.94 1.- 
11(52) .397 .515 .547 0.90 10 
11 (62) .344 .606 .400 0.95 o 
11(62') .239 .553 .307 1.16 
0-Fl C-0-.11 (°) 
H1 .211 .874 -.033 .95 
Wfi2 .239 .969 0.000 1.29 
11(021) .781 .326 .187 1.23 98 
11(031) .711 .3.76 -.120 .99 107 
11(012) .358 .356 .647 1.29 116 
H(042) .917 .424 .020 ]..i0 105 
H(032) .653 .467 .247 0.89 95 
11(062) .750 .932 .030 1.074 107 
H(ij); Hydrogen bonded to C 
H(Oij);Hydrogen bonded to 0 
WHi; Hydrogen bonded to the water oxygen 
Hydrogen atoms were included with an isotropic temperature factor of 
B = 4.0 
Table S 
Structure Factors of ct-sophorose.H 20 
Columns are 1, lOFI ,  10FI, /degrees 
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12 115 	125 180 	1 	70 95 90 9 111 105 18(1 1 718 728 53 '15 186 	203 44 	8 756 731 180 14 328 297 18(1 8 375 	366 270 	11 	Ill 	115 	0 	2 381 	368 108 	16 264 258 57 9 465 	424 270 15 100 	101 	0 	5 243 270 SO 12 54 69 190 3 	99 135 292 10 411 405 	0 16 214 303 0 10 	55 	43 SC 	I' 138 	163 '0 	4 427 	416 241 	 9.811 	 11 224 	217 90 17 276 	290 180 	11 75 84 Sc 15 164 156 	0 5 351 332 212 12 325 294 	0 18 	80 62 180 13 204 	208 27(1 	 6 255 	358 252 	1 118 	108 261 	14 101 	154 180 
19 163 	110 181 	14 136 11€ 21C 15,8,0 	 7 101 1(17 30 2 296 293 354 15 129 118 210 
21 105 106 180 16 	88 	89 SC 	 8 225 	25(1 114 	4 	81 	86 284 	17 113 	119 270 
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25 56 	52 	0 1 	10 	71 270 	11 106 96 299 7 156 152 104 20 352 372 	0 
8,8,C 	 10 72 12 SO 12 214 	202 113 	8 266 	265 15C 	23 146 	158 270 
13 119 12.., 239 10 	83 54 148 24 	89 81 180 
(1 283 	2>18 	(1 	 16,8,0 	 14 1C2 	53 197 	12 221 	210 329 
1 290 	310 270 	1 	1'1 114 It 	 15 	87 79 168 14 104 104 298 	 1,8,2 
2 203 245 SO 2 1e'. 	193 	C C 156 	142 	0 	16 766 	245 306 	15 102 	106 	8 
3 226 	205 90 	3 177 1(15 lea 	'. 	21 88 18') 17 141 142 324 20 	92 75 204 	3 325 	311 332 
4 239 123 SO 4 345 	384 	C 19 145 	142 208 	 4 334 299 259 
5 244 	251 9') 	5 216 201 180 	 0,8,1 	 2"> 256 267 	4 10,8,1 	 5 337 	286 31 
6 230 237 270 4 164 	147 	0 - 	 23 	2' 	83 178 	 6 276 286 21 
1 205 	251 90 	7 368 274 C 	5 434 	457 21C 	24 CC 95 42 1 180 	166 215 	7 355 	348 204 
8 232 251 270 11 149 	156 	0 6 	58 43 	0 2 198 . 184 iS'. 
a
73 50 95 
9 435 	424 90 	13 189 193 180 	1 242 	647 90 	 '.8.1 	 3 110 	97 22 	9 223 	219 262 
1-1 414 385 270 15 167 	16 (1 	C 8 	71 78 	C 4 	8282 130 10 100 95 211 
11 227 	339 270 	11 155 169 180 	9 3.21 	212 90 	1 328 	362 334 	5 107 	109 90 	11 202 	215 283 
12 151 132 270 15 101 	'4 	C 10 279 269 	0 2 202 29! 244 6 181 183 142 12 	8389 312 
13 191 	164 (10 	2C 103 96 C 	12 	51 	80 0 	3 41(1 	417 79 	7 120 	127 87 	13 106 	94 35 
14 	72 34 27') 13 276 764 270 4 210 203 74 8 102 91 185 14 119 123 218 
5 '0' 	'08 so 9,#,C 	 16 	120 	114 	0 	5 '32 	333 166 	10 306 	3CC 185 	16 231 	234 344 
16 1139 179 90 	 12 271 21j 0 6 4133 470 35 it 	701 205 18 17 249 262 251 
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Descriotionof the Structure 
Bond lengths, angles and torsion angles for sophorose are listed in 
Table 9. 	Two descriptions of the molecule are given. The bond 
lengths and angles for the model in which none of the atoms are 
disordered, (i.e. using the fractional coordinates of C(2),C(42), 
0(32),0(42) from the R = .06 refinement), are in excellent agreement 
with the average parameters for a glucopyranose ring as derived by 
44 
Arnott and Scott. 	Refinement of the disordered model leads to 
rather less reasonable bond lengths and angles for that region of 
the ring. 	Little weight can be attached to the parameters obtained 
from the split-atom refinement because the atomic separations are of 
the order of .5 	less than the resolution obtainable by using 
copper X-Ray radiation. 	However, the self-consistency in refinement 
of the partial parameters of the alternative atur;ic arrangements 
suggests that the final refinement is not wholly spurious. 	The 
disorder may be described as a twist about the C(42)-C(32) bond 
(Figure 3), forcing the pyranose ring out of its unstrained chair 
conformation and pushing 0(32) down Z to enable its participation in 
an intricate helix of hydrogen bonds. 
Further discussion of structural parameters of sc'phoxose is based 
on bond lengths and angles calculated from the model in which C(32), 
C(42), 0(32) and 0(42) are not disordered. 	The average C--C and C-Oil 
bend lengths are 1.517 and 1.427 F, with standard deviations of .009 Qft 
and .008 R respectively. 	All bond lengths are close to those 
reported previously though C(41)-C(51) is 2.8a shorter than the mean 
value 
44  for the corresponding bond, an C(61)-0(El) and C(22)-0(22) 
are longer than the corresponding mean values by 3.8o and 3.1a respectivel7. 
-39- 
The C(61)-0(61) bond stretch is probably genuine and caused by thn 
possibility of a zig--zag donor-acceptor hydrogen bonding pattern 
between 0(31) and 0(61) (Figure 5), available only if the ams lie 
cxactly C/2 apart. Hydrogen bonding and steno interaction may 
account for the C(22)-0(22) stretch. 	Tho orientations of the rings 
are uniquely fixed by a hydrogen boiding network (Figure 4). 	A twist 
about C(22)-0(22), to relieve steno interaction between the water of 
crystallisation and 0(23) , would destroy the hydrogen bonding pattern. 
The alternative is for the reducing ring to push away slightly from 
the non reducing ring thus stretching the C(22)-0(22) glycosidic 
bridging bond. 
The internal C-%,-'-C ring angles are CiOS to tetrahedral, with an 
average of 109.90;  and the C-C-0 external angles lie in the normal 
range of 107° to 113° siith an average c 109.5° . 	C(22)--C(32)-C42) 
at 106.90  is smaller than the mean by more than 3o and is probably 
connected with the disorder in the ring. 	both 0(51)--C(ll)--C(21) and 
C(31)-C(21)--0(21) are smaller than the ccrrespsnding mean values by 
about 4. 	The glycosidic bridge angle is 115.4 ° which is similar to 
a number of other disaccharide structures. 
Conformational angles (appendix 1) for both rings lie within the 
range (-47.3° to 67.9° ), well within the range observed in other 
structures. 	It is the non reducing ring which gives both mini-mum and 
maximum values and appears puckered about C(51)-0(51) but flatter about 
the parallel C(31)-C(41) bond. 	The split-atom model defines two shapes 
for the reducing ring, one quite flat and the other puckered. 	Further 
discussion or the conformational linkage is pursued in chapter 7. 
032b 
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The disorder in the reducing ring refines to give two possible models. 
"afl atoms have the greater occupancy at .64 
z 
Figure 5 
A donor-acceptor hydrogen bond pattern between 
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Projection of a-sophorose down c 
hydrogen bond 
0 carbon 	0 oxygen 	G water 
-40- 
Hydrogen Bonding 
All the hydroxyl groups in sophorose act as both donor:; and 
acceptors for hydrogen bonds, except 0(42) which acts only as a donor. 
The bridge oxygen of the glycosidic link does not participate; however, 
both ring oxygen atoms may act as hydrogen bond acceptors. There are 
no intramolecular hydrogen bonds as such, but the water molecule may 
be regarded as bridge between 0(32) and 0(21) of the same molecule 
(Figure 4), as found in both Methyl--MaltDside monohydrate 45  and 
,a-trehalose.46 The water molecule participates in four hydrogen 
bonds showing approximately tetrahedral coordination. All possil.le 
hydrogen-bonding contacts are given in Table 10. Probable hydrogen 
atom positions are not well defined, hut. their bond lengths show the 
directional sense of the hydrogen-bonding scheme. 
Molecules related by the 21  screw axes at (¼, 0, z) and (k', 1,, Z), 
are held together by helices of hydrogen bonds which may be reoresentei 
by 0(32)4- 0(21). The Z fractional coordinates of water molecules 
in adjacent cells are -.53 and .47. 	0(21) has a Z coordinate of 
-.02 and lies exactly half way between the two water molecules. 	This 
arrangement provides a perfect zig-zag ribbon with each atom mutually 
accepting and donating hydrogen-bonds. This pattern is repeated by 
the screw axis, but is displaced by C/2. 	0(32) acts as a hydrogen- 
bonded bridge between both (W-0(21)) ribbons, and in so doing forms 
an endless spiral of hydrogen-bonds. (Figure 6) . 	Such a demanding 
geometrical pattern of co-operative hydrogen bonds is the probable cause 
of both the significant narrowing of the C(31)-C(21)-0(21) angle, and 
the twist about the C(32)-C(42) bond. 	It is perhaps significant that 
this twist allows the 0(32a) and 0(42a) atoms (with the greater partial 
parameter of .65) , to form three possible hydrcaen bonds, compared to 
--41- 
the one bond possible in the less favoured 0(32h); 0(42b) model. 
Another system of hydrogen bonds is generated by the screw 
axes at (¼, ½, Z) and ( 14, 0, Z) and may be represented as 
0(42) - 0(41) -' 0(62) + 0(52). 	The 0(42) ...0(41) bond is likely to 
be very weak if the reducing ring is in the unstrairied chair conform- 
ation. 	A flattening of the ring by a twist about the C(32)-C(42) 
bond, would however favour its formation. 	The 0(52) . . .0(62) hydrogen 
bond is equatorially oriented at the acceptor ring oxygen as found in 
most previous determinations 47 with 0(62)-0(52)-c an 	
0
gles of 117 and 
94° . 	The positions of 0(62) and 0(52) relative to the screw axis results 
in another endless hydrogen-bond spiral along the length of the needle 
axis of the crystal, as can be easily visualised from Figure 4. 
As in the water.. .0(2i.) pattern, the fortuitous arrangement of a 
donor-acceptor pair (001) and 0(61)), separated by C/2, allows a 
zig-zag ribbon of hydrogen bonds to bind symmetry related ro1eju1es 
across a and also stack molecules in adjacent unit-cells up c. 
(Figure 5). 	Incorporated into this chain is a possible donor bond 
from the axial 0(12) to atom 0(61) in the molecule related by a unit 
cell translation down Z. 	0(12) is only 3.07 R away from 0(51) of 
the (Z+l) related molecule, a distance within the Van der Waals 
contact distance for two oxygen atoms of 3.4 R . H(120) is 2.7 
away from 0(51) but only 1.7 	away from 0(61), thus ruling out the 
possibility of a hydrogen bond between 0(51) and 0(12). 	Favourable 
hydrogen bonding factors in the overall crystal packing arrangement must 




• Figure 6 
The closed system of 
0 (32)t ) ,.%4---~O (21) 
hydrogen bonds in sophorose 
Table 9 
Bond Lengths and P.ngles in c.-Sophorose 
No Split Atoms Split Atoms ii 
1pJ 
Non Reducing Reducing "a" atoms "b" atoms 
Ring Ring occupancy .64 occupancy .36 
C(l)-c(2) 1.513(8) 1.514(9) 
C(2)-C(3) 1.519(10) 1.509(10) 1.568(17) 1.400(33) 
C(3)C(4) 1.530(9) 1.527(10) 1.603 (21) 1.452(39) 
C(4)-c(5) 1.504(9) 1.525(10) 1.552(16) 1.497(23) 
C(5)-C(6) 1.515(10) 1.512(10) 
C(1)-0(1) 1.400(8) 1.411(9) 
C(2)-0(2 1.427(8) 1.445(7) 
C(3)-0(3) 1.434(8) 1.415(10) 1.397(19) 1.445(37) 
C(4)-0(4) 1.431(9) 1.413(11) 1.412(17) 1.414(28) 
C(5)-0(5) 1.424(9) 1.443(7) 
C(6)-0(6) 1.458(8) 1.438(11) 
C(1)-0(5) 1.415(7) 1.424(7) 
C(1)-c(2)-c(3) 110.2(6) 112.2(6) 110.4(8) 115.9(15) 
C(2)-C(3)-c4) 111.9(5) 106.9(6) 100.6(11) 112.7(23) 
Table 9 (contd.) 
No Split Atoms Split Atoms tPJ puci&- 
Non Reducing Reducing "a" atoms "b" atoms 
Ring Ring occuoancy .64 occupancy .36 
C(3)-c(4)--C(5) 109.0(5) 109.2(6) 103.9(11) 115.3(19) 
C(4)-C(5)-0(5) 109.8(6) 111.1(5) 109.0(7) 115.1(10) 
C(5)-0(5)-C(l) 110.3(5) 115.1(5) 
0(5)-Cl)-c(2) 111.3(5) 108.4(5) 
0(5)•-C(l)-0(1) 107.9(5) 109.8(5) 
C(2)-C(l)-O(1) 107.6(5) 111.0(6) 
C(1)-C(2)-0(2) 109.9(5) 110.4(5) 
c(3)-c(2)-0(2) 107.3(6) 109.0(5) 107.9(7) 112.1(14) 
C(2)-C(3)-0(3) 109.7(5) 109.3(6) 110.9(12) 109.4(25) 
C(4)-C(3)-0(3) 110.5(4) 109.8(7) 107.5(12) 117.5(25) 
C(3)-c(4)-0(4) 109.7(5) 109.2(7) 104.2(12) 123.4(25) 
C(5)-C(4)-0(4) 108.9(6) 108.6(6) 111.8(12) 107.4(17) 
C(4)-C(5)-C(6) 113.1(5) 113.5(6) 111.0(7) 118.4(10) 
0(5)-c(5)-C() 106.6(6) 106.o(5) 














58.2 60.8 51.2 
-59.9 -67.6 -38.1 
57.3 67.6 26.7 
-56.0 -65.9 -30.2 
56.7 60.9 47.6 







Table 9 (contd.) 
No Split Atoms 	 Split Atoms '' 1tpi-fr 
I) 
Non Reducing 	Reducing 	"a" atoms 	 "b" atoms 
Ring 	 Ring occupancy .64 	occupancy .36 
Torsion angles are defined in Appendix 1. 
4a. 
Average parameters, derived by Arnctt and Scott 	are given for comparison in Table 8. chapter 4. 
-45- 
Table 10 
Hydrogen bonds in a-sophorose 
Atom 1 	Atom 2 Symmetry 0-H 0-11 1 
operation 
O(32) ---- WH1---w x+½, -y+1½, -Z 2.73 1.2 1.9 
0(32a) --- WH1-- H 2. 	8 
O(32b) --- WH1---w H 2.71 
0(21)----2----; "-x+1, y- , -Z- 2.91 0.9 2.4 
---W -x+1, y-, -z+½ 2.81 1.2 2.3 
0(32)---i-1------W U 2.97 1.3 1.7 
0(32a)--9 2. 90 U 
0(32b)-U------W U 3.1.1 
0(62)-----<----0(41) -x+1, y+½, -z-½ 2.72 - - 
0(42)---->-----0(41) -x+1, y-, -z-½ 3.18 - - 
0(42a)--->-----0(41) X+i, y+½, -z-½ 3.04 -- - 
-Z-1 2.75 - - 
x-, -+½, -z 2.76 1.0 - 
0(61)--H-------0(12) x, y, Z-1 2.86 1.2 1.7 
0(62)--H------0(52) -x+, -yl-1, Z- 2.92 1.1 1.8 
(0(12)---->-----0(51) x, y, Z+1 3.07 - - 
The symmetry operation is applied to Atom 2 coordinates (Table 7), 
Atom 1 corresponds to the central molecule in the unit cell (Figure 4 
The arrow indicates the most likely direction of the bond when no 




The Crystal Structure of a-Laminaribiose 
Introduction 
a-Laininaribiose (---g1ucopyranosyl- (1 - 3) -a-D--glucopyrano;e) is not 
known to exist free in nature, but is the basic disaccharide repeat of 
a number of naturally occurring polysaccharides. 	Laminarin, a reserve 
carbohydrate abundant during autumn in the sublittoral brown seaweeds 
of the type Larninaria cloustoni, was first studied by Barry 	(1939), 
who isolated it by hydrolysis in dilute mineral acids, and defined 
its structure as a homopolymer of repeating (l - 3) linked glucoses. 
The disaccharide was first studied two years later 
49 
 in expori:nents in 
which the biose was isolated as an csazcne from the mixture of sugars 
produced by the action of Helix pornat:La on laininarin. Cal. lose, another 
naturally occurring 1,3 homo-polymer of glucose, is found in higher 
plants, being deposited on cell walls as a membraneous and apparrently 
structureless mass in response to injury. 
A synthetic route to laminaribiose was developed 	in which 
changes in experimental conditions allow the formation of either the 
a or a anomeric fcrr. 
The laminari.biose sample used in L.his determination was p:ejarad 
by Dr. E.T. Dewar of the Agricultural Development Laboratories, Inveres:, 
and crystallised by Dr. I.C.M. Dea using the method of isothermal distil-
lation of ethanol into aqueous solution. 
Crystal Data 




Space grouP P21 2.21 







N Cell Volume 1461.7 
z 4 
Chemical Formula C12H12011 
Molecular Weight 342.24 
F(000) 726. 
Calculated Der.:ty 1.556 g cm-* 3 
Measured Density 1.56 g cm 3 
,iCuKcx 12.24 cm 





Optical rotationLa]D +25—+18.60 
Melting point 188-192°C 
(f3 - anomer) 
Optical rotaticLaJ 20. 80 
D 
Films taken with copper radiation showed hoc and OhO to be 
systematically absent when h and k were odd, m-ikirig the space group 
either P2 1 21 21 or P2 1 2 1 2. 	The Okl layer shc''ed rather harp1v defined, 
but moderately intense spots, correspond.in; to 003 and 005, which were 
not present on photographs taken using molybdenum radiation. Whenever 
a plane h1k 1 i1is in a reflecting position relative to the main beam 
and simultaneously h.k. 1 is in a reflecting position relative to the 
beam reflected by h,k 1l it a double reflexion car, occur, giving rise 
-48- 
to the Renninger ref lexion, hkl, where h = h 1 + h2 , k = k + k 2P 
1 = 1 + 1 7 • 	The strongly reflecting planes 0 1 2 and 0 1 3 may 
fit this chance arrangement to produce 0 0 5 for copper radiation but 
not for molybdenum. 
A curious effect was observed regarding high angle spotz on 
layers Oki, hk5 and hk6; the spots normally expected to be separated 
by the coper a and a 2 radiation were further split into quadruplets. 
It is possible that absorption of the beam along the length of the 
needle may cause aberrations in spot shape. A novel alternative 
explanation would be to hypothesise two possible c cell dimensions. 
The 	splitting is of the order of 1 mm at and near 80° giving 
a possible difference in c of about .08 A. 	Such a model could corres- 
pond to two nearly isomorphous unit cells containing the a or anomers 
of laminarihiose. 	Bond lengths and angles (Table 8), are calculated 
from the c dimension (9.500 ), refined using the lower angle 
split spots. 
Crystal Morhology 
The crystals are bounded by fcur oDtically poor planes with interfacial 
angles of 71° , 108°, 700 and 11O. 	An Oki de-ong picture shows the 
relationship between the a and Ii vectors and the crystal faces. 	The 
angle a, defined in chapter two, is 35.5
0 
. 
The plane 110 gives a calculated a of 30.0 ° 
The plane 450 gives a calculated a of 35.8 ° 
The plane 560 gives a calculated a of 34.7. 
The reci.proc1 lattice row corresponding to face I (Figure 1) on the 
,Zé-Jong photograph contains the 4 5 0 reflexion and further j tifi es 





The Crystal MorpIiolcgy of Laminaribiose 
Data_Prccc:sing 
A crystal of dimensions (.4 x .2 x .2 mm), was mcunted along c, the 
needle axis, and layers hkO through rik were photographed up to the 
maximum equi-inclination angle of 29.00. 	The same crystal was halved 
across the needle and remounted about a. Layers Oki through 7k1 were 
photographed, 7k1 having an equi-inclination angle of 
34.B. 
 Exposure 
times were of the order of 45 hours and five-film packs were used. 
hko through hk4, and Oki through 3k1 were processed on the Saab 
scanner. 	S;ot intensities were then corrected for Lorentz and 
polarisation effects but not for absorption. These nine layers give 
a possible 1300 unique refioxions, compare uith the theoretical total 
available Ln the copper spherc, !GC. 
-50- 
Films taken up a and c have a number of common ref lexions and 
51 
a least squares fitting program was used to determine the cross 





M. is the log of the individual scale factors derived from each 
reflexion common to the scale groups i and j. 
L.. = L. ik + L 
KJ 
= 1. 
1 	J 	 1J 
- 1., in which L.. is the log of the inter layer- 
scale factor. The normal equations are solved for 1, the log of the 
scale factor relative to the first arouD . 
The data, consisting of 1282 reflexions with 946 classed as 
observed, were put on an absolute scale by means of a Wi1on 	
28 
gave the values: 
Overall isotropic temperature factor B = 2.465 
The overall IF relativel scale factor K = 0.382 
The absolute IFI values obtained by applying B and K were then used 
in the calculation of the E values. 	Some relevant lEt statistics 
are given in Table 2. 
Table 2 
E Value Statistics for Laminar.tbiose 
Found (3D) Theoretical 
Centric 	- 
Average l .864 .798 
Average !E - lj .837 .968 
Percentage with lEt > 1.0 33.6 31.7 
Percentage with El > 	1.8 5.7 7.2 
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XRAY and MULTAN direct method programs were used in two parallel 
attempts at phasing the 173 reflexions with JEJ greater than 1.4. 
The TANGEN program uses an unweighted tangent formula and is rather 
cumbersome to manipulate. Though E-map Fourier5 gave some hopeful 
ring features, the best residual from trial structures was only .49. 
Similarly, the MULTAN package with its sophisticated multi-choice 
starting phases, could nct produce a set with a convincingly good 
absolute figure of merit coupled with a low residual. 
The films 4kl through 7k1 were scanned by eye, ard approximate 
JEJ values were assigned to another 34 prominent reflexions which 
proved invaluable in further phasing attempts using MULTAN. Positive 
results are listed in Table 3. 
Table 3 	 - 
tS 
Ref lexion 	II 	Probability _that ____ 
0 14 0 	2.09 	 .932 
2 	18 0 2.2 .149 
0 	10 6 2.33 .269 
0 	14 2 2.21 .890 
The routThe CGVEGE defined th, origin and onanticmorth by raflexions 





Reflexion 	Initial Phase (0) 	FASTAN 0) 
Refinement 
0.D. 0 76 90 
0.D. 0 85 0 
0.0. 7 05 90 
E. D. 1 13 3 135 	 155 
6 72 135 	 103 
6 14 2 225 	 338 
0 14 0 0 
0.0. Origin cefiriiti.o 
E.D. Enantiomorph definition. 
Those initial phases shown in Table 4 generated a complete phase set 
which was easily chosen as the best out of the 32 alternatives, having 
the highest absolute figure of merit at 1.03 and the lowest residual 
of 31.66. 	The 261 phased ref1exion with IEJ greater than 1.3 were 
used as coefficients in a Fourier synthesis from which all the 23 non 
hydrogen atom were picked out of the highest 36 peaks. A lab n11e1 
drawing of the laminaribiose molecule is shown in Figure 2. 
Refinement of the Structure 
Refinement of these 23 atom positions and temperature factors using a 
combinaticrL of difference Fourier maps and isotropic least squares 
refinement allowed a rapid convergence of th struct.ure to = .155. 
The F relative scale factor refined to .401 compared to the initial 
Wilson plot assignment of .382. 
-53- 
The only significant peak on subsequent difference Fourier i;iaps 
corresponded to the position of an oxygen aton bonded equatria11y to 
C(12), but with an electron density cf 117th that of an oxj-n atom 
deliberately omitted from the Fourier summation. Disorder packing 
of both the a and ariomers has been noted in three other crystal 
52 
?-Lctoic 	shc;:ccl t. :r :i:cc o: ahoo 	ci tc 
P ano;cr,  , ae tr 	L:tos(J cc'tal 	Lruc ce dC3C1bicJL i C .t(Y 5 
contains nearly 40% of the 3 form, and tne monosaccharide crystal 
structure of 2 ace tamido-2 3oxy-a-D-glucose 53 has 22% of anomer. 
No hydrogen atoms could be located on any of the difference raos, so 
their positions were calculated, where possible, assuming totrahedral 
angles and bond lengths of 1 . 	Isotropic refinement, with fixed 
ea. 
hydrogen atoris, cc1i wi tli u 	.035 and also includ 	0 (l2) (thc 
disordered 0. oxyqcn) with & fixed occupancy pararc' of .20, reduced 
the residual to R = .126. 	The temperature factor for 002b) r'e 
above .2. 	A final isotropic cycle of least squares with the occupancy 
parameter fixed at .1 allowed 0(12b) to refine sensibly and gives a 
further indication that the anomer makes up ahcut 10% of the crystal 
structure. 
Anisotropic refinement of all carbon and oxygen atoms except 
0(12h), and using only observed reflexions, reduced the residual to 
R = .105, but assigned negative coefficients to the tew,perdture £dctcrs 
of C(42) and C01 2). 	The average shifts in positional paraneters, after 
a further CCiC 1 were about 3/10 of tbi 	hinat:ed error in x nd y ar 
7/10 in Z. 	An analysis of R factors with sinO/. (Table 6) shows that 
with sin/ creater than ., R = .166, compared to R = .095 for lower 
angle data. This may be caused solely y the lower accuracy in 
measuring the less intense si;ots. 	However, any disorder in the crystal, 
57 4-  
not accounted for by the proposed molecular model, (e.g. the effect 
of two possible c dimensions), may have a greateL effect on the more 
sharply resolving high angle data. Anisotropic refinement using 
data with sinO/X less than .6, omitting the 42 higher angle ref lexions, 
reduced R to .085, but was not very satisfactory as some positional 
parameters gave shift over error values of up to 1.5. Three final 
cycles of least squares contained R to .07, with average shift over 
error values of .44. .55 and .52 for x, y and z respectively. 	The 
observed and calculated structure factors for this refinen:cL, ctre 
given in Table 5. A difference Fourier at this stage gave no peaks 
higher than 1/15 that expected from an oxygen atom. 	None of the 
peaks were sufficiently near expected hydrogen positions to allow 
any further assignments. 
Ten atoms have correlation terms of about 1.221 between their 
temperature factor coefficients, usually U li and U 7 ,. 	The x actd Z 
parameters of C(51) and C(61), and the Z oarameters of C(21) and 
0(21) have correlation terms of -.35 and - .33 rcspeotivel'r. 	In 
gene':al, those parameters which have the highest shift over error 
terms in the final refinement tend to be the most highly correlated. 
The distribution of E(1Fl2)  as a function of both IFI and sine 
is given in Table 6. 	The weighting scheme 25 used in the final stages 
of refinement down-weighted those reflexion Witfi jFj greater than 13 
and/or those with sine less than .7, otherwise unit weights were applied. 
w = sine/.7 x 13.0/F obs. 
Positional and anisotropic thermal parameters of the carbon and oxygen 
atoms are irsted in Table 7 along with the estimated standard errors 
from the inverse full matrix. 
Table 5 
Structure Factors for a-laminaribiose 
Columns are 1, 101FI, 10IFI, 	/degrees 
1.8 .' 
'. 	III) 35$ 3 
o 	252 226 180 
1? 	5'4 'i6 
14 	47( 691 I) 
1), 	146 I 	3•1 18-. 
18 	97 104 (7 
20 	127 14 4  180 
1.8.0 
3 	142 Op 77)') 
6 	207 706 270 
8 	3)' 49 21-i 
It 	Is 1 14)) 21)) 
I) 	14'1 144 271) 
I? '16 94 •8' 
18 	41' PJI 11) 
10 	"0 49 'El 
20 	181 183 270 
2,6,0 
2 	220 221 0 
3 	40' 23 1817 
5 	III 741 180 
6 	423 491 180 
1 	210 187 180 
8 	200 147 0 
9 	269 257 180 
12 	83' 43 180 
13 	322 311 183 
16 	82* 123 0 
10 	228 213 180 
3.8 .3 
2 	784 898 9 
S 	302 278 270 
7 	338 301 270 
8 	385 361 90 
9 	147 127 270 
10 	(4' 36 270 
12 	109 120 270 
13 	57' 85 270 
14 	135 133 9) 
10 	104 119 90 
17 	51' 22 90 
18 	45* 12 90 
4,8.0 
2 	245 244 183 
3 	334 340 18•_) 
4 	443 471 180 
5 	15 161 180 
6 	87 93 180 
8 	166 178 180 
9 	208 212 0 
11 	55 61 180 
12 	11 206 180 
13 	61 45 180 
14 89 67 0 
15 	119 120 0 
lb 	47 52 180 
17 	116 113 180 
18 	18* 24 0 
5,8, C 
1 348 348 270 
3 109 137 27) 
4 16 64 9(1 
5 77 70 90 
6 187 116 9.) 
7 224 234 90 
8 113 lbS 270 
9 73 67 27.) 
10 241 268 90 
11 16* 42 273 
12 126 12u 271 
1.3 300 277 270 
14 263 275 91 
15 198 192 270 
lb 02 02 0j 
6,8,0 
0 317 358 0 
1 101 87 187.1 
2 1)6 123 3 
4 38 51 180 
O 32. 1 6 18.) 
. 142 214 0 
7 64 62 180 
O 177 183 1) 
0 747 I) 
10 	11 206 ISO 
11 	14 (7 i t 
12 	27 1) 224 7) 
I) 	84 49 0 
14 	184 16? 0 
16 	72' 80 180 
18 	13' 11 0 
1,8.0 
1 	188 I '0 'lJ 
7 	53 87 1)1 
11 	411 6?') 90 
4 	26' 764 '30 
91 
S. 	 Ill 11S 11'' 
1 	214 II) '(0 
II 	' 1 74 ('1) 270 
9 	2)) 41 '3' 
ill 	47 65 211' 
11 	196 1'3 91' 
17 	22' 31 90 
8.8,0 
(7 	2'5 291 Cl 
2 	139 134 180 
3 	70 4') 0 
4 	240 249 1' 
6 	136 145 180 
7 	61 52 (1 
8 	32 29 0 
11 	 137 129 0 
11' 	84 89 18" 
11 	48 49 0 
12 	23' 11 9 
13 	22' 24 0 
15 	1''. 5 (7 
9.8.0 
1. 	42 21 90 
2 	124 125 90 
4 	43 67 90 
5 	17' 15 270 
6 	96 93 270 
7 	134 121 270 
9 	21' 20 90 
12 	19* 18 90 
13 7' 12 90 
14 	16' 13 27. 
10,8.0 
4 	30' 	40 	0 
7 	27' 8 0 
10 	23 	63 	0 
11 	11' 	21 0 
11.8,0 
1 20' 39 270 
2 31 19 90 
5 33 19 270 
12.8,0 
3 23' 50 0 
9,8,1 
2 393 410 
3 163 2(8 270 
4 420 421 180 
5 262 248 270 
6 47 21 0 
7 222 238 270 
9 72 275 90 
10 47' 18 I) 
11 336 344 90 
13 256 254 270 
14 154 128 180 
15 2(28 331 273 
16 119 118 180 
17 20* 15 271' 
18 137 133 180 
19 130 12, 27' 
20 108 122 1) 
1,8,1 
4 227 	221 239 
5 ;49 	297 	*7 
6 139 	115 	81 
1 527 	636 338 
• 145 	335 	31 
13 	 28 1) 249 261 
10 	2'S) 242 9)8 
11 	' 114 744 18" 
1? 	194 166 743 
13 	40? 318 ')'1 
1' 	416 399 328 
15 	59- 67 1?') 
lb 	41' 23 266 
1.7 	53' 9 229 
18 	67. 61 1" 
19 	1.5 57 112 
2' 	55 53 71 
7.8,1 
I 	17  400 '36 
7 	741 2"1 In) 
I 	into 4))), I 8') 
6 	381 ii)'. 14') 
1 86 46 147 
O 	421 412 67 
O 	304 470 90 
10 	78' 91 198 
11 	193 102 145 
12 	306 205 3(I 
13 	179 179 1 
14 	384 370 242 
75 	264 234 111 
16 	77' 53 351 
17 	76' 55 250 
18 	72' 48 238 
19 	56' 49 109 
3,8.1 
458 472 325 
3 	425 416 127 
4 	288 243 92 
5 	394 354 281 
7 	299 265 140 
8 	238 219 116 
9 	96 89 262 
10 	289 232 40 
1.2 	271 260 161 
12 76* 89 226 
13 	113 115 312 
14 	163 176 29 
15 	70* 33 9 
16 	54* 42 180 
17 	76 78 103 
18 	69 80 81 
19 	57 53 158 
4, 8,1  
O 338 315 90 
1 319 324 132 
2 116 127 228 
3 262 270 219 
4 103 116 48 
5 306 298 246 
6 234 224 285 
7 88 100 214 
8 186 191 208 
9 211 211 90 
10 54* 51 303 
11 88 88 238 
12 124 119 115 
13 43' 30 224 
14 65 90 35 
1.5 164 173 92 
16 64' 89 299 
17 11 93 247 
19 44' 90 46 
19 31' 39 146 
5,8,1 
0 118 112 90 
1 464 5(8 111 
2 2u2 167 113 
3 161 128 209 
4 131 12 77 
5 51' 30 167 
o 235 21. 150 
7 2.2 198 12 
9 2o1 261 63 
10 14; 1.2 168 
11 178 160 2).) 
12 113 199 1l1 
13 299 324 164) 
14 167 198 139 
15 98 91 54 
17 31' 31 203 
10 69 85 163 
6.8,) 
0 	605 428 211) 
I 	251 744 213 
7 	139 185 359 
3 	72 61 158 
4 	Ill 114 288 
5 	13 90 342 
6 	181 137 294 
7 	123 90 135 
3114 307 287 
9 	98 86 3 
1" 	212 238 147 
11 	III 146 263 
12 	211 201 244 
11 40' 41 231 
14 	"I III 74 
18 11'11 II? 791 
16 	77 I , ' (I 
17 	31' 57 86 
7,8,1 
0 133 133 90 
1 121 99 112 
2 125 123 303 
3 138 146 189 
4 243 243 151 
5 223 237 55 
6 105 115 337 
7 534 556 338 
8 72 85 248 
0 103 103 23 
10 152 167 326 
11 96 118 276 
12 98 68 132 
13 31' 53 168 
14 60' 57 357 
16 40' 69 306 
8.1491 
0 165 167 270 
1 197 191 38 
2 107 113 74 
3 176 191 263 
4 68 53 44 
5 225 209 33 
o 353 379 75 
7 209 201 12 
8 102 80 92 
9 109 86 81 
10 51' 59 97 
11 75' 70 76 
12 38' 35 174 
13 93 84 336 
14 81 72 269 
9,8,1 
0 112 112 270 
1 31' 65 124 
2 29* 24 205 
3 112 73 226 
4 76 99 66 
5 25$ 75 117 
6 73 92 229 
7 115 128 206 
9 82 113 290 
10 61' 23 77 
11 11)6 99 176 
12 33* 55 312 
10,6,1 
0 	128 89 90 
1 48' 51 306 
2 	68' 54 165 
3 	66' 49 321 
4 	43' 67 62 
5 	58' 99 260 
6 	65 93 220 
7 	56' 9 138 
8 	66' 73 66 
0 58* 51 29 
11,6,1 
2 	60' 63 354 
3 	52' 54 12 
4 	47' 52 299 
O 90* 92 261 
o 	65' 30 132 
7 82' 100 122 
0,8,2 
7 206 20') 0 
3 77') 239. 270 
4 410 411 lAO 
5. 397) 408 211 
6 25.1 242 180 
8 229 215 180 
9 395 384 270 
10 176 118 180 
11 170 180 213 
I? 00 57 0 
13 48' 9 9.1 
14 .41 on 306 0 
II 71 14 217 
Iq 4') 84 7 r 
7() II.' 17. 1110 
1,6,1 
	
7) 433 	5.63 	0 
2 45.7 	411 	100 
3 240 	286 206 
4 169 	142 	75 
6 309 	316 335 
7 443 	483 	22 
8 186 	114 	46 
9 196 142 251 
10 163 	118 327 
11 	116 	111 	71) 
12 81 60 305 
13 371 	341 103 
14 268 	219 	23 
15 	99 79 172 
16 181 	156 101 
17 105 94 164 
18 102 	105 	16 
19 100 96 136 
2.8,2 
0 	41* 	30 180 
1 237 	255 	26 
2 247 	256 22.3 
3 128 	110 	31 
4 387 	492 149 
5 361 	423 	98 
6 180 	161 258 
7 317 325 359 
8 369 	353 100 
9 195 198 	13 
10 	84' 	95 202 
11 	87' 	52 208 
12 281 274 110 
13 194175 	70 
14 110'75 271 
15 	89* 	51 324 
11 	76* 	61 	17 
18 105 87 196 
19 	54* 	16 357 
3,8,2 
1 441 	402 	35 
2 329 	258 137 
3 315 	318 146 
4 476 	428 132 
5 467 	445 	37 
6 170 	143 321 
8 	45* 	35 202 
9 186 	169 	40 
10 110 	116 245 
11 	66' 	72 	2 
12 	94 87 227 
13 	91 	97 	58 
14 153 	117 298 
15 	61' 	35 	78 
16 130 	134 	87 
18 	43* 	18 163 
19 	36' 	31 357 
4,8,2 
0 102 	98 	0 
2 21.6 	239 	39 
3 249 	244 110 
4 180 	141 165 
6 223 	259 	0 
1 	53* 	41 251 
8 129 	135 341 
9 132 	122 	63 
11 	92' 123 55 
12 158 	186 298 
13 	65' 	19 	65 
14 	61' 	60 119 
15 	53' 	71 354 
16 	48' 	51 	93 
5,8..? 
o 	uz its u 
3 86'.' 43 II.) 
4 	253 237 320 
S 	122 137 3I'3 
6 	253 23 2..', 
7 	164 137 1 69 
8 	124 113 •i 
9 	177 162 30 
11 	uc' 15 a 
12 	165 363 1LU 
16 	61. 53 292 
lb 53 *8 1*9 
6.8,2 
o 	401 480 0 
1 	241 2o 145 
3 	246 211 278 
6 	171 165 27, 
1. 	165 147 2'.i) 
7 	427 426 26.a 
8 	103 97 261 
9 	297 281 122 
11 	151.. 146 284 
12 	211 215- 306 
14 	264 2d6 £ 
10 	47* 0 74 
1.8,2 
U 	tS' 93 180 
2 	2*2 263 13 
3 	i4l 232 325 
S 	245 276 168 
o 	210 214 347 
7 	156 173 228 
8 	213 191 329 
•3 	95' 83 2*5 
1... 	93' b 187 
11 34' 11 333 
12 	3' 81 342 
14 91.. 86 200 
15 	12" 123 414 
8 .1k 92 
•2 	 1S 21 ,.' 
2 	*6" 23 292 
4 	185 15* 181 
5 	277 279 239 
6 	95- 66 lob 
7 	146 142 24 
8 	165 133 20o 
9 	114 99 284 
11 	220 231 122 
9, 8,2 
1 	84' 68 122 
2 	187 151 1*7 
3 	68* 100 347 
5 	164 128 215 
6 65* 34 8 
8 	31' 83 94 
'3 	31' 68 261 
1 	37- 	30 344 
3 113 78 110 
11 .i'.2 
0 	61' 27 0 
2 89 13 122 
3 	IS' 16 84 
4 14' 17 4 
5 	13' 83 94 
* .8' 71 142 
7 	.t- 1.'b 33 
o.k. I  
1 	608 669 270 
4 	345 194 .3 
3 	410 43t) 9  
4 	416 175 3 
5 	179 202 27u 
o 	214 247 0 
7 i'. 38 94, 
d 	554 670 1*.) 
'I 	437 213 271 
I.. 	315 164 1 
It 	1.'.. 17 279 
12 	42 34 1)) 
13 286 	201 270 
14 17d 159 180 
1* 	26. 	(3 	0 
11 	I to 101 '0 
Id 15. 	12 180 
19 	61, 68 27u 
1 .8,3 
1 	382 310 145 
2 	232 211 39 
3 	121. 88 271 
4 	1'3 341 183 
S 	hI I 7So S 
6 	33 269 125 
7 	'37 674 348 
0II'. 164 100 
9 	341 347 275 
10 	161 153 70 
11 	101 84 239 
12 43 231 237 
13 	474 626 221 
14 	313 171 304 
15 47' 31 15* 
16 	77 74 82 
17 	ICI 106 251 
18 	63 93 112 
19 	6.. id 11 
1,8,3 
1 	487 5,5 27 
2 	266 228 355 
3 	286 291 330 
4 	384 5*1 281 
5 	275 302 332 
6 	452 642 112 
1 	.'15 191 29 
8 	242 212 23 
9 	255 327 8 
10 	321 117 130 
12 	235 235 2212 
13 39 219 356 
14 	54' 75 73 
15 	167 176 142 
to 	74. 75 211 
17 6' 63 39 
18 	52 74 71 
19 62* tv 159 
3.8 • 3 
1 	254 185 3.3 
2 	251 489 257 
3 	22)4 313 138 
' 	144 103 *1 
5 	343 326 236 
7 	175 153 69 
8 	2*0 181 58 
9 	182 113 253 
13 	147 167 194 
11 60 03 1*7 
12 	&6v 108 14 
13 	167 212 302 
14 	142 15 17'. 
15 55 109 3 
16 	21' 93 292 
17 52' 92 71 
18 	61 lCd 93 
4,8,3 
0 	331 32* '3 
1 	21.. 218 266 
2 6'. 79 30 
3 	39* 22 12 
9 	41' 82 216 
5 	167 151 143 
* 	12  119 2.4 
7 	1)11 1.35 '1 
6 	b. e  1.5 
'7 	24' 41 107 
to 
	
I. d 11* 14) 
11 	343 1oo 43 
31 	3*3 135 £51 
Ii 	1.. 100 77 
14 	Il? 154 2'. 
14 	133 105 27* 
16 	01 42 128 
11 to Sd 1(1 
18 	5i• 45 67 
5.8 • 3 
1.1 	2L. $19 270 
3 	3.3 77 153 
1 7* 45 345 
4 179 173 
5 16 *4 241 
0 193 . 193 12 
7 14 19 81 
8 117 130 21. 
9 259 233 85 
10 103 116 294 
12 101 120 01 
13 115 1 1 6 57 
14 85 5* 213 
is 51 53 26 
16 34 34 207 
17 Sd 75 lb 
0,8.3 
- 26.., 2.3 9 1. 
1 23* 247 179 
2 07 67 45 
3 241 24 193 
4 260 2*8 58 
s 1341 178 273 
o 330 353 292 
7 1 w 1*9 178 
O 13.8 163 163 
9 175 103 113 
10 135 137 207 
11 132 14* 133 
12 22.. 2.4 173 
13 109 103 229 
15 7'. 71 306 
16 83 93 64 
7,8,) 
o 340 317 271 
1 158 165 91 
2 111 113 286 
4 17* 178 40 
5 190 189 29 
6 169 1*3 255 
7 1o3 189 323 
8 1*2 160 286 
9 50' 66 51 
10 87 69 226 
11 138 128 266 
12 14* 144 292 
13 49* 57 80 
1.'. 77 75 3)3 
15 41* 49 173 
8.8.3 
2 	173 181 297 
5 	28) 283 289 
6 	11.34 112 26 
7 	50 70 26 
8 02 87 65 
9 	60* 45 53 
10 46' 75 239 
13 	46' 40 310 
14 31' 11 71 
9,8,3 
3 48' 64 20 
4 183 183 107 
S 59' *6 141 
6 11.. 115 89 
7 57. 34 308 
8 72 *6 145 
9 112 113 227 
10 I oi 1(1 112 
11 510 18 184 
12 24' 1'. 170 
10 • 8, 3 
o 55' 57 470 
I at 73 49 
.7 H 76 204 
4 72 *0 25' 
0 UI uS 15'! 
7 '74 •31 I.'.) 
8 11 133 (III 
1140. 1 
1 1'. 102 .57 
1 a) *2 393 
4 0.' 3 209 
S is 15 282 
.8,4 
795 79) 18.' 
6 191 lot 270 
2 *25 388 u 
3 120 120 93 
4 492 482 180 
5 2U3 166 270 
0 360 373 6) 
7 5 d 557 270 
N 325 380 180 
6 42 36 9C 
10 73 54 100 
11 46 18 90 
12 127 122 0 
14 119 119 7) 
15 49 39 270 
16 34 61 0 
17 47' 3.. 270 
19 160 2C7 270 
1,8,4 
.3 306 308 0 
1 179 161 142 
2 Sul 538 47 
3 213 208 196 
4 23* 215 45 
5 383 347 256 
6 405 406 354 
7 1..17 10.) 103 
$ 200 168 292 
9 48.) 483 290 
1'.' 57' 54 19 
11 78 60 68 
22 218 19.) 12 
13 93 8? 335 
14 SoS 21 1*9 
19 10* Ia 183 
16 135 126 9 
17 72 81 278 
18 54 44 85 
19 48 51 157 
2,8,4 
1 260 202 05 
2 201 191 263 
3 325 322 80 
4 292 283 351 
5 252 232 327 
6 309 351 287 
7 112 117 57 
8 118 13* 04 
9 174 162 292 
10 126 1C7 321 
11 469 281 112 
12 13* 101 147 
13 84* 88 49 
14 123 110 302 
15 175 113 126 
16 71' 56 250 
17 79* 64 249 
18 87 ec 290 
3,8,4 
0 188 147 0 
1 427 37.3 357 
2 144 138 133 
3 96 72 221 
4 327 278 39 
5 111 58 269 
6 72 69 279 
7 145 123 254 
8 3.331 111 314 
9 13'. 131 $17 
IC 85 77 272 
11 72' 58 249 
12 62* 73 228 
13 163 146 179 
1.. 93 102 2*8 
15 12) 354 362 
lb 55* 29 111 
17 51• 91 210 
18 41. 86 11* 
4,8,4 
.1 3.10 475 1 
ljj 
2 108 182 144 
3 92 77 294 
4 8)' 5) * 
6 97 04 200 
6 113) 121 116 
7 62' 69 25* 
8 207 194 326 
'3 146 111 202 
2..' dl 58 193 
11 87 74 147 
Ii 	824 65 35 
14 	129 121 118 
15 93* 66 118 
16 	68 5 31 293 
17 	62' 34 226 
10 70' 120 167 
5,8,4 
3 230 217 180 
1 120 LZO 302 
2 loQ 89 221 
3 87 66 204 
4 187 169 186 
5 262 254 107 
6 151 146 236 
7 141 136 57 
6 2)40 263 102 
9 124 124 26 
10 141 1..3 257 
11 36 93 45 
12 29* 52 175 
13 55' 27 39 
14 45* 32 293 
16 29' 75 132 
17 43' 64 206 
6,8,4 
.3 357 348 0 
1 158 151 260 
2 141 120 139 
3 '99 84 242 
4 271 252 '176 
3 166 162 314 
6 318 337 171 
7 236 243 261 
8 183 llj 119 
9 17* 172 174 
lo 24' 56 179 
11 83 107 359 
12 29* 63 71 
13 119 121 253 
14 90 81 12 
15 98 88 319 
16 82 98 85 
7.8,4 
o 36' 20 180 
1 219 198 124 
2 1)3 105 330 
3 2,9 214 204 
4 111 105 203 
5 13 75 126 
o 138 130 58 
7 159 1*7 227 
O 71' 90 13* 
9 1.30 114 27 
10 11.4 105 72 
11. 132 121 339 
12 95 99 12 
13 174 178 96 
14 46' 27 81 
15 147 185 16.) 
8,8,4 
1 107 37 35 
2 204 257 327 
3 132 189 68 
4 228 263 197 
5 75' 50 315 
6 104 87 290 
7 60' 04 337 
8 111 64 123 
9 77' 20 65 
11 77* 71 37 
11 69' 44 121 
12 40' 39 98 
9,8.4 
I 19 98 
9 111 140 343 
10 '.•' d  2 j 
11 .'.' 36 195 
I Si' 46 145 
1 6)' 46 126 
4 11 11 327 
10,2,4 
S 	301 21 302 
6 	144 148 353 
7 	61 34 120 
8 	61 61 6 
11 .2,4 
1 	84 61 287 
2 	85 91 123 
(j.2,5 
1 	56 40 270 
2 	254 247 0 
3 	158 179 270 
4 	365 364 0 
5 	388 381 90 
6 	61 4 180 
0 	610 569 184 
10 	297 300 120 
11 	63 58 210 
12 	357 371 180 
13 	71 66 Su 
34 	45 50 180 
15 	41. 34 % 
16 	61 91 .3 
17 	85 81 90 
18 	85 90 I) 
1.2. S 
0 	222 616 270 
1 	185 157 dl 
2 	68 15 105 
3 	164 179 159 
4 	181 160 212 
5 	310 318 89 
0 	2u4 203 24u 
1 	112 76 319 
8 	283 279 275 
1 	243 216 351 
10 	195 187 139 
11 	130 121 24. 
12 	101 81 294 
13 	162 156 lb4 
14 	92 98 183 
15 	78 5)) 232 
17 	91 103 87 
10 	72 SO 106 
2,2,5 
1 284 276 164 
2 433 458 330 
3 191 155 205 
4 139 122 232 
S 2..'. 174 191 
6 146 120 '.9 
7 llu 52 157 
8 iSl 111 206 
8 76* 49 41 
10 80* 71 110 
11 101. 84 2o3 
12 291 227 234 
13 82' 28 237 
I'. 201 164 6 
15 71* 16 53 
16 102 67 340 
11 65' ii 294 
3,2,5 
0 52 76 9) 
I 37 346 66 
2 193 137 2.).' 
3 212 175 295 
'. 223 246 3. 
5 386 364 111 
o 246 22', 09 
7 52' 29 349 
8 93 107 108 
4 79 102 132 
11 62' 104 4 
12 73. 20 .2 
13 91 102 at 
14 140 152 223 
15 69 30 8, 
1* 61 6 79 315 
17 71 95 12 
'3,6,0 
1 	95 	98 	00 
2 233 	217 120 
3 	94 71 	qo 
4 235 	215 18), 
5 148 	134 270 
6 264 	249 bC 
7 515 	111 270 
8 252 	242 180 
9 296 	283 	90 
10 350 	346 180 
12 	121 	311 	0 
13 	24* 	34 270 
14 	59 58 180 
15 	13 	71 270 
16 	57 54 180 
1,2,0 
1 297 	297 339 
2 218 	198 j43 
3 	97 94 170 
4 119 	85 240 
5 276 	215 250 
0 	136 	1'2 353 
7 225 	206 223 
8 	13 00 220 
9 309 	260 338 
10 753 	230 127 
11 	133 S4 335 
12 	119 	114 	43 
13 	55' 	25 202 
14 	80 12 214 
19 	400 	49 itl 
16 	5)) 93 282 
2.6,6 
1 222 	243 138 
2 217 	164 296 
3 	117 	113 	52 
4 280 	241 301 
S 	258 	241 312 
o 115 17 224 
1 	188 	127 233 
8 186 	151 3)7 
9 	141 	145 216 
10 130 	112 	49 
11 	199 	161 	72 
1.2 	18' 73 	80 
13 	98' 	78 171 
14 	1' 	92 311 
16 	IC') 	108 293 
11 15 72 102 
3,2,6 
.J 	312 	18 180 
1 109 73 	33 
2 100 	101 109 
3 167 	207 	48 
4 	121 	127 318 
5 151 	185 208 
6 	87 	104 139 
7 eb 93 	67 
8 	69* 	69 193 
9 	57- 	10 229 
13 	61• 	75 147 
11 	110 	120 137 
12 	93 	102 282 
13 95 	IC) 105 
14 	80 77 136 
15 	144' 	75 	62 
16 	6'. 97 253 
0.2.7 
1 256 736 90 
2 212 203 0 
3 178 175 270 
4 181 189 0 
5 216 226 90 
ó 64 61 0 
2 150 147 0 
3 200 283 90 
10 lo9 164 180 
11 54 131 90 
12 144 	, 158 18C 
13 47 53 90 
1'. et 60 0 
16 118 11. 0 
1,6,1 
0 133 	117 270 
1 121 	123 272 
2 	74 55 187 
3 182 	109 151 
4 353 	352 	82 
5 325 	31.5 108 
o 144 	13 136 
7 310 	319 212 
8 	79 67 	6 
9 158 	116 298 
10 	97 107 195 
11 	47* 	34 201 
12 	90 	109 	62 
13 110 	108 363 
14 	90 10 215 
15 	51 	60 249 
lb 	3*' 	22 	66 
2,2,7 
1) 170 	1*7 	90 
1 107 97 314 
2 195 	182 213 
3 154 	128 139 
4 331 	304 	90 
5 211 	202 312 
o 178 	159 262 
7 	86 0 101 350 
8 170 	151 	41 
0 	82' 	02 142 
13 	79' 37 115 
11 	13- 	ol 	316 
12 	88' 	'12 	192 
13 	08' 14 2 
1'. 	62' 	39 314 
15 109' 106 282 
3,2,7 
3 311 	326 270 
1 152 155 	6 
2 	93 	83 297 
3 	66' 136 339 
4 148 	142 114 
5 108 100 116 
o 16) 	117 334 
7 146 	133 305 
O 	82 	1 1 1 115 
'3 109 135 208 
10 146 	151 	31 
11 	82 	106 3(17 
12 	65* 129 265 
13 52* 	84 	65 
14 	82 92 309 
15 	30' 	78 321 
1 	15' 	15 210 
3 131 146 	90 
4 	57 	9 .3 
5 	81 09 	90 
6 	2)6 	2...'. 	18 1 ) 
7 30', 	48 90 
8 	83 dl 	.1 
9 20* 	2u7 	9) 
10 	20' 22 160 
11 152 	144 	80 
12 	59 	105 ,180 
13 33. 78 270 
15 	390 	49 	64 
1,2,8 
0 69 03 -3 
1 So' 79 274 
2 135 12) 124 
3 211 238 24.) 
4 211 214 235 
5 302 3-id 202 
6 102 loS 254 
7 Os 85 281 
O 217 219 116 
3 164 163 324 
10 111 115 214 
11 14 180 2 41 
12 40' 8 12 
13 c'; 86 106 
14 33 70 327 
2,6,8 
o 120 	107 	0 
1 136 	124 4 
2 129 	128 287 
3 	83 4 	59 265 
'. 173 	157 267 
5 	80' 	27 139 
6 145 	141 	54 
7 192 	152 242 
2 	92' 1.j9 350 
9 	94' 	81 149 
10 19.) 	122 	82 
11 	72' 	53 231 
12 	76' 101 	82 
13 	90' 	71 149 
3,2.8 
o 	94 	126 160 
1 	57* 57 240 
2 136 	127 320 
3 120 	145 35C 
4 	60 	102 149 
9 	57' 	66 210 
6 	13. 104 	74 
7 	13 0 	44 303 
$ 	79 	106 258 
6 	5'' 	78 	50 
10 	98 	153 	76 
11 	79 67 183 
12 	44' 	44 	IC. 
13 	47' 	37 275 
0,6,0 
I 114 	128 	00 
2 	18' 30 180 
3 231 	247 	90 
4 201 	213 0 
5 	93 54 •27u 
6 	180 	10 	0 
7 	3*' 	11 270 
8 	49 47 	0 
9 	42' 	48 210 
10 	50 42 	0 
11 	16' 	17 	00 
12 9* 	16 0 
13 	37' 	26 274 
1,2,9 
0 	12... 	134 	27(1 
3 	48' 	47 246 
2 	60' 	43 242 
210 	216 	55 
4 126 	127 	94 
5 	47* 	50 	35 
6 	05 52 161 
7 	49' 	54 104 
8 	73 77 	89 
9 	5,..' 	42 	262 
10 	57 00 279 
11 	50 	27 	7 
12 	10 00 220 
13 	210 	45 	12 
2.2,9 
0 	79* 	65 273 
1 	94* 110 	158 
2 	19' 	65 314 
3 127 	132 	91 
4 127 	110 164 
5 	71' 33 245 
6 150 	160 222 
7 120 98 213 
8 	820 	85 	11 
9 	96 71 280 
10 	43 	7 231 
11 	57' 13 220 
12 54' 	49 146 
3,2,5 
C) 	90 	146 210 
1 	61' 100 311 
3 	135 	110 	110 
'. 55. 	1* 299 
5 	90 	107 251 
6 	63' 	51 118 
7 	02' 	62 	56 
8 	49' 	11 292 
9 	99 109 180  
	
11 	62 	7,) 	87 
11 38' 33 243 
12 	32* 	21 340 
0,2,10 
0 	177 	1.85 180 
1 	57 71 270 
2 	18' 	64 180 
3 	161 	153 	90 
4 	80 74 180 
5 	62 	54 	90 
o 	117 	118 0 
7 	50 19 	513 
9 	20' 	0 270 
1) 	64 73 	0 
1,2,13 
0 	44' 	23 	0 
2 	122 	133 180 
3 	140 	149 146 
4 	92 	101 159 
Is 	61 76 130 
6 	94 	102 160 
7 	410 	42 	33 
8 	107 	119 129 
9 	40' 54 	68 
10 	62 	70 196 
2,2,10 
4 	72* 	45 180 
1 	720 	60 313 
2 71' 	72 21(1 
4 	146 	121 278 
5 	134 	139 	2 
6 	04* 43 	34 
7 	640 	68 246 
8 	100 96 	93 
9 	94 	96 203 
10 	590 56 	81 
3,2,10 
0 	50' 	26 180 
1 	50' 	26 	23 
2 50' 	49 321 
3 	78 	106 	37 
4 	48' 85 216 
5 	105 	126 	03 
O 	48* 40 188 
1 , 	49* 	32 290 
8 	38' 	62 315 
9 	76 72 	18 
0.2,11 
1 	35 	45 	90 
2 	91 	111 0 
3 87 	108 	00 
4 	161 	185 II 
5 	4* 8 	90 
6 34M 	3 180 
7 	16' 	16 270 
1.6,11 
1 	36' 	18 219 
2 	54 70 117 
3 	114 	131 	64 
4 	13 18 286 
5 	47 	55 130 
6 	37' 	16 	3 
7 	270 	31 19 
2.2,11 
0 	85 	.88 270 
1 	72' 	80 135 
2 	142 	151 	69 
4 	09' 	63 219 
5 	121 	108 	88 
6 	47' 34 164 
3,6,11 
0 	51' 	95 270 
1 	31' 	47 	81 
2 	380 	50 145 
3 	51' 	78 150 
4 	13 56 344 
5 	46' 	37 297 
-55- 
Table 6 
An Ana1vsi 	()2 and 	'(F) 2 in Terms of sinO and !FJ 
IF 
Number of Average Average 
RValue 
- 2 2 
Planes ( t F) w(F) - 
7.2 33 2.6 1.5 .22 
9.0 90 2.4 2.3 .15 
10.5 84 2.3 2.1 .12 
12.5 93 3.0 2.7 .11 
14.5 65 3.2 2.4 .10 
18.0 97 3.4 2.3 .09 
21.0 80 4.2 2.1 .07 
26.0 90 4.1 1.5 .07 
31.0 64 6.1. 1.7 .06 
39.0 56 12.9 2.5 .07 
54.0 49 21.5 3.3 .07 
sinO 
.32 44 19.9 2.6 .10 
.39 50 13.7 2.5 .09 
.45 54 7.4 2.1 .08 
.50 56 7.6 2.5 .10 
.55 62 5.3 2.5 .09 
.59 57 3.5 1.8 .08 
.63 73 2.2 1.3 .06 
.67 65 3.5 1.8 .07 
.71 63 3.3 2.5 .08 
•74 42 2.0 1.5 .07 
.77 44 2.7 2.2 .09 
.80 46 3.4 3.1 .12 
.84 53 2.4 2.3 .10 
.88 50 2.3 1 .2 .11 
.92 47 1.4 1.2 .11 
3.2 2.7 .17 45 
Table 7 
Fractional Coordinates and Anisotro_pic Thermal 
Parameters in -laminaribiose 
Standard deviations 
Values of U.. 	are x 
ii 
Name 	X 
given in parentheses refer 
100 (A ) 
Y 	 Z 
to the least significant digits 
U11 	U22 	U33 
of the parameters. 
U12 	U13 U 25 
C(11) .3040(11) -.0099(7) .9247(14) 1.58(53) 1.66(52) 2.26(60) 0.58(42) 0.49(69) 0.27(49) 
C(21) .345(14) -.0756(7) 1.033(14) 2.63(64) 1.34(49) 2.12(61) 0.08(49) 0.91(82) 0.33(50) 
C(31) .2973(13) -.1594(7) .9776(14) 1.93(63) 1.55(50) 2.54(63) 0.57(45) 0.09(74) 0.73(53) 
C(41) .1390(13) -.1573(6) .9507(12) 1.91(59) 1.54(52) 2.20(51) 0.22(44) 0.81(73) 0.20(45) 
C(51) .0962(13) -.0824(7) .8553(13) 1.58(61) 1.76(53) 2.19(52) 0.12(50) 0.59(78) 0.47(52) 
C(61) -.0618(14) -.0769(8) .8562(15) 3.00(66) 2.81(62) 3.07(63) 0.32(56) 0.28(84) 1.75(60) 
c(12) .6697(15) .1703(8) .8151(15) 2.74(73) 2.51(62) 4.69(73) 0.16(58) 1.10(95) 1.40(60) 
C(22) .5823(15) .1082(7) .8990(15) 3.09(73) 1.97 (61) 3.01 (71) 0.60(48) 2.25(86) 0.01 (52) 
C(32) .4258(14) .1192(6) .8810(13) 2.92(65) 1.55(54) 1.99(61) 0.58(47) 1.25(79) 0.40(47) 
C(42) .3803(12) .2076(6) .9069(12) 2.03(56) 0.91(47) 1.99(50) 0.56(41) 1.05(71) 0.11(43) 
C(52) .4767(14) .2690(7) .6333(16) 3.19(78) 1.48(59) 4.04(59) 1.33(53) 1.28(87) -0.24(55) 
C(62) .4527(16) .3564(7) .8882(15) 4.19(73) 2.34(60) 3.79(70) -0.77(56) -0.68(91) 0.54(53) 
Table 7 (contd.) 
Naiy.ie X I Z 011 022 033 012 0 13 0 23 
0(11) .3460(10) .0674(4) .9742(7) 2.60(44) 2.11(39) 1.43(33) -0.53(37) 0.91(50) 0.05(37) 
0(21) .4979(9) -.0772(5) 1.045(10) 2.15(43) 2.69(41) 3.05(43) 0.91(37) -0.53(54) -0.09(37) 
0(31) . 3308 (9) -.2246(4) 1.0739(8) 3.17 (43) 1.45 (32) 2.64 (42) -0.03(33) -0.96(55) 0.63 (32) 
0(41) .1081(9) -.2339(5) .8789(10) 2.90(46) 2.10(43) 4.78(55) -0.59(35) -0.90(59) -1.05(41) 
0(51) .1526(9) -.0092(4) .9204(9) 2.10(38) 1.23(37) 2.68(43) 0.19(32) 0.38(52) -0.62(34; 
0(61) -.1030(9) -.0094(5) .7602 (10) 2.79(48) 4.16(50) 4.04(50) 0.44 (42) 1.06(58) 2.46(44) 
0(12b) .81.65(207) .1702(117) .7493(182) 5.3 Occupancy: .1 I . 
0(12t) .6522(12) .1560(6) .6776(10) 2.40(24) Occupancy: . 
0(22) .6305(10) .0267(5) .8563(12) 3.50(52) 2.34(42) 5.38(57) 0.50(39) 2.09(68) 0.56(56) 
0(42) .2419(9) .2225(5) .8551(10) 1.89(42) 1.88(35) 3.85(53) -0.05(33) 0.21(55) -0.16(39) 
0(52) .6219(9) .2506 (4) .8574(10) 2.77 (47) 2.47 (39) 2.87(.,"4) -0.76(38) -0.47(56) -0.57(38) 
0(62) .4961(13) .3591(6) 1.0324(11) 6.52(68) 3.49(51) 4.1e(54) -0.71(58) 0.04(73) -1.89(46) 
Table 7 (contd.) 
X Y Z 011 
11(11) 0.343 -0.021 0.829 3.5 
11(21) 0.307 -0.059 1.128 
 0.35 -0.173 0.87 it 
11(41) 0.036 -0.155 1.042 to 
11(51) 0.133 -0.090 0.739 ti 
11(61) -0.102 -0.130 +0.817 it 
If (61') -0.094 -0.066 0.953 
11(12) 0.776 0.163 0.836 it 
E(22) 0.605 0.117 1.005 it 
 0.405 0.104 0.777. ft 
Fi(42) 0.380 0.219 1.014 it 
Ei(52) 0.360 0.265 0.727 ft 
11(62) 0.508 0.398 0.627 it 
















Description of the Structure 
Bond lengths and angles along with their standard deviations are 
listed in Table 8 and are in good agreement with the average ring 
determined by Arnott and Scott. 44 	(A.S.) 	The mean C-C bond length 
for the non-reducing ring is 1.535 R compared to 1.521 5 in the 
reducing ring, similar differences between rings have been noted in 
54 
Methyl--xylobiose hexaacetate, 	-cellobiose and. met. hyl--ce1lo- 
biosde,55 though in all cases the effect is less than le and cannot 
be regarded as truly significant. 	The overall average C-C length is 
1.528 F compared to the 1.rnott and Scott mean of 1.523 F . 	Average 
C-OH bond lengths in laminaribiose are 1.444 and 1.433 AO for the 
non-reducing and reducing rings respectively, giving an overall mean 
of 1.439 which is slightly longer than the A.S. mean of 1.426 R. 
Most bond lengths agree with their specific A.S. averaged counterparts 
to within one standard deviation (.018 	, and there are but Eew, para- 
meters which differ by 	the statistically significant level of 3. 
The C(41)-C(51) bond is longer than the mean by 3.ie and is probably 
related to the severely puckered conformation of the non-reducing ring, 
whereas the stretching of C(61)-0(61) by 3.4o may be caused by the 
hydrogen bonding in the crystal, discussed below. 
The ring bond-angles at carbon give an average of 103.90,  with 
standard deviations of about 1.10. 	Bond angles involving exocyclic 
atoms are also near tetrahedral with an average of 109.10. 	There are 
three exceptional angles, all connected with the stretched bonds in the 
non-reducing ring. 	C(31)-C(41)-O(41), C(41)-C(5l)-C(Gl), and 
C(51)-C(Gi)-0(61 ) are less than the A.S. mean values by about 5, 5a 
and 3a respectively, possibly in order that 0(61) and 0(41) may fit 
into their hydrogen bonding helices. 
MM 
All significant deviations in the reducing ring seern to result 
from the disorder at the anomeric oxygen atom. 	Isotropic refinement 
of 0(12b) gives bond lengths and angles differing by about 6o from the 
mean, but may well result from the insensitivity of the data to such a 
small contribution. 
Both pyranosyl rings have the Cl conformation, with the torsion 
angles defined by the six ring bonds (Table 8), ranging in the non-
reducing ring from _700  to 52° , and in the reducing ring from 46
0 
 to 
_600. 	The non-reducing ring is the flatter of the two, with the torsion 
angles about C(32-C(42) and C(42)-C(52) marginally smaller than thc3e 
found in previous determinations. 	Dihedral angles defining the 
linkage conformation 	appendix 1) are also quoted in Table e.47 
It is probable that the intramolecular hydrogen bond between 0(21) and 
0(22) plays a vital role in determining the relative orientation of the 
rings. 	Such a bond may also account for the lengthening of the 
C(22)-0(22) bond by 2.6a. 
ryta1_Packing 
The molecules lie in the xy plane between the two x-direction screw 
axes and are anchored at each end by two tortuous, symmetry related, 
helices of hydrogen bonds. 	Figure 3 shows two halves of the unit 
cell represented as projections on to the xy plane at Z = 0 and Z = ½. 
Without knci1edge of the hydroxyl hydrogen positions it is impossible to 
deduce an unambiguous hydrogen bond packiny scheme; how2ver, a number 
of probable hondinj arrangements can be proposed assuming that hydrogen-
bonds may form if an 0....0 contact distance lies between 2.6 X and 
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Projection of ct-laminaribiose 
C PL.. Y S HO).)) )6 t/iJrT CL.•L 	O7)7EJT5 
-61- 
is given in Table 9, along with the relevant symmetry operations. 
Molecular packing in the crystal may be described in terms of two 
almost independant hydrogen bonded networks. 
The screw axis along (x, ~ , ) generates a helical hydrogen bond 
system through the crystal, having the backbone 0(41)... (0(31) . . .0(12).. 
..0(4l).)..0(31). 	Side chains of hydrogen bonds branch off to 
involve 0(42), 0(62), 0(51) and possibly 0(52), thus involving four 
molecules for every turn in the helix. 	This set of seven hydrogen 
bonds ic drawn in Figure 4 as a projection down b, but may be repre--
sented schematically as: 
J(41) 	9(52) 	9(51) 
I 	 I 
012)------(3i)- ----- 
it is unlikely that both the 0(42)-0(52) and the 0(62)-0(51) hydrogen 
bonds occur simultaneously unless either of the hydroxyl hydrogen atoms 
form a bifurcated bridge, as observed in the crystal structure of 
56 	 57 
Sialic Acid. Donor atoms are normally equatorial relative to 
ring oxygen atoms acting as acceptors, which would be the casa in the 
possible 0(62) -0(51) bond. 	The 0(42) -0(52) intermolecular hydrogen 
bond would lie mid-way between the axial and equatorial orientation, as 
does the 0(4)....0(5) bond found in ,-treha1ose 6 	0(62) has a high 
at 
U11 temperature factor coefficient (.065) compEred to the mean value 
0). 
of .025A suggesting a possible packing disorder. A small twist about 
the C(52)-C(62) bond would enable 0(62) to hydrogen bond to either 
0(42) or 0(51) with little difference in energy. 
Another unrelated helix of three unique hydrogen bonds. .(..0(2l).. 
propagated by the screw axis at (-k, J,  Z), 
and incorporates the cocrationally important intramolecular  
bond 
-62-- 
One feature of the projection of the unit cell down Z is the 
empty space around the (¼, , Z) screw axis, which would be filled by 
the presence of the -anoner. 	It is improbable that 0(61) or 0(21) 
would be strongly affected by th2 O(12b) interatomic bond distances of 
3.03 R and 3.02 R respectively, though it is possible that the presence 
of the anomer may be a deciding factor in fixing which dirct±on the 
hydrogen atoms will point in the ..(..O( 21) .... O(22) .. . . o(6l)..).. helix. 
The most likely effect of the disorder would be the formatic of hydrogen 
bonds between O(12b) with 0(41) ard 0(62), leading to closed pentagons 
of hydrogen bonds as opposed to the continuous helices available with 
the-0(12) anomer. 	Both alternatives irs cho 	in rigurc 4. 	Tha 
short 0(12b)-0(41) interatomic distance of 2.11 R must lead to teric 
repulsion which may account for some of the anomalous bond-lengths and 
angles concerning C(41). 	It is intriguing that almost identical 
crystal packing arranger.lerits could be achieved by both the (A and 	nomers. 
Cell dimensions may differ marginally, to accommodate the C(4l), 0(12b) 




Bond Lengths and Angles in u- ,Laminaribiose 
(A.S.) Average 	 Non Reducing 	Reducing 
C(l)-c(2) 1.523(8) 1.548(17) 1.529(19) 
C(2)-C(3) 1.521(7) 1.545(16) 1.496(19) 
C(3)-C(4) 1.523(9) 1.515(17) 1.524(14) 
C(4)-C(5) 1.525(8) 1.575(16) 1.522(17) 
C(5)-c(6) 1.514(9) 1.492(18) 1.534(17) 
C(1)-0(1) (e) 1.389(11) 1.403(13) 1.36 	(70) 
(a) 1.415(9) 1.337 (17) 
C(2)-0(2) 1.423(8) 1.404(16) 1.463:(15) 
c(3-0(3) 1.429(8) 1.439(14) 1.436(14) 
C(4)-0(4) 1.426(10) 1.453(14) 1.416(14) 
C(5)-0(5) 1.436(9) 1.445(14) 1.421 (,16)* 
C(6)-0(6) 1.4/27(8) 1.41 (16) 1.431(18) 
C(i)-0(5) -1 .429(6) 1.429 (13) 3.443(15) 
1.414 ( 9 ) 
C(1)-c(2)-C(3) 110.5(13) 107.3(10) 113.2(11.) 
C(2)-C(3)-C(4) 110.5(14) 110.6(10) 111.8(9) 
C(3)-C(4)-C(5) 110.3(14) 111.5(10) 112.4(10) 
C(4)-C(5)-0(5) 110.0(13) 107.5(10) 111.3(10) 
C(5)-0(5)-C(1) (e) 112.0(10) 111.9(8) 116.6(9) 
(a) 114.0(4) 
0(5)-C(1)-c(2) 109.2(11) 107.5(9) 106.7(11) 
0(5)-C(1)-0(1)(c.) 107.3(7) 106.3(8) 113.1(11) 
(a) 111.6(9) 113.6(72) 
c(2)-C(1)-0(1) 108.4(19) 108.7(9) 109.1(11) 



























V1 0(51)-C(11)--c(32)-C(42) 29.8 
V, 0(51)-C(il)-C(32)-C(22) 176.2 
v C(2l)--C (11) -C(32) -C(42) -113.0 
V 121 c(21)-c(ll)--C(32)--C(22) 33.4 









































(a) euatc:iai; 0(21h) occupancy 
(a) axial 	0(21a) 
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Table 9 
Possible Hydrogen Bond DisLar1ces in Laiinaribio-:e 
Symmetry Operation to 
Atom 1 	Ator 2 	Distance 
Generate Atom 2 
0(12b) 0(61) 3.027 x+1, y, 	z 
0(22) 0(61) 2.738 x+1, y, 	z 
0(22) 0(21) 2.766 x, y 	z 
0(62) 0(51) 2.893 x+, -y-s-½, -z+2 
C(12b) 0(62) 2.720 x+, -y+½, -zl-2 
0(31) 0(41) 2.738 x+½, -y- , -z-+ 2 
0(42) 0(62) 2.879 x-, -y+, -z+2 
0(21) 0(12b) 3.022 --x+1½,-y, z+½ 
0(21) 0(61) 2.676 -•;, .-y, 
0(31) 0(42) 2.758 -x-, -v, 
0(41) 0(12b) 2.106 -x+1, y- ½, -z+1½ 
0(31) 0(12a) 3.086 -x-+-1, y-½, -z-i-1½ 
0(41) 0(12a) 2.936 -x+1, y- -z+1½ 





The Crystal Determination of a Gala ntrioSe 
Introduction 
The trisaccharide (c--galactopyranosyi - (1 -p3) - -D-galactopjL anosyl-
(1 - 4)-J1--galactose), was prepared from acetolysis of A-carrageenan 
followed by deacetylation. 58 	Carrageenans19 are a family of poly- 
saccharides found only in marine algae of the class Rhodpycaae and 
have a masked repeating structure consisting basically of D-galactose 
residues linked alternately - (1 - 3) and - (1 - 4) with molecular 
weights of the order of several hundred thousand. There are two major 
types of carrageenans: 1 and K varieties may have the 4--linked residue  
as 3,6 arthydro-D-ga lac to so. With tho 3-lik 	ridu piy 
A-carrageenans, however, have the repeating unit a: 
R = H, or SO3 
FIQ I O..SO 	/ c05 L 
Both the 1 and K -carraeennns ive the abi )ity to form 
gels, a property relatsd to their doubi-helix confornldtion as deduced 
18, 59 
by X-ray fibre diffraction studies . 	Aqueous sclutiDns of A- 
carrageeflan are viscous buL do not gel. 	Studies into possible chain 
60 	 61 
conformations from X-ray fibre and model building analysis have 
been hindered by lack of information about the preferred ccntcrcttcflS 
ci a (1 4- 3) and (1 - 4) linked galactces. 
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Apart from the carrageenans, the largest single group of 
exudate gums belong to the galactan family of polysaccharides. Gum 
arabic and other gums from the Acacia species make much use of the 
(1 - 4) and (1 - 3) galactose linkages. 62  
Crystals of the galactotriose were prepared and presented by 
Professor D.A. Bees, and cell dimensions were calculated by Dr. J.W. 
Campbell. 	Single crystals in the original batch were rare; the 
hair-like crystals tended to form in clusters. 	The technique of 
isothermal distillation of ethanol into aqueous solution was used to 
recrystallise the sample. Even after a number of very slow crystal-
lisations, over a period of months, the best crystals were still very 
small (.4 x .04 x .03 mm) 
Crystal Data 
Physical and crystallographic data for the galactotriose crystal is 
given in Table 1. 
The interfacial angles between the planes bounding the crystal 
are 620, 116.10,  61.2
0 
 and 118° . 	An hk0 Dc Jong photograph was used 
to show the relationship between the crystal faces and the unit cell 
vectors. 	The angle a, defined in chapter 2, is 31.6 ° when h = k 	= 1. 
This fits exactly with the angles measured from the film, and also 
as calculated from interfacial angles. The bounding faces are therefore 




Space Group 	 P21 21 21 
a 	 12.69 
h 	 20.96 
C 8.05 A 
Cell Volume 2177.0 
Formula C18016H32 . H 0 
2 
Z 4 
Molecular Weiqht 522.4 
MOO) 1112 
Calculated Density 1.59 g cm- 3 
Measured Density 1.60 g crn 3 
Linear Absor;tion 
Coefficient Lr CuKu 	12.61 cm 
Melting Point 	 236°C 
Faj 	 +144° 
Data Collection 
A crystal of dimensions (.32 x .06 x .05 mm) was mounted along its 
needle axis, and layers hk0 through hk6 were photographed with three 
films per pack. The diffraction pattern falls off badly with increasing 
angle and is virtually non-existent with 0 greater than 
450, 
 indicating 
a badly disordered packing arrangement or considerable thermal motion. 
This, along with the minute crystal size, necessitated exposure tires 
of about 100 hours, which produced much background scatter on the fil".s. 
Some effort was made to rocess the films using the Saab scanner, 
but problems with high background, and variations in spot shape and 
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intensity proved too great to allow accurate intensity measurements. 
To use the automatic integration routine, box sizes (see chapter 2) 
had to be large enough to contain the long (2.5 mm) thin, low angle 
spots. Low intensity higher angle spots were, however, swamped by the 
relatively high and rather streaky background in the necessarily large 
boxes. 	The intensity strip, described below, was scanned, and data 
in Table 2 illustrates the effect of the box size on the accuracy of 
low intensity data. 
In a crystal / determination using direct methods it is vital that 
the maxim=, amount of data are uzed, and for this reason spot intensities 
were measured by eye in order that all reflexions, no matter how faint, 
could be included in the data set. 	An intensity strip was prepared 
using the intense 1 4 0 reflexion. 	A 
50 
 Weissenberg exosuro was 
taken with this spot in the centre of the oscillation range, times 
varying by steps of /. With the longest exposure of & hnurs and a 
shortest of 2.8 minutes, the whole range of optical density was covered 
in 15 steps. 	For low angle reflexions, both background nd spot-shape 
problems are, to some extent, overcome automatically. 	At higher angle, 
differences in spot shape between film and strip made it more difficult 
to judge the integrated intensity, and instead it is possible that an 
intensity level was estimated. 	Error from such an effect is difficult 
to assess, even in structure refinement, where systematically wrongly 
estimated high angle intensity errors will be mopped up by the tempera-
ture factor. 
Spot intensities were measured on on ,-- side of the film only, 
synLreLry related spots being average together. 	Only 685 unicue 









by the Saab 
SUMD 
of the - Intensity 
Scanner System 
SUMD(N) 





1 6.0 6303 6148 
1.37 1.41 
2 4.24 4597 4332 
1.42 134 
3 3.00 3217 3228 
1.29 1.35 
4 2.12 2489 2390 
1.73 1.43 
5 1.50 1431 1670 
1.59 1.39 
6 1.06 895 1200 
1.92 1.67 
7 .75 466 715 
2.98 1.24 
8 .53 156 573 
1.47 
9 .37 -24 367 
1.57 
10 .26 --75 250 
SUMD 	- integrated intensity calculated using a standard bcx sizc fc 
all spots; 
SUMB 	- Integrated intensity calculated using individually taylored 
fitting boxes. 
SUM (N) 
- A ratio of intensities which should equal (about) /2 (1.41) 
SUM (N+l) 
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and precession pictures of the Okl zone were taken and common reflexions 
used to calculate cross layer scale factors. 	Lorentz and polarisation 
corrections for the precession photograph were made from a correction 
chart. 
Manipulation of the Data 
The set of IEI values, which eventually yielded the correct structure, 
was developed by varying a number of parameters. 
All unobserved refiexions were included in the data set out 
to 0 = 56.8, with a value of SUiD = 40, which is half the miniiwrn value 
for any ohsrvd ref lexion. 	The intensity values given to such 
reflexions are important in the Wilson plot derivation of temperature 
and absolute scaling factors; too high an unobserved intensity leads 
to an artificially lower temperature factor and so reduces the E 
values for the higher angle reflexions and vice-versa. 
Different scale and temperature factors were applied as 
calculated from K-Curves and Wilson plots, using both atomic and 
molecular group scattering factors (see chapter 2). 	The final set 
of! E 1 s was derived by applying K-curve corrections. 
The effects of (i) and (ii) axe shown by comparing the IEI value 
statistics of two data sets (Table 3). 	Data set 1 was processed with 
all unobserved ref lexions assigned intensities of StJMD = 20. 	Data set 2 
led to the solution and had unobserved reflexions with SUMD = 40. 	It also 
had 20 more high angle spots, important in MULTAN, but less so in 
comparing tEl value statistics. 
Table 
Value Disl- :ibutions 






Isotropic 	I 	 Isotropic 
I K-Curve Wilson plot i 	Wilson Pot 
X Curve 
.798 .886 .921 	 .926 .876 .838 
Average 	lE1l .968 .736 .6:6 	 .663 .881 .794 
% 	JEJ 	> 	1.0 31.7 36.8 29.9 	34.7 27.0 34.0 
> 1.8 7.2 3.9 4.6 	 3.8 6.9 5.3 
% 	j Ej 	> 	2.5 1.2 0.2 0.4 	 0.4 1.2 0.9 
B Values 1 2.2 3.6 - 
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It is interesting to note the narked improvement in statisLics fitting 
an acentric distribution when K-curve corrections are app] Led. Rapid 
fail off in scatter with increasing 0 gives a large B va1 in the 
-2B th 
2 	2 eix - e 	 term, as calculated in a Wilson plot (chapte;: 2) 
The fall in scatter is not, however, caused purely by thermal vibrations, 
but from gross atomic disorder, which will not produce an intensity 
change with angle that the idealised Gaussian function can model, and 
is better accounted by the non-linear K-curve. 
Appaches towards Structure DeterIrinatthn 
The poor data and relatively large molecules made getting a direct 
methods solution rather uncertain. As aids towards the determination, 
two procedures were developed. 
Model building calculations were employed to find the minimum 
energy conformation of a single triose unit. 	This was followtd by 
attempts at finding some Lest packing arrangements of the molecules in 
the unit cell. 	Details of this work are described in chapter 6. 
A mapping routine was developed to allow a complete and 
rapid study of the large numbers of possible E-map solutions. 	Peak 
positions, for a complete unit cell, were calculated and plotted out 
on a line-printer to a scale of 0.5 inches to the angstrom. 	Tracing 
these maps on to perspex sheets enabled a 3D model of the unit cell 
to be built up quite rapidly. A Beevers ball and stick model, 
64 
built to the same scale and in a calculated best energy conformation, 
was viewed through a semi-silvered mirror and super-imposed on the 
image of the perspex sheets. 
.-74.,. 
Direct Methods 
The 152 reflextions with lEt greater than 1.5 were processed Ly an 
updated version of the program MULTAN. 65 	Application c the 
formula gave only vary vague phase indications (Table 4) which were 




Reflexjori 	jEj 	That 	1800 
o 	o 8 	1.82 	.611 
o ic 2 	 1.61 	.634 






The routine CONVERGE fixed the phases of the origin an cnantiomorph 
defining reflex ions as given in Table 5. 
Table 5 
Starting Phases (Set 22) 
Phase Refined 




0.D. 3 1 0 90 
0.D. 6 13 0 0 
0. D. 0 5 1 90 
E. D. 7 11 4 315 
1 8 2 135 
3 19 2 135 















Three general 1,iiases, with one defining the enantiomorph, allows 
32 different starting phase combinations for tangent ref ineent. 	The 
phases which led to the eventual solution (set 22) are listed in Table 5. 
Four of the most promising sets, chosen on the grcur.ds of their absolute 
figure of merit (A,F.M.), residual (R), and psi-zero test (see chapter 2), 
are described in Table 6, along with the initial and tangent refined 
phases for the general reflexions. 
Table 6 
A Description of Four DifferentJy Phased 
Sets of !Ef values 
Combined 7 	11 4 1 	8 2 3 	19 2 
Set A.F.M. psi 0 R 
F. M. a b a b a b 
22 1.146 .67 27.6 1.84 315 - 359 135 -* 114 135 137 
16 1.198 .65 30.7 1.67 45 - 16 315 - 286 315 -i- 284 
18 1.323 .71 28.3 1.95 315 - 355 135 - 211 45 - 95 
30 1.193 .63 29.1 1.98 315 - 358 135 - 192 315 - 281 
Phase in solved structure:- 8 301 343 
Initial phase 
Phase refined by the tangent formula. 
Neither sets 18 nor 30 were found to give recognisable fragments from 
their E-maps, even though their absolute and combined figures of merit 
were higher than set 22. 	More surprising are the outstanding differences 
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between the tangent formula phases and those of the solved structure 
(N.B. Phases quoted in Table 6 do not match those in Table 9 
as the L enantiomorph was chosen in the initial stages of solution). 
The phases assigned to the general reflexions in set 16 are quite 
close to those of the solved structure, yet neither figures of merit 
nor the resulting E•-map indicate a particularly good tangent refinement. 
In contrast,even with the large phase differences in 7 1 4 and 3 19 2 
of set 22, which must have influenced the whole phasing procedure, a 
recognisable fragment of the triose was distinguished from the resulting 
E-map. The highest 40 peaks were napped onto oerspex to make a 3D 
model of the whole unit cell, and a possible packing scheme was visualised 
with the aid of a Beevers model in the calculated conforuation. 	33 peaks 
were tentatively assigned, even though the proposed structure required 
a number of higher weight peaks to be ignored, and also involved bond 
lengths between .9 R and 2.1 	Structure factor calculations using 
the complete data set gave an enccuging R = 0.43. 
The phases generated from this sttucture factor calculation were 
used as the starting point for a further tangent formula refinement, 
2E 
as calculated by the program TANGEN. 	Three cycles of refinement 
were eventually expanded to include the 153 ref lexions with IEj greater 
than 1.5. 	Only those ref lexions having F(caic) > .6 F(re1 were 
allowed to contribute. 
This procedure gave R = Ave (Ec-Ec)
Ave 	
of 	%. 	An I-map calculated 
from these phases was again interpreted by mapping onto perspex sheets 
and 31 atoms were assigned from the highest 49 peaks to give F = .32. 
F-maps for trisacca?-ides are notcriously awkward to intcr:e, 
66,7 
even when calculated fron good data. 	This determination illustrates 
the use of model building calculations as an aid towards their solution. 
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Refinement oi tne Structure 
One cycle of least squares refinement, varying positional parameters 
and inr3ivi1ual scale factors, but with an overall and invarient 
temperature factor, gave ii = 0.24. 	A further cycle refining individual 
isotropic tcrnperature factors reduced the residual to r. = . 19. 	The 
coordinates were then converted from the L to the 1) form by making 
X = -X. A difference Fourier map revealed two peak:s corresponding 
to alternative disordered positions of 0(13) (in the equatorial rather 
than axial orientation) and 0(63) (in the gauche-gauche rather than 
gauche-trans conformation) . 	Both atons had occupancy parameters of about 
A i-aelled drawing of the molecule is shown in Figure 1. 	Eyclrogen atom 
positions were calculated, assuming tetrahedral angles about carbon, and 
bond lengths of 1 R . All unobserved reflexions were removed from the 
data and a further isotropic cycle of isast squares, with fixed hydrogen 
atoms, but variable occupancy and temperature factors of the four disorderec 
atoms (O(] 3a), 0(13b), 0(63a), 0(63b)) gave R 	.13. 	Examination of a 
difference Fourier map revealed a large but diffuse peak, assigned as 
water; it is surprising that the refinement had gone so smoothly con- 
sidering its omission. 	Subsequent refinement gave possible posi dons 
for 5 of the 11 hydrovl hydrogen atoms, though with the data only 
resolving to about 1 	they cannot be regarded with certainty. 
Convergence was reached after a further four cycles of isotropic 
least squares; with fixed hydrogens and fixed occupancy parameters for the 
disordered atoms, the rewai.ning 156 paametes were varied to Produce a 
final R = .09]. 	There were no significant correlation terms found 
during refinement. A final difference Fourier map showed no anomalour 
features, the largest 1:eak being equivalent to less than .14 of an 
oxygen atom. 	No anisotropic refincmant was attempted ca'e af lack 
of data. 	The average shift over error factors for hcti positional 
IBM 
and temperature factor terms were less than .1. 	Sensible refinement 
of the isotropic temperature factors, of the disordered atms, indicate 
that their occupancy parameters can have varied little frci their 
original earlier assignments. 
The weighting scheme applied in the last few cycles of least 
squares refinement down weights those reflections with sine less than 
.22 and/or those with F(obs) greater than 60 
(L) = X x Y 
Where X = Y = 1 unless 
sinO < .22; 	X = sinO/.22 
and/or IF(obs)I > 60; Y = 60/IF(obs)l 
An analysis of the weighting is given in Table 7. 	The final paraineter 





of 	F,EJF 	' and Pinterins 
of sine and F(obs) 
F(obs) 
Nuruberof Average Average R 
Planes 2 2 Value Ar  wAF 
18 49 10.6 7.4 1 1 
21 62 14.5 7.2 .16 
24 87 12.5 9.1 .12 
27 95 13.7 12.9 .12 
30 90 13.8 13.8 .10 
35 79 16.8 14.9 .03 
40 55 14.9 14.3 .03 
45 46 17.6 17.5 .06 
60 58 16.5 16.6 .06 
180 44 35.8 18.6 .05 
sinO 
.22 30 . 42.0 20.4 .03 
.32 60 15.6 12.8 .07 
.39 71 17.3 15.4 .ob 
•45 74 13.5 13.5 .08 
.50 66 13.5 11.8 .10 
.55 75 12.8 11.0 .11 
.59 61 12.1 9.8 .10 
.63 62 11.2 1.1.2 .10 
.67 68 13.9 11.3 .11 
.71 49 19.5 14.6 .13 
.74 28 14.8 14.7 .12 
.60 30 14.6 14.6 .12 
-8o- 
Table 8 
Atonic Fract:.onal Coordinates in the Ga1actotrioe 
values are x 
X 	 Y 	 Z 	 U 	Occupancy 
C(ll) .498(l8) .2946(11) .4256(31) 2.0(7) 
C(21) .5925(21) .3144(12) .3657(31) 2.5(7) 
C(31) .5912(23) .3412(12) .1978(33) 3.5(8) 
C(41) .5430(20) .2928(12) .0818(33) 2.8(7) 
C(51) .4432(21) .2679(12) .1545(32) 3.3(8) 
C(61) .3944(18) .2126(11) .0565(31) 2.5(17) 
C(12) .1666(17) .3366(10) .6069(27) 1.0(6) 
C(22) .2512(17) .3c;21 (11) .4721 (27) .6(5) 
C(32) .3478(20) .3527(12) .5475(29) 2.6(7) 
C(42) .3802(19) .3e76(13) .7047(33) 3.1(7) 
C(52) .2896(18) .3526(11) .8307(29) 1.6(6) 
C(62) .3115(1() .4325(12) .9752(30) 2.7(7) 
C(13) -.1466(22) .5001(14) .4444(36) 4.0(8) 
C(23) -.0926(21) .4499(12) .3354(31) 2.5(6) 
C(33) -.0746(20) .3892(12) .4227(32) 2.9(7) 
C(43) -.0192(17) .s999(11) .5850(29) 1.4(6) 
C(53) -.0748(20) .4547(11) .6813(82) 2.2(6) 
C(63) -.0075(20) .4803(12) .8333(32) 2.6(7) 
0(11) .4273 (12) .3526(7) .4269 (19) 2.1 (4) 
0(21) .6410(14) .3633(9) .4841(22) 4.4(6) 
0(31) .6952(15) .3541(9) .1363(22) 4.3(6) 
0(41) .6137(14) .2369(9) .0678(22) 4.7(6) 
0(51) .4479 (12) .2488(8) .3243(20) 2.6(5) 
0(61) .369(13) .2326(8) -.1053(20) 2.5(5) 
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Table 	8  (contd.) 
x Y z 
0(12) .0823 (13) .4210(7) .5321(18) 
0(22) .2120(13) .3464(9) .3357(22) 
0(42) .4127(15) .4501(9) .6585(23) 
0(52) .2029(11) .4228(7) .7419(17) 
0(62) .2237 (13) .4315(9) 1.08666(22) 
0(13a) -.2491(32) .4717(18) .4693(49) 
0(13h) -.1550(22) .5577(13) .3540(32) 
0(23) -.1492(13) .4380(7) .1843(20) 
0(33) -.0218(14) .3425(9) .3293(23) 
0(53) -.0883(14) .5111(8) .5854(21) 
0(63a) .0248(32) .4317 (21) .9251(51-'t) 
0(63b) -.0715(18) .5140(11) .9455(29) 
W .1757(22) .2249(13) .2551(33) 
HC(21) .543 .276 .348 
HC(31) .544 .360 .200 
HC(41) .522 .313 -0.023 
HC(51) .392 .307 .147 
HC(51) .437 .175 .057 
11C(61') .322 .202 .117 
HC(12) .120 .345 .625 
HC(22) .266 .428 .428 
1{C(32) .329 .307 .580 
HC (42) .440 .365 .748 
110(52) .282 .3116 .873 
HC(62) .376 .418 1.04 
















Tab 1e 8 	(cor'.tcl.) 
x y z 
HC(23) - .014 .469 .305 
HC (43) -.033 .359 .653 
HC(53) -.136 .444 .725 
H0(21) .621 .347 .563 
H0(31) .744 .38 .250 
H0(41) .578 .230 .042 
H0(42) .372 .57 .585 
HO(13) -.09 .541 .331 
H0(33) .057 .357 .385 
Table 9 
Structure Factors for galactotriose.H 20 
Columns are 1, 10IFI,  lOft c 1, q/aegrees 
C, 8,0 
2 362 206 0 
4 275 202 10 
6 686 647 18 1) 
8 3' 338 1' 
In cot 946 18') 
12 268 736 (3 
14 *47 221 'I 
18 279 21" 3 
20 264 241 0 
1,8,0 
I 	* 	464 	SI) 
4 1071 1722 270 
S tcqs 1668 	90 
? 162 	329 93 
B 494 5r5 	99 
9 10 	189 	90 
	
1' 378 :479 90 
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Descri-ption of the Structure 
The three galactose rings are in the expected Cl chair con.Cormation, 
and their bond lengths and angles are listed in Table ii. 	Lack of 
quality data resulted in rather hiqh standard vtir)nc 	Lout .035 
in C-C bonds, and .030 R in C-0 bonds, making it difficult to identify 
those bond lengths and angles which may show genuine structural 
abnormalities. Eight of the 15 c-c bonds are 1CSS than le away from 
44 
the Arnott ad Scott 	(A.S.) mean values, and all c-c bonus are within 
1.5o of the (A.S..) mean. 	Out of the 21 C-O bonds there are only 4 
differing by more than la. 	Both C(63a) and 0(13a) giva bond lengths 
deviating from the (A.S.) mean by over 1.5o, but this is prcbably caus.d 
by refining the disordered atoms with insufficient data. 	The c(21)- 
0(21) and C(41)-0(41) bonds are stretched by the statistically signi- 
ficant 3o. 	It is interesting to note that both oxygen atoms are 
involved in hydrogen bonding to the water of crystallisation (Figure 2), 
and it may be that the unfavourable energy tern caused by bond stretching 
is offset by the formation of two hydrogen bonds to give a more sth].e 
crystal lattice. 	A comparison of average bond lengths (Table iO) shows 
ring 1 (the non-reducing end) has distinctly shorter C-C but longer 
C-OH bonds than both the (A.S.) mean, and the other two rings. 
Table 10 
Average Bond Lengths and Angles 










1.477 	1.426 	1.427 	i.43 	1.426 
Ring Angles X-C-X 
	
111.8 	109.6 	111.2 	1110. 9 	1C9.8 
External Angles X-C-O 
	
102.3 	109.4 	109.1 	1093 	109.6 
X = 0 or C 
lTOM3 K.3rmi Oec-o1'4-.C1 	.33 
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All bond angles have standard deviations of about 2 0 , and any 
angles showing more than 2a deviation from the (A.S.) mean are listed 
below. 
0(53)-C(53)--C(63) at 101.6° deviates by --2. Go 
C(41)-C(51)-0(51) at 115.7° deviates by 2.7a 
C(22)-C(12)-0(12) at 104.80 deviates by -2.1a 
C(23)-C(33)-0(33) at 115.00 deviates by +2.6c 
C(33)-C(43)--O(43) at 102.70 deviates by -4.20 
The final three angle-deformations may be caused by the effect of the 
reducing ring being drawn towards ring 2 by the two intra-molecular 
hydrogen bonds lying on either side of the glycosidic bridge (Figure 2). 
To maximise the effect of the 0(63).. .0(62)/0(52) and 0(22) . ..0(33) 
hydrogen bonds, the molecule cannot twist about the glycosidic bonds, 
but may contract by deforming bond angles. 
The glycosidic bridge angles at 114.0° and 113.7° are narrower 
than found in most previous glycopyranosyl-glycopyrar.ose crystal 
determinations, though as yet there are no available di-galactose 
structures available fer direct comparison. 	Conformational angles 
(Table 11) of the galactose rings vary in magnitude from 66.1° to 
4770 and are within the ranges of previous pyranose determinations. 
Dihedral angles defining relative ring orientations (appendix 1) are 
also given in Table 11, but are discussed further in chapter 7. 
Crystal Packing 
The molecular packing arrangement is shown in Figure 2 as a projection 
of the unit cell down c. 	Triose molecules lie in parallel pairs 
related by screw axes at (, ½, Z) and R, 0, Z). 	Overall the 
scheme gives a fish-bone appearance, corincri to the space group 
-85- 
and very similar to stacking arrangements found in a number 
68 
of cyclohexa-arnylose structures. 	Only a few hydroxyl hycrc.gen atoms 
have been found, making an analysis of hydrogen bonding rather 
indefinite. 	Table 12 lists all 0....0 distances less th:i 3.2 
along with symmetry information and some possible hydrogen assignments. 
0 Crystal packing explains the molecular disorder. Either O(13a) 
and 0(63a) or O(13b) and 0(63b) may be present in a given region of 
the crystal, but the two molecular conformations cannot coexist, as 
the contact distance between 0(63h) and O(13a), as generated by the 
screw axis at (~ , ½, Z), is only 2.33 R which would give a large Van 
der Waals repulsinn. This mutually exclusive picture fits well with 
the way that least squares refinement of occupancy parameters (Table ) 
gave the same proportions of O( " a " ) and O('b) for both disordered 
atoms. 	Both the axial 0(13a)/trans--gauche 0(63a) and the equatorial 
0(13b)/gauche-trans 0(631D), models give four equally good hydrogen 
bonds, with the alternative patterns represented in Figure 2. 	The 
axial/g.t. conformation produces better bonding between the parallel 
molecules related by the (, ½, Z) screw axis, compared to the spiral 
of hydrogen bonds about (, ¼, Z), favoured by the equatorial/g.t. 
arrangement. 
An intramolecular hydrogen bond forms between 0(33) and 0(22) 
16 
similar to that round in --rnaltose.monohyarate; 	both have a (1,4) 
47 
linkage, but in the trigeactose it is (le, 4a), 	compared to (la, 4e) 
in maltose. 	Another possible intra--molecular bond, from the dis- 
ordered 0(63a) atom to 0(62), appears to force the C(63)-0(63a) bond 
to adopt the unique trans conformation relative to the 0(53)-C(53) 
bond. Every other pyranose crystal determination yet reported has 
this conformation as gauche. 	This is the first trisaccharide 
-86- 
reported, in which there is intra-molecular hydrogen bonding. 
Other structures 	
6,67,69,70
of similar complexity, 	 tend Ix use water 
of crystallisation to provide a low energy packing arrangeant which 
appears to destroy the possibility of intra-molecular hydrogen bonds, 
as may be the case in a-sophorose. 	The water molecule in the triose 
crystal is pyramidally hydrogen bonded to three oxygen atxs and lies 
in the open space between molecules related by the screw axis along a. 
All hydroxyl groups, except 0(41) and 0(13b), appear to act as 
both hydrogen bond acceptors and donors. 	Examination of the inter- 
atomic oxygen distances (Table 12) indicates that six hydroxyls may 
be involved in three hydrogen bonds simultaneously; acting as a 
donor in one and an acceptor in two. 	Such patterns have been found 
52,55 
in di and trisaccharide structures, 	but are not ccmm3;. 	It may 
be that only two bonds occur at a time, and rotation about the C-O 
bond provides alternative disordered hydrogen bonding paLterns. 
Neither bridge oxygens in the glycosidic links accepts a hydrogen 
bond. Ring oxygen atoms do not seem to play an important role in 
the hydrogen bond arrangeinent 	0(51) is not involver, 0(52) may 
act as an acceptor for the disordered and less favoured 0(63a) atom, 




Errid Lengths andApg1es in the Galactotriose 
Ring 1 	Ring 2 	Ring 3 (Reducing) 
0(b); 	 0(a); 
Occupancy 	Occupancy 
= .67 = .33 
C(1)-C(2) 1.469(36) 1.5552(31) 1.57(39) 
C(2)-C(3) l.46(36) 1.517(34) 1.473(36) 
C(3)-C(4) 1.512(37) 1.520(36) 1.506(35) 
C(4)-C(5) 1.507(37) 1.551(35) 1.561(34) 
C(5)-C(6) 1.531(35) 1.461(34) 1.594(37) 
C(1)-0(1) 1.459(28) 1.444 (27) 1.414(39) (h) 
C(2)-0(2) 1.533 (31) 1.422(28) 1.441 (30) 
1.464(50) (a) 
C(3)-0(3) 1.456(34) 1.411(29) 1.410(32) 
C(4)-0(4) 1.490(31) 1.426(33) 1.443(28) 
c(5)-O(5) 1.426(30) 1.470(28) 1.425(30) 
C(6)-0(6) 1.430(30) 1.443 (30) 1.412(35) (b) 1.326(51) (a) 
C(1)-0(5) 1.371(29) 1.393(26) 1.381(34) 
C(1)-C(2)--C(3) 113.6(23) 108.5(18) 113.0(22) 
C(2)-C(3)--C(4) 108.5(22) 111.3(20) 111.1(21) 
C(3)-C(4)-C(5) 110.1(22) 111.8(20) 108.8(19) 
C(4)-C(5)-0(5) 115.7(21) 106.5(18) 113.6(20) 
C(5) -0(5) -C(1) 112.9 (18) 113.2(16) 111.9(19) 
C(5)-C(1)--C(2) 111.0(20) 110.0(17) 109.7(22) 
0(5)-C(i)--0(1) 111.6(18) 108.0(17) 103.7(23)(b) 116.5(26) (a) 
c(2)-C(1)-0(l) 105.4 (19) 104.8(17) 109.1(23) (b) 102.1(25) (a) 
C(1)-C(2)-0(2) 110.6(20) 109.3(18) 111.7(21) 
C(3)-C(2)-0(2) 108.8(20) 112.7(19) 109.4(20) 
C(2) -c (3) -0(3) 112.0(22) 108.7(19) 115.0(21) 
C(4)-C(3)-0(3) 107.1(21) 112.0(20) 109.7(20) 
c(3)-C(4)--0(4) 108.9(20) 107.8(21) 102.7(18) 
C(5)--C(4)-0(4) 106.2(20) 109.2(20) 10(.6(1€3) 
C(4)-C(5)-C(6) 114.7(21) 114.5(20) 112.4(20) 
0(5)-c(5)-c(6) 1067(20) 106.7(18) 101.6(19) 





Table 11 (contd. 
Ring 1 	Ring 2 
0(5)-C(1)-C(2)-C(3) 	60.0 58.2 
C(1)-C(2)-c(3)-C(4) 	-56.2 -52.2 
C(2)-C(3)--C(4)--C(5) 	48.5 53.1 
C(3)-C(4)-C(5)-Q(5) 	-47.7 -54.9 
C(4)-C(5)-0(5)-C(1) 	51.4 63.1 
C(5)-0(5)-C(l)-C(2) 	-54.8 -66.1 
O(5)-C(5)-C(6)-c(6) 	167.8 64.9 
C(4)-C(5)-C()-O(6) 	-62.6 -177.6 
(t.g.) (g.t.) 
0(51)-C(11)-0(11)-C(32) 88.2 








V1 0(51)-c(11)-C(32)-C(22) -48.1 
V11 0(51)-C(11)-C(32)-C(42) 159.5 
V2 C(21)-C(11)-C(32)-C(22) 94.5 
V21 C(21)-c(11)-C(32)--C(42) -57.9 
V1 0(52)-C(12)-C(43)-C(53) 13.6 
V11 0(52)-C(12)-C(43)-C(33) 155.8 
V2 C(22)-C(12)-CC43)-C(53) -126.8 
V21 C(22)-C(12)-C(43)-C(33) 15.3 











t = trans 	g = gauche 
4, and V torsion angles are defined in Appendix 1 
0(13a) and 0(63a) have occupancy parameters of .33 
0(13b) and 0(63b) have occupancy parameters of .67 
Table 12 
ydrogen Bon-a'i-ncj 	the Trig a lactose 
Atom 1 Atom 2 0-H 
0(21) . . . .H. 	.O(13a) 2.C8 x+1,y,Z 1.06 
0(31)-H ...... 0(23) 2.69 x+1,y,z 1.16 
0(62) 	........ 0(22) 2.69 x,y,Z+1 
0(63b) ....... 0(23) 2.69 x,y,Z+1 
0(63a) ....... 0(23) 3.07 x,y,z+1 
0(62) ........ 0(63a) 2.87 x,y..Z 
0(52) ........ 0(63a) 2.73 x,y,Z 
0(33)-H ...... 0(22) 3.02 x,y,Z 1.15 
0(13b) ....... 0(31) 2.98 -x+½,--y+1,Z+ 
	






0(13a) ....... 0(23) 2.88 -x-- 32,-y+1,z+½ 
0(62) ......- 0(42) 3.09 -x+½,-y+1,Z-i- 
0(53' ........ 0(31) 3.17 --x+½,-y+1,Z+¼ 
0(63b) ...... 0(42) 2.77 -x+½,-y±1,Z+12 
0(63b) ....... 0(21) 2.74 -x+½,-y-t-1,Z+½ 
0(21)-if ...... W 2.83 x+½,-y-i-½,-z+1 
0(22) ........ W 2.67 x,y,Z 
0(41) ........ 2.83 x+½,-y+½,-z+1 
2.86 x+,-y+½,-Z+1 
2.79 x+½,-y+½,-z+1 
2.33 -x--½,--y+1, z½ 







Eha -, ,Ler 
Conformational - EnerU Calculations 
Introduction 
Model building in the computer has been used to study the conform- 
71 	72 	 17 
ations of mono, di, and polysaccharides. 	In most investi- 
gations, the pyranose ring is given a fixed geometry, and 0(6) along 
with all hydroxyl hydrogen atoms are ignored, leaving the torsional 
angles about the glycosiclic bridge oxygen as the only variables. 
These angles q and ip, (appendix 1), are rotated through 360° , and 
for each unique pair of values ("conformational linkages") , the 
interaction energy between adjacent pyranose rings rtay be calculated. 
For disaccharides, one approach involves stepping and ij through a 
coarse 100  to  200  grid and calculating interatomic distances at each 
73 
step. 	If no distances are less than the sun of their van der Waals 
radii, the ccnforiation is classed as fully allowed, and results may 
be mapped as shown in Figure 4 , chapter 7. 
h more sophisticated model may he computed by using an energy 
function to put relative weights on the various conformations, 
rather than applying the straight choice between allowed and forbidden. 
Such naps have been studied in detail for -cellobi 	
72,74 
osc 	and 
72,75 For both linkages, (1.4) and (i,4), all known 
crystal structures of related ccmpounds lie within regions of minimum 
energy. 
X-ray fibre diffraction data for a number of pclZ'saccharides can 
be used to put further rnstrictions on cenforutional linkages. 
Knowledge of both a11o:ed conforuations for repeating units, and 
helical paraneters from X-ray studies, have been used to provide 
- 	 - 	76 	 74 





There have been a number of successes 	in solving smaller 
molecule crystal structures by minimising the intermoleculir packing 
energy. Preliminary photographs are required to provide nit cell 
and space group information. The minimisation of potential energy, 
calculated as a function of rotational and translational degrees of 
freedom of asymmetric unit, may lead to a probable description of 
the crystal structure. 
Scope of this Work 
There were two main objectives: 
To aid the crystallographic solution of the trigalactan structure. 
To develop a computer program which could calculate the best 
conformation of an oligosaccharido, containing up to seven pyranose 
residues, including a branched chain. 
Though the objcctives were not fully realised, a number of 
positive results were achieved 
A general program was developed to build a branched chain cligo-
saccharide of up to seven pyranose rings. 
A minimisation routine was utilised to provide a trigalactose 
conformation which is in ecel1ent agreement with the crystalic-
graphically determined structure discussed in chapter 5. 
)h€ same routine was used to examine the conformations of all 
a and linked disaccharides (except the 1-6 linkage), and to compare 
results obtained using two types of energy functions. 
Little success may be claimed for the attempted a priori crystal 
structure determination, based on the packing of the triose in the 
unit cell; however, in the course of this work a number of useful 
interactive computer programs were developed in which a video link was 
used to display conformational changes and unit cell packing arranemonts. 
-92- 
Model i3uildin 
As in previous investigations, 16 ' 891 fixed geometry for the pyrariose 
ring and glycosidic bond angle were assumed. 	Atomic coordinates 
for the ring were these derived by Arnott and Scott from a survey 
of 27 independant crystal determinations. 	Virtual bonds linking key 
atoms simplify the desrription of the carbohydrate chain (Figure 1 
The steps followed in calculating the coordinates of the chain are: 
Read coordinates of residue L, place Al on (0,0,0), rotate L about 
Z then about y to put A2 on (+x,0,0) and finally about x to put A3 on 
(s-x,+y,0) 
Move A2 to (0,0,0); rotate L about z by 160
0
F2), then about x 
by T2 to put A3 on (+x,0,0) and A4 on (+x,+y,0). 
Move A3 to (0,0,0) ; rotate L about Z by (180°-F3) , then about 
x by T3. 
Move A4 to (0,0,0); rotate L about Z by (iE0
0
-F4) , then about 
x by T4. 
Read coordinates of residue N; operations (ii), (iii), arid (iv) 
are then applied to both L and M. 
In this way the coordinates for all atoms in the chain are calculated 
for any given glycosidic angles (taken here as 1170) , and in any given 
conformation as defined by T 
31 
 T 	
0 4 7 
, T,, T - etc. 	A slightly more 
sophisticated program was written to cope with side chain branches. 
If P is rotated 0 clockwise, looking from +co, about the x axis 
1 
to becooe P,' then 
1 
[x,  
1 	 1 
= 	0 	cos 	sinJ 	= T ().r. 
1 	 1 	 X 




Virtual Bond Description of a Carbohydrate Chain 
RESIBUE 
	
RE S IUE 	 1ESt)uC 	- 






T3 A e. Ti 	I 
Al 	 \ 
C MOH 
Al,A2..,.; 	Atom names making up the chain 
F2 is the angle A1A2A3. etc. 
T2,T5,rE3; Torsion angles defined by the fixed residue geometry 
T3,T4 and T6,T7; Torsion angles defining the conformational linkage 
between molecules. 
T3 = (A2-A3-A4-A5); Defined in appendix 1. 
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Similarly 
co 	0 	-sinc 	 cos 	E::i 	01 
T() = 	0 	1 	0 	
, 	
T() = -S1n 	CO3 	01 
Sfl( 	0 	cos 1 0 	0 	1 
L 
Energy Functions in Conformational Analysis 
There have been a number of approaches to calculating the relative 
energies of molecular configurations, mostly based on semi-empirical 
functions which describe the energy oE interaction between pairs of 
non-bonded atoms. The only real alternative is provided by molecular 
orbital calculations, and some progress has been made in describing 
smaller model compounds by this method. 81 
For any pair of non-bonded atoms separated by r ( . ) .l there is 
an interaction potential energy (V), which may he regarded as consisting 
of a nunibr of terms. 
V ( r ) =V(rePU1siOn)+V(ttraCtiOn)±V(PO1ar)+V(hYdrOgPn bond) + 
V (angle deformation) ±V (bond stretch) +V (torsion) 
The two most important terms, in carbohydrates, are V 	 and 
(repulsion) 
V 
(attract .  n 
o.j, and have been described by a number of functions e.g. 
82 	 83 	84 
Lennard-Jones, Buckingham, Liquori. 	Each uses the theoretically 
derived attractcn term -Ar 6 , and an empirical repulsion term. 
The Lennard--Jons function used in this work is 
V. 	= -Ar. -6 + Br. 
1] 13 	13 
ne larger the value of n, the harder the repulsicn n has been 
variously iven as 12 as used by Scheraga 
82 
 in po1ypcptc wor;, 
down to 9 as used here and in other polysaccharide work. 
After checsing n, B is adjusted to give V.. as a minimum when r,. equals 
the sum of the van der liaals radii of the atoms in question. Values of 
A and B are qtctcd71  in Table 1. 
-95.-. 
Table 1 
Constants Usea in the Lennard-Jones Energy Function 
lo 2A 	 10 3B 
Interaction 	r ()  
0 	
(kcal 	6mo1 1 ) 	(kcal A mol
-1 
 
C 3.40 3.70 9.70 
C .... 0 3.22 3.67 8.18 
C .... H 2.90 1.28 2.08 
0... .0 3.04 3.67 6.88 
0... .H 2.72 1.24 L66 
H .... 1-! 2.40 0.47 0.43 
A recent study 
72
incorporating hydrogen bonding, polar, and torsion 
potential terms, has been used to investigate the conformations of 
B-maltose and B-cellobiose. 	Such an approach must take account 
of the floating hydroxyl hydrogen positions, increasing computational 
time drastically for the sake of minor improvements to the energy 
surface. 
Crystal structure determination from the minimisation of 
molecular packing energy allows the use of a simpler energy function. 
A known restricted lattice volume incorporates molecular attractions 
into the packing problem, therefore only repulsion need be considered. 
The interatomic non-bonded repulsive potential energy for a pair of 
77 
atoms E.. has been approximated by Williams 	as: 
E. 	= 	(d -d. )2 
	
d. . < d 
1J 0 13 13 	0 
E. = 0 	 d.>d 
13 	 13 	-0 
where d.. is the interatomic distance, d is an empirical cut-off 
0 
distance and w is a weighting factor. The parameters d and w used 
-96- 
in this work were taken fro:.i a study iia.c by Sarko and Zugcnn.air , 85 
in which crystal packing arrangements are deduced for six different 
monosaccharide structures, starting from the known rigid noiecu1e ; 
but oriented arbitrarily in the unit cell. 	Comparison between the 
known crystallouraphic and the energy minimum packing systems, allows 
a trial and error soluticn for the best values of o and ci for the 
0 
different types ci non-bonded interaction (Table 2) 
Table 2 
Parameter Set Used for the Calculation of Reyu ion Er.eray 
d
Interaction 	o 
Cut off Distance 	Scaling FacLor 
0... .0 	 3.40 	 1.25 
0... .0 	 3.40 	 1.00 
0.. ..H 	 3.25 	 1JO 
C .... H 	 3.30 	 1.35 
H... .11 	 3.20 	 0.50 
0....0 H bond 	2.00 	 10.00 
Hydrogen bonds w:re assured pooSthIc if the 0. . . .0 distE.nce wan lers 
than 3.1 R, in which case the large weight forces the oxygens to lie 
2.8 A. 	The total repulsive energy was calculated by sutnir.g over all 
pair-wise energies. 
Finding Mini.. nrv COnf1gUras1OI: 
One of the major problems in miniiisix:g a function with a nur.bor of 
varioles, is the possibility of landing in a local, rather than a 
global, minimum. The best solution involves mapping out the whole 
-97- 
energy surface on a suitable grid. 	For a disaccharide, with only 
two variables, and 
)Q0 
 steps, there are 362 (= 1296) cenformations. 
The allowed region of such a surface may provide a good model for 
the distribution of conformations which may be expected in solution. 
In dealing with larger molecules, especially if branched chains are 
involved, such an approach i; no longer practicable. 	For exEJiple, 
with a trisaccharide, in which the linkages may be .nterciependant, 
it is not enough to sample 2 x 362  gridl points; the problem is now 
four dmcnsioiial and 36 conformations nust be sampled. As the 
number of variables are increased, computer time becomes pchihit.ive. 
An alternative approach to the problem is the iainimisatioii pccedue, 
derived by Powell, 86 included in a ge&ral mathematical pro;r package 7 
The subroutine finds the minimum of a function of ri variables, by an 
iterative method. 	The n-dimensional search is broken down into a 
sequence of one dimensional minimisations. 	From input starting values, 
an initial search is made by minimising the energy by varying only one 
angle; one iteration. After each iteration a conjugate direction is 
generated and replaces one of the current directions. 	when a rirAimum 
is located, the current variables are pertQ.rbed to provide a scccnd 
estimate of the lowest energy conformation, and prevent convergence on 
a false minimum. 
Results enr r scussion 
The conformations of nine different linkages were examined using both 
the terinard-Jones (L.J.) and the Sarko/Zugenmair (S.Z.) energy functions. 
Torsion anq. es corresponding to minimum energy configurations are 
Presented in Table 3, using the angles 	 defined by 
47 
Sundaralingham 	(appendix 1). 	In general, agreement between the 
MOOZ 
crystal conformation and the minimum energy conformation is good. 
It is interesting to note the different ways the two energy functions 
refine the torsion angles from the sane random starting orientation. 
With trehalose, the L.J. function refines to give a probably false 
minimum f 	= -EO° , compared to the Z.S. function at 	= 780 , 
remarkably close to the crystal structure value of 	
= 750 	
With 
zophorose however, it is the Z.S. function which gives the false 
minimum with 	= 370, whereas the L.J. function refines to give 
= 71
0
, in close agreement with the ciystal structure value  a 
= 79 
Any large differences between calculated and crystsl 	nfcrnatnLons 
may be explained by inadequacies in the energy functions 	The L.J. 
function does not account for the attractive intro-molecular hydrogen 
bond, found in a number of crystal structures (aec chapter 7) . 	Without 
the unit cell volume constraint, the purely repulsive S.Z. function is 
inadequate in studying single molecule conformations. 	The hydrogen- 
bond weighting scheme forrs a steep sided V shaped potential well, and 
it is possible that without any attractive term, tha minimisation routine 
may have difficulty in trapping the molecule in a good hydrogen bonding 
conformation. 
The results in Table 3 support Rees' second rule 7 which states 
that in di-equatcrial (cc) linkages, the torsion angles y and 
2 
appear to be independent, one pair of calculated angles, 	 or 
may be inclose agreement: with the crystal structure, whereas 
the other may show little similarity (e.g. Laminaribicse). 	The 
equatorial axial (ea) and the (ae) calculated linkages show a closer 
agreement with the crystal structures than the (ee) linked residues, 
especially with the S.Z. function. 	This seems to indicat that for 
axial substituents the conformation may be dominated more by steno 
repulsion. 	s-maltose shows the poorest (ca) agreement, pcssibly 
because of the intramolecular 0(3) .. .0(2) hydrogen bond. 
The main purpose of this investigation was to produce a likely 
conformation for the galactotriose molecule, and to this end the work 
was successful. Molecular coordinates of the idealised molecule were 
calculated from the torsion angles obtained by minimising energy using 




al,3 Gal -- Gal 	12° 	13° 	
50 30 
1,4 Gal - Gal 	0





The course of the minimisation was monitored on a video screen ccntrolled
88 
by a PDP15 computer, 	which had a direct link to graph plott.cr ; and a 
picture of the idealised molecule is shown in Figure 2. To ensure that 
this model did not correspond to a false mininuo, the whole energy sur -
face was explored usiig 20° steps. 	N.:) such check was rrade on the 
glucosyl-glucose linkagcs, quoted in Table 3. 
Crystal _-Pack inq 
An attempt at finding some possible molecular packing arrangements was 
made by cenerating the compieLe contents of the unit cell, using the 
coordinates of the idealised galactotricse calculated above. The 
0 	0 	- 	0 
i.olcuie was rotatso ro'.nd x, y and Z by 360 , 360 and 180 rospectavely 
In 300  steps, to give all possible orientations. 	Each oLientaticn was 
then stepped round the acyrnietric unit, i.e. 1/8th of the unit cell, 
on a I. O grid. 	Fy generating the three other molecules at each step 
Figure 2. A minimum energy conformation of the 
idealised galactotriose molecule 
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and ensuring that all atoms lie within the unit cell, all possible 
packing arrangements may be examined (for P2 1 21 2 1 ). 	Intermolecular 
packing energies were calculated after each iteration using the S.Z. 
energy function. The program makes a serious omission in neglecting 
the effect of the surrounding 26 unit cells; this probably results 
in a number more configurations being classed as "allowed"; but it 
was hoped that by studying the packing arrangements on a video screen, 
unlikely configurations could have been recognised. A similar approach 
to stiucture solution, relying heavily on a rather subjective stu6 ly of 
possible packing schemes displayed on a video, has been recently 
69 
reported.. 
With a maximum allowed repulsive energy of 20 arbitrary S.Z. 
units (comuared to the mono saccharide lattice of about 15 unJ..s ), 
a complete scan through all ( 240000) configurations took an IBM, 
360/158 computer about 35 minutes, and reduced t1. e numL•r of pos.Lbe 
configurations to 11200 some of which uere examined a projections 
of the unit cell down c and a, and viewed simultaneously on the video 
screen. (e.g. Figure 3). 	After the crystal structure was solved by 
direct methods, this work was not continued. 	However, there does 
appear to be a broad band of allowed configurations corresponding to 
the actual crystal structure. 	A possibility for future work would be 
the use of the Powell mininiation routine to examine such allowed 
regions in more detail. 
$ 
Figure 3 
Computer Simulated Packing 
of the idealised galactotriose 
I a 
Ic 
-101- 	 - 
Table 3 




-sophorose(c) 1,2 C(1) -79 li 98 -132 
L.J. --71 171 90  
S.Z. 1.98 -37 --155 138 -96 
a-laminaribiose(c) 1 1 3 C(4) -115 129 145 -93 
L.J. -50 -163 -37 84 
S.Z. 1.9 -36 -154 141 -97 
-celiobicse(c) 1,4 C(3) -78 167 106  
L.J. -149 93 90 -149 
S.Z. 2.5 -130 112 88 -152 
Galactotriose(c) 1,4 C(5) -98 145 115 -129 
L.J. -103 139 162 -77 
S.Z. 1.8 -98 145 127 -112 
Trehalose(c) l ' al 0(5) 62 -17 75 -165 
L.J. 102 -136 -50 70 
S.Z. 1.9 77 -162 78 -165 
(c) ai,2 C(i) 79 -160 96 -146 
L.J. 50 -190 97 -141 
S.Z. 2.5 80 -160 106 -1:2 
Galactotriose (c) al,3 C(4) 88 -151 97 -140 
L.J. 60 -180 94 -145 
S.Z. 2.2 76 -164 102 -137 
B-trial tcse(c) a 1,4 C(3) 110 -128 129 -109 
L.J. 110 -130 76 -163 
S.Z. 2.6 89 -151 84 -155 
L.J. al,3 C(4) 60 160 98 -141 
S.Z. 2.2  147 -16c3 95 -144 - 
(c) 	- Crystal structure values; rfrnc in Tcb1c 4, chter 7 




Oligosaccharide Structure arid Shape: Discussion 
Introduction 
There are a number of structural features common to carbohydrates both 
in the crystal state and in solution. 	They are discussed under the 
following headings: 
Bond Lengths and Angles. 
A number of surveys 
44,47,90
have been carried out using all the available 
crystallographic data to produce sets of average parameters. 	Molecular 
91,92 
orbital studies on model compounds 	help explain significant differ- 
ences between bond lengths. 
Ring Shape. 
Most crystal structures show the pyranose ring to be in the Reeves Cl 
conformation. 	There may be, however, large differences in the dihedral 
angles defining ring shape. 	The "anomeric effect" is also discussed, 
as its presence as a disruptive effect in crystal packing has been found 
in four compounds. 	The 0(5)-C(5)-C(6)-0(6) dihedral angle is relatively 
unrestricted but shows a slight preference for certain conformations. 
Hydrogen Bonding and Crystal Packing. 
It is possible to compare the hydrogen bonding patterns in small sugar 
crystal structures and to show similarities between the different 
lattices. 
Linkage Conformation. 
Most biologically important linkages involving glucose and galactose 
residues are examined. 	Crystallographic determinations allow direct 
calculation of 4 and i angles; energy calculations provide a model in 
which packing and solvent effects are ignored; and nuclear magnetic 
resonance and optical rotation studies may provide clues into the 
nature of the solution conformation. 
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Bond Lengths and Angles 
A comprehensive survey of 27 crystallographically determined sugar 
44 
residues shows that the mean values of the lengths of particular 
C-C bonds are all close to the overall mean of 1.523 R (see Table 8, 
chapter 4). 	The mean length for C(5)-C(6) is shorter at 1.514 R but 
only by one standard deviation. 
Bond lengths in the C(5)-0(5)-C(l)-R system depend on the con- 
44,90 
figuration at C(l) and the nature of R. 	There appear to be two 
alternative situations: 
(1) R 34 H and 0(1) axial, in which case 
C(1)-0(5) = 1.414 	and C(1)-0(l) = 1.415 
(ii) R = H and 0(1) axial or equatorial; or R 	H and 0(1) equatorial; 
C(l)-0(5) = 1.429 R and C(l)-0(1) = 1.389 R. 
Discounting 0(5) and 0(1), the C-0 lengths are all close to the mean of 
1.426 R. 
There does not appear to be any deviation in bond length caused 
by a change of configuration at any other part of the ring; the bond 
66, 69,93 
lengths in galactose 	for example, in which 0(4) is axial, 
correspond closely with those in glucose residues. 
Data from a-sophorose, o-laminaribiose and the galactotriose are 
summarised in Table 1, and compared with the average 
44 
 values. 
The average ring C-C bond lengths of the reducing ring are about lo 
15 
shorter than in the non-reducing ring for -cel1obiose, 	ne-B- 






Bond Length Variations in the C(5)-0(5)--C(1)-0(1)-R System 
Arnott & Scott a-sophorose cz-laminaribiose galactotriose 
Values N.R. R. N.R. R. N.R. N.R. R. 
c-c 1.523 1.516 1.517 1.535 1.521 1.497 1.520 1.534 
C(5)-C(6) 1.514 1.515 1.512 1.492 1.534 1.531 1.461 1.594 
c-0 1.426 1.431 1.424 1.444 1.433 1.477 1.426 1.427 
C(5)-0(5) 1.436 1.424 1.443 1.445 1.421 1.426 1.470 1.425 
C(1)-0(1) 1.389 1.400 1.411 1.403 1.368 1.444 1.414 
C(1)-0(5) 1.429 1.415 1.424 1.429 1.443 1.393 1.381 
C(l)-0(1) (a) 1.415 1.459 
C(l)-0(5) (a) 1.414 1.371 
c(5)-o(5)c(1) (a) 114° 113.2 116.6 113.2 
C(5)-0(5)--C(1) Ce) 112° 112.9 111.9 112.9 111.9 
N.P. 	Non reducing residue 
R. 	Reducing residue. 
(a) 	Bond lengths when C(l)-0(1) is axial and P 	Hydrogen. 
U 
Methoxymethanol, H 3C 	112-OH, may be regarded as a model 
for the c(5)-0(5)-c(1)-0(1)-R system in pyranose rings. 	Molecular 
92 
orbital calculations in which the C-0 bond lengths were the only 
variables in the energy minimisation, have been carried out on the 
three lowest energy conformations of methoxymethanol, and the results 




Optimised C-O Lengths in ?lethoxymethanol 	- 
Relative Energy 	C-O Bond Lengths () (Starting from 
1.437 	) 
0 (k cal.mol 1 ) 	11 3C-0- -CH -0-CH- 
2-OH 
cc 	I 	60 60 0.0 1.444 1.421 1.417 
1 	II 180 60 2.7 1.435 1.424 1.398 
III 60 180 4.0 1.444 1.400 1.430 
I and II are models for the cc and a anomers of glucose respectively. 
The relative lengthening of the H 3C-0 bond and shortening of the adjacent 
-0-CH 
2-  bond in I and III is interpreted as a result of competition for 
the back donation of oxygen iT-type, lone pair electrons which gives C-C 
a partial double bond character. 	Increased back donation from the 
oxygen lone pair in the direction of one 0-C bond results in less back-
donation in the other bond. 
Both ring and exocyclic bond angles, with carbon as the central 
atom, lie in a narrow (2.50) range about the mean, which at 109.50 is 
very close to tetrahedral. Angles involving C(6) are less predictable 
and may lie between 1060 and 113 ° . 	The 0(5)-C(1)-0(1) angle has a 	mean 
of 111.60 and 107.3° with 0(1) axial and equatorial respectively. 	With 
the various possibilities of electron back donation in the hemiacetal 
system, it is not surprising that the C(5)-0(5)-C(1) angle also shows a 
bimodal distribution, with a mean of 112° for 0(1) equatorial and 114 ° 
for 091) axial. 	These angles for the three crystal structures are 
also given in Table 1. 
An important stereochemical feature in polysaccharide chains is 
the size of the glycosidic bond angle. 	Though the angles vary from 
111
0 
 to 122° , for certain types of linkages, they are restricted to 




Glycosidic Bond Angles 
	
Average 	References 
I 	 H3 	 113.2 	45,55,93,94 
II 	 111.3 	66,69 
Ill 	 116.5 	15,16,45,55,52,46 
Iv C 120.1 	66,69,70 
C H O H 
As seen from Table 3 steric repulsion seems to play an important part 
in determining the angle. 	Glycosidic bridge angles for all reported 
pyranosyl-pyranose (grouptil) compounds are given in Table 4. 	There 
is some evidence, (Figure 2), that even within this group, steric 
interaction between atoms adjacent to the link may effect the angle. 









 respectively (Figure 2). 
The larger angles seem to occur when equatorially linked oxygen atoms, 
on different residues, oppose each other on the same side of the 
glycosidic bridge. 	The narrow xylobiose angle may be explained 
because of the lesser interaction between 11(52) and 0(21) and also 
0(32) and ring 0(51) ; similarly in the narrow ctl,3 link, the equatorial 
0(22) is opposite the axial 0(43) atom and the ring 0(52) is opposite 
0(23). 	Intramolecular hydrogen bonding may well be an important factor 
in explaining the narrow Gal 	al linkage. 
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Although in individual compounds the variation in bond lengths 
and angles may be significant, they may be explained by their individual 
packing and hydrogen bonding arrangements, and the result of averaging 
parameters shows a remarkable constancy over all types of pyranose rings. 
Ring Shape 
Ring shape, as defined by ring conformational angles, shows a considerable 
44 
variation among different crystal structures, 	and contrasts with the 
narrow ranges of values observed for bond lengths and angles. 	Mean 
absolute values for particular torsion angles vary from 53 to 620  with 
ranges in individual angles of up to 16 ° (Table 8, chapter 4) . 	In the 
unstraineci chair conformation of cyclohexane, the ideal ring conformational 
angles are all 600. 	The pyranose ring tends to be less puckered, except 
about the ring oxygen bonds, which both involve angles of over 600.  For 
the three crystal structures described in this thesis, differences in 
conformational angles from the mean greater than about 
50 
 have been 
adequately explained in terms of intermolecular hydrogen bonding and 
crystal packing effects. 
There is little evidence that a change in configuration of a 
substituent, alone, (e.g. galactose to glucose residues) results in 
significant changes of ring conformational angles, at least in the 
solid state. This is consistent with a comparison of the structures 
95 
of myo- and epi-inositol which have one and two hydroxyl groups 
(out of six) axial to the ring, to give mean ring conformational angles 
of 56.8 and 56.3° respectively. 	This also supports the assumption that 
inter-molecular hydrogen bonding plays only a minor role in determining 
ring shape. 	Monosaccharide crystal structures have been reviewed, 96,97 
and in all cases yet reported, the pyranoid ring has been found to be 
in a chair shape. 
F' 
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Theoretical studies on the conformation of the aldopentapyranoses 
and alciohexapyranoses have been reported. 	Sundararajan and Rao98 ' 99 
employed potential energy calculations involving non bonded interaction, 
electrostatic interaction, and bond angle strain (though only for 
exocyclic substituents). 	The initial ring conformation was not allowed 
to vary, and no account was taken of either torsion potential, or solvent 
effects. 	Results indicate that all aldo-hexapyranoses except c-D-altrose 
exist only in the Cl(D) conformation. 	Further, all aldopentapyranoses 
except xyloses may exist in a Cl(D)=lC(D) equilibrium in solution. 
100 
The crystal structure of Me-ct-altropyranoside, with 0(l),0(2) and 0(3) 
.1 
axial has been found to be a strained Cl(D) conformation. 
71 
An alternative approach by Bees and Smith allows the prediction 
of the relative stabilities of eight aldopentopyranoses, but again ring 
shape is not allowed to vary from the Cl chair form, the only variables 
being rotations about the C-OH bonds. 	In this study steric, polar and 
bond torsion effects were accounted for. 	The calculated energies for 
single molecules are in fair agreement with the relative free energies 
101 
calculated from experimental measurements on aqueous solution. 
Poor correlation between -D-xylose energies is explained by the 
possibility of a structured hydration shell forming roung the free 
102 
molecule, made possible by the five equatorial hydroxyl groups. 
This additional stabilising effect is not accounted for by the 
energy calculation. 
The conformations of the aldohexapyranoses in aqueous solution 
103 
have been examined by proton magnetic resonance. 	All -D anomers 
exist mainly in the Cl(D) conformation, as the 1C(D) form is destabilised 
by steric repulsion between 0(1) and C(5). Most a-D anomers also adopt 
the Cl(D) conformation, possibly favoured by the.anomeric effect, though 
Fl 
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solutions of a-D-idose and cz-D-altrose appear to contain appreciable 
proportions of each chair conformer at equilibrium. 	From n.m.r. 
studies at low temperatures it is apparent that, at least for some 
pyranose rings, the Cl and IC chair forms may exist in rapid con- 
96 
formational equilibrium. 	Cyclohexane and 8-D--ribopyranosetetraacetate 
both undergo a rapid inversion of about 50 times per second, over an 
energy barrier of about 10 k cal.rnole 1 . 
In solution, the pure derivative of either an a or 	anomeric 
form of a reducing sugar, mutarotates to form an equilibrium mixture. 
Aqueous solutions of D-glucose, for example, contain 63% of the 
-D-anomer, as monitored by optical rotation, yet the solutiorgive 
104 	 10 
the ct-D anomer when evaporated. 	The crystal structure of a-D-glucose 
has a larger number of stabilising hydrogen-bonds than that of -D- 
15 
glucose, 	a factor which may also explain the greater solubility of 
the -anomer. Four carbohydrate crystal structures have been deter-
mined in which the a and 	forms co-crystallise. 	N-acetyl-a-D- 
52 
glucosamine contains about 20% of the 	form, a-lactose contains 
7% of the P anomer, and a-laminaribiose and the galactotriose dis- 
cussed in chapters 4 and 5 contain 10% and 67% of the s-form respectively. 
In all cases it appears that either anomer can be accommodated in the 
lattice with no sacrifice to the number of hydrogen bonds, and with 
little difference in other non-bonded contacts. 	Both cellobiose 15 
16 
and maltose 	crystallise in the 6-form, and it would appear, therefore, 
that the determining factor between crystallisation in the a or 	forms 
is the possibility of good hydrogen-bonded packing arrangements in the 
crystal, rather than a conformational preference of the molecule alone. 
-110- 
It has been found that the c-D- is more stable than the -D--
anomer in equilibrium mixtures of methyl-D-glucopyranoses (the so- 
called anomeric effect) . 	Theoretical energy calculations 71 suggest that 
the unexpected stability of the ct form is caused by a more favourable 
dipole-dipole interaction than is possible in the anomer. 	Quantum 
mechanical calculations 92 further suggests the possibility of 
delocalisation of the lone pair electrons of the glycosidic oxygen. 
Energy differences, calculated for the "ci" and fl8I  conformations of 
the model methoxy methanol molecule are given in Table 2. 
The observed conformations about the exocyclic bond C(5)-C(6) 
fall mainly into two groups. 	C(6)-0(6) is either gauche to C(5)-0(5) 
and trans to C(4)-C(5) (g.t.), or it is gauche to both C(5)-0(5) and 
C(4)-C(5) (g.g.). 	(Appendix 1). 	The torsion angles, 	0LO(5)-C(5)- 
C(6)-0(6 	and 40LC(4)_C(5)_C(6)_0(6 	are given in Table 4, for a 
105 
number of structures. 	Conformational energy calculations, 
indicate that for glucose rings, the g.t. conformation is favoured, 
but because the energy barrier is low, interaction with the surroundings 
47 
is the determining factor. 	A survey of 24 carbohydrate residues 
gives: 
the mean g.t. value (14 structures) 	= 63° with a range of 49 to 73000 
= -174 " " 	 -165 to1680 
and the mean g.g. value (9 structures) 	= -62° " it 	 -60 to00 
= 570 	of 	 to 54 to 600 
An examination of the torsion angles (j 	and 	in Table 400 
indicates that in most structures, the conformation about the C(5)-C(6) 
bond of the non reducing sugar is gauche-trans, while the conformation 
of the reducing sugar is either gauche-trans, or gauche-gauche. 	It 
is interesting to note that the spread in the gauche angles is much 
-111- 
larger in the case of gauche-trans than in the gauche-gauche. 
In glucose residues, with 0(4) equatorial, the trans-gauche 
conformation is made unstable by unfavourable interaction between the 
0(4) and 0(6) atoms, and indeed such a conformation has only been 
observed once, by the half weight, disordered 0(6) atom in the glucose 
residue of l-kestose. 
70
cL-Sophorose shows the largest deviation from 
the ideal staggered configurations, but this has been adequately 
explained (chapter 3) by the demanding geometry of the hydrogen bonding 
pattern. 	An illustration of the small energy difference between the 
gauche-gauche and gauche-trans configurations is provided by the 
46 
disaccharide, cx-a-trehalose. 	This has two chemically identical 
glucose residues in the molecule, yet shows a gauche-gauche configuration 
in one and a gauche-trans configuration in the other. 
Galactose residues have 0(4) axial to the ring, and to minimise 
steric interaction between 0(4) and 0(6), the favoured conformations 
are gauche-trans and trans-gauche. 	Both configurations have been 
found in the trigalactose (chapter 5), though to date, the only other 
trans-gauche conformation has been observed in the galactose residue 
bb 	 69 
of raffinose. The galactose residue in planteose 	shows the 
unfavourable gauche-gauche configuration, possibly caused by an indirect 
form of intra-molecular hydrogen bonding, linking the end residues of 
the trisaccharide by the 0(6) of the galactose. 	All other galactose 
residues show the gauche-trans conformation. 
There are three reported examples of structures which contain a 
two-fold disordered packing arrangement of the 0(6) atom. 	0(6) of 
the glucose residue of 1-kestose. 70 shows the trans-gauche conformation, 
with 65% occupancy, and the gauche-gauche conformation with 35% occupancy. 
-112- 
106 
a-L-sorbose, 	a hexapyranose, shows a similar effect, in which the 
primary alcohol is disordered. 	The galactotriose (chapter 5) has 
occupancy parameters for the trans-gauche and gauche-trans conformation 
of 35% and 65% respectively. 	(This disorder is also associated with 
the a- disorder of the anomeric oxygen) . 	In all three cases, the 
disorders show roughly the same 2:1 occupancy factors. 
Hydrogen Bonding and Crystal Packing 
Cell dimensions and spaces groups are listed in Table 5, for a number 
of related sugars. 	It is striking that in all cases, molecules are 
related to one another by two-fold screw symmetry, which tends to 
give a fish-bone packing arrangement when the structure is viewed in 
projection. 	Eight out of the eleven mono and di saccharide structures, 
listed in Table 5, have a cell dimension near 5 R , consistent with the 
pyranose rings lying roughly perpendicular to this axis. 	All five 
disaccharides in a monoclinic space group, have short 4 to 5 R axes, 
suggesting that a good packing and/or hydrogen bonding arrangement 
can be achieved by pyranose rings stacking, plate-like, on top of 
each other in the crystal. 
The intricate three dimensional network of inter-residue hydrogen 
bonds, a vitally important feature in all sugar crystals, helps explain 
their physical properties of hardness and high melting temperature. 
Hydrogen-bonding is probably the primary driving force in the formation 
of crystals from solution. 	Carbon and oxygen atoms form a fairly 
stable and rigid ring geometry, but, by relatively unrestricted 
rotation about C-0 bonds, the hydroxyl hydrogen atoms can adopt the 
most favourable conformation for hydrogen bonding. 
-113-- 
hydrogen bonding patterns for eight disaccharides are shown 
diagraLmatically in Figure 1. 	Intramolecular hydrogen bonds between 
residues are normally present, and are likely to be most important 
in determining the geometry of the conformational linkage. 	In spite 
of vastly different inter-molecular bonding patterns,the O(2l) ... 0(32) 
intramolecular bond is found in all known structures involving maltose, 
60 
including cyclohexaamylose. 	Similarly, conformation of the 1,4 
linkage seems to be principally controlled by the 0(51) . . .0(32) hydrogen 
67 
bond (though there are exceptions when xylose 	is involved.).. A water 
molecule may act as a hydrogen-bonding bridge, between two residues in 
46 	 16 
the same molecule, as is the case in trehalose, s-maltose, 
45 	 69 
maltopyranoside, and planteose. 	The only trisaccharide with direct 
intramolecular hydrogen bonding is the galactotriose (chapter 5), which 
has a (le,4a) linkage, compared to the (la,4e) linkage in maltose; 
both have the 0(21) .. .0(32) bond, but the triose manages to form a 
direct 0(61) .. .0(62) bond without the aid of the water bridge. 
57 
Iritra-residue hydrogen bonding 	in the crystal state has only 
been shown unambiguously in 1 out of the 150 or so carbohydrate 
structures examined, and occurs between the syn-axial oxygen atoms in 
107 	 lOH 
metliyl-l-thio---a-U-ribopyranoside. Solution studies, 
however, indicate that such intra-residue bonds do form, in non hydrolytic 
solvents. 
There are two commonly occuring inter--molecular hydrogen-bonding 
patterns. 	With a small cell dimension of 4 to 5 , and molecules 
stacking on top of each other, there is the possibility of two oxygen 
atoms, separated by about c/2 (2.5 to 3.OZ) becoming a donor-acceptor 
pair and forming a zig-zag ribbon of hydrogen bonds along the length 
16 	 45 
of the crystal. 	Examples of this occur in s-maltose, Me--maltoside, 
U 
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and sophorose. 	In each case 0(6) and/or water is involved, probably 
because of their comparative freedom to adopt the most favourable 
situations for such a zig-zag arrangement. 	The second common pattern 
is the helix of hydrogen bonds, invariably propogated by the two-fold 
screw axes. 	Both patterns occur along the short axis in sophorose 
'15 
and methyl maltoside, 	and have been illustrated (Figure 6, chapter 3). 
Efficient hydrogen bonding patterns such as these, may be the reason 
that the needle axis of the crystal is normally parallel to short unit 
cell vector. 
Disaccharides have about 8 to 12 independent hydrogen bonds per 
molecule (Figure 1). 	All except trehalose 
46 
 and methyl—maltoside 45  
have one hydroxyl oxygen involved in, two acceptor, and one donor, 
hydrogen bonds. 	The commonest situation is for each hydroxyl oxygen 
to be simultaneously a donor and acceptor for two independent hydrogen 
bonds. 	Ring oxygen atoms commonly act as hydrogen-bond acceptors; 
equatorially directed bonds being preferred as they may well allow 
better packing in the crystal. 	As yet there are no examples of the 
glycosidic bridge oxygen being involved in hydrogen bonding. 	Bifurcated 
hydrogen bonds, with a hydroxyl hydrogen acting as a donor to two oxygen 
atoms, are rare in carbohydrates, but one example has been found in the 
crystal structure of -D-N--acetylneuraminic acid. 56 
Hydrogen bonds, in carbohydrates, have been proposed for (0.. .0) 
distances which lie between 2.65 R and 3.2 R , though distances over 
2.9 X must indicate a very weak interaction. 	The melting points of 
104 	 0 	 46 	 o 
the disaccharides vary from 97 C for trehalose up to 250 C for 
lactose. 	From a superficial comparison of the number of hydrogen 
bonds and melting point, there appears to be little correlation, and 
it is likely that the relative strengths of the bonds and the amount 
of water of crystallisation must be taken into account. 
ri 
115- 
There may he little justification in using the intermolecular 
packing arrangements, found in small molecules, as a model for packing 
in the parent polymer, however, there appear to be some interesting 
16 
similarities. 	In 6-maltose, 	the packing of the molecules almost 
duplicates the arrangement of glucose residues in two contiguous turns 
13 
of the B amylose 	structure, which has a fibre repeat of 10.6 X and 
C.) 	 13 
compares well with the C cell edge in maltose of 10.68 A. Cellulose, 
has a fibre repeat of 10.3 X, very close to the a dimension of -cellobiose 
at 10.9 	both correspond closely to the end to end length of the cello- 
52 
biose molecule. 	Inter-molecular hydrogen bonding in a-lactose has 




Hydrogen Bonding Patterns in Disaccharides 
-ma1tose.lh2O(m.p.=lO2 ° ; lOxU-bonds) 	Me--rna1toside.1ho(m..=11Q° ; UxH-bonds) 
	
(32) 	0(42) 	0(52) 
2(62) 
	 (3 2) 	0(42) 	0(52) 	(62) 
(12) 
d'(21) 0 1) 	(41) 	0(51) &161) 	6(2 1) ' (31(41) 	0(51) 	(61) 
-ce11obiose(m.p.=225 ° ; SxU bonds) 	Me- -ce11obioside-1.1eo!(ni.p.= 	;9xH-bonds) 
22) 0(32) 0(42) 	(52) 	(62) 	V3,2O(42)
(12) 	 H-Me 
21) 	(31(41)(51) 	(61) 	 31) '0(51) -- (61) 
cz-lactose.1HO(m.p.=250
0 
 ; lOxFJ bonds) 
22) (62) 
0 (1 




22) 	0(32) ,6(42) 	0(52) 	(6 2) 
(21) 	31YQ(41) 	51t —Q(61) 
-sophorose.1H 20(m.p.=1o° ; lOxH-bonds) a--treha1ose 2H 20(rn.p.=97 ° ; 12xH bonds) 
0(22) 	(32) L(42 	(52) 	(62) 
(d) 2) 
?(31) 	
511) 01) 	(31) 	(41) 	(51) 	0( 1) 
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Compound Ref. Linkage X 
l' 2 2' 
Ring A Ring B 
Ring A 	Ring B 
00 0C 00 0C 
a-sophorose.lki0 G1u'Glu C(12) -79 +161 +98 -132 -18 +102 -31 92 
(g g) (g g) 
Glu' 3G1u n-laminaribiose C(42) -115 +129 +145 -93 +66 -177 -56 65 
(g t) (g g) 
-cellobiose 15 Glu---Glu C(32) -78 - 167 +106 -127 +48 +168 +81 -158 
(g t) (g t) 
:e-cellobioside.Me0H 53 Clu' 4Clu-Me C(32) -89 +152 +80 -161 +52 +174 -55 +66 
(g t) (g g) 
a-lactose.h 0 52 Gal 61 ' 4Glu C(32) 93 +146 +95 143 +59 +179 +63 -178 
2 
(g t) (g t) 
Aldotriuronic AcidJH2O 67 Xy1 1 ' 4 Xy1 C(32) -98 +160 +162 -100 - - - - 
a 35% -171 -50 
(t g) 
,  









Table 4 (contd.) 
Linkage Ring A Ring B C(1)-0(l)-C(n) 
Compound 	 Ref. X 





G1u' 	1Glu 0(5) +62 -177 +75 -165 +70 -168 -76 +47 115.8 
(g t) (g g) 
Aldotriuronic acid.3H 20 	67 GlUA' 2Xy1 C(12) +79 -160 +96 -146 - - - - 116.0 
Galactotriose.1H 20 Ga1' 3Ga1 C(42) +88 -151 +97 -141 +168 -63 +65 -177 114.0 
(t g) (g t) 
-Maltopyranose.lki 2O 	16 GlU' 4Glu C(32) +123 -117 +132 -109 +61 +178 -61 +61 117.0 
(g t) (g g) 
Me--a1topyranoside.1U 20 	45 G1u' 4G1u-Me C(32) +110 -128 +129 -109 +60 180 -68 +60 117.6 
(g t) (g g) 
Cyclohexa-axnylose 	 68 (G1Ua1F4G1U)3 C(32) +108 -130 +120 -108 -60 60 
(Average Values) (g ) 
Planteose.2H 20 	 69 Glu-Fru-Gal 63 -176 -49 75 
(y t) (g g) 
Raffinose.5H 20 	 66 Gal 1 ' 6Glu-Fru 172 60 111.0 
(t g) 
-74 46 66%(gg) 
1-Kestose 	 70 Glu-Fru-Fru 177 
_3 
34 	(tg) 







CRYSTAL DATA FOR SOME MONO,DI AND TRISACCHARIDES 
Space 
Formula 	 Reference 	Group 	a() 	b() 	c() 
Me-Gal 93 P2 1 2 1 2 1 7.49 21.20 6.13 
-Glu 15 P2 1 2 1 2 1 9.21 12.64 6.65 
ct-Glu 10 P2 1 2 1 2 1 10.38 14.84 4.93 
Glu'lu P2 1 2 1 2 1 14.43 22.05 4.87 
61 
Giu' 3Glu P21 2 1 2 1 9.43 16.31 9.50 
G1u' 4Glu 15 P2 1 10.94 13.05 5.09 90.6 
Glu'-G1u 55 P2 1 7.65 25.53 4.49 101.8 
Ga1C 1 ! 4G lu 52 P2 1 7.98 21.65 4.82 109.6 
(Ac0) 3Xy1' 4Xyl(OAc) 3 54 P2 1 2 1 2 1 10.94 29.98 8.37 
G1 uctlr Gl u 46 P2 1 2 1 2 1 12.23 17.89 7.59 
C1u 
al, 4 
 Glu 16 P2 1 4.92 15.23 10.68 97.53 
Gluctut4 Glu 45 C2 22.64 4.84 17.32 117.2 
	
ctl,6 	al,2 
Gal a6 	rru 66 P222 12.33 23.84 8.97 
ctl,2 	1,2 
Glu 	-Gru[ru 70 p2 1 21 2 1 9.99 26.70 7.94 




1 ' 4X130 1e-G1uA  67 P2 1 10.17 10.95 10.29 91.0 
cd,3 	1,4, al 
Gal 	Gal 	C P22 1 2 1 	1 12.d9 20.98 8.05 
Common Name 









a-ct-trehalose. 2L1 20 
s-maltose. H.O 
Me-1-ma1toside H 20 
raffinose 5h 20 






"Linkage conformation" is defined by two torsion angles, ç and 
(Figure 1, Appendix 1) which show the relative orientation of pyranose 
rings. 	Various definitions for these angles are given in Appendix 1. 
The nature of this linkage, which is the most important factor in 
determining the secondary and tertiary structures of carbohydrate 
polymers, has been investigated by a number of techniques. 
The time-averaged shape of a sugar in solution may be studied by 
optical rotation and nuclear magnetic resonance experiments. 
Energy calculations, similar to those described in chapter 6, may 
be used to describe the expecLed shape of small molecules in a vacuum, 
and also to predict regular polymer structures. 
Crystallographic work unambiguously defines molecular shape both 
in crystals of small molecules and in polymer films. 
Linkage Conformation in Oligosaccharide Crystal Structures 
A number of linkages between pyranose rings have been examined 
crystallographjcally, and conformational angles for each are listed 
in Table 4. 	These angles are shown in Figure 2, as projections down 
the relevant glycosidic bonds. 
For 	linkages, i ranges between _4Q0 and +340, and 
between +70 and +440, while for a linkages, AO ranges between +120 and 
0  	 0 -54 , and 	between +3 and -450 . 	From inspection of Figure 2, it 
would appear that ib4 and 	are controlled by the steric bulk of 
neighbouring constituents on the non-reducing and reducing rings 
respectively (i.e. R 1 , R 2 , and R3 in Figure 1, Appendix 1). 	This 
also suggests that and are, to some extent, independent of each 
17 other, as inferred previously from computer studies. 
-120- 
	
In every linkage, 	is an acute angle, and, with the exception 
of 13-maltose, shows the glycosidic bond to the reducing ring inclined 
towards the ring oxygen 0(51) (Figure 2) with an approximate 
average of 30° , irrespective of the axial/equatorial nature of the 
linkage. 	This must be accounted for by the lack of steric repulsion 
from the 0(51) atom, compared to the sterically bulky C(22)-0(22) 
system, on the other side of the ring. 
Large differences between Aq, especially for equatorially directed 
bonds, may again be explained in terms of repulsion from sterically 
131,4 	 o 	 131,4 bulky groups; Xyl------Xyl has 1j = +34, compared to Gal 	Glu, with 
= -24 0 . 	 The difference iscaused by the difference in size of 
the -H and -CII 2OH substituents on C(52) (Figure 2). 	This steric 
effect in the xylobiose linkage outweighs the possibility of forming 
the intramolecular 0(51)...0(32) hydrogen bond, which has been found 
in all other 13(1,4) equatorial-equatorial linkages. 	In contrast to 
the large differences in Aip for these compounds, Ac values are very 
similar, at 270 and 31 ° respectively. 
Even when neighbouring groups are similar, conformational angles 
0 
in different crystal structures may only be consistent to within 30. 
Such differences must be attributed to crystal packiny effects and 
inter/intra molecular hydrogen bonding. 	To date, there are three 
linkages for which more than one crystal structure has been determined 
(Table 6) . 	Differences between conformations, for each linkage, may 




A Comparison of 	and 	to Show Crystal Packing Effects 
Compound 
Lb4) (References in Table 5) 
Methyl--Cellobiose -41 32 
-Cellobiose -U 44 	(1,4) 
a-lactose -24 27 
Methyl--Maltoside +10 -9 
ct(1,4) 
f-Maltose +12 -3 
al-al-trehalose.2H0 -58 -45 
109 0.1, al 
Dithylidene trehalose -48 -53 
It is noteworthy that the energy minimisation calculations, 
described previously (Table 3, chapter 6), tend to give torsion angles 
which have about the same range as for the related crystal structures 
given in Table 6. 	The more sophisticated energy calculations on 
72 
maltose and cellobiose by Rees and Smith, 	show that the related 
crystal structures lie within an energy contour, drawn at 5 k cal mol 1 
of disaccharide above the calculated minimum energy linkage conformation. 
The three most important di-equatorial glucose-glucose linkages 
have been examined crystallographically. 	Their configurations are 
compared in Figure 3 by showing each molecule (a-sophorose, f3 -laminaribiose 
-ce1lobiose) as two projections, (on to best planes through both the 
reducing and non-reducing residues). 	In a survey of linkage conformation 
of sucrose moieties, occurring in different olicjosaccharide structures, 
Rohrer 9 has suggested that similarities between conformations may be 
better compared by considering pseudo-torsion angles about the virtual 
bond, between the linkage carbon atoms. (Appendix 1). 	The usual 
'I 
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descriptions of linkage conformation (Appendix 1) rely heavily on 
the position of one atom, the glycosidic oxygen. The linkages of 
the three glucosyl-glucoses are described by both types of torsion 
angles in Table 7. 
Table 7 
A Comparison of the Linkage Conformation of 
a-sophorose, c-laminaribiose, and f-cellobiose. 
V1 V1 , V 2 V2, 
l' 
(1,2) 14 174 -122 37 -79 161 98 -132 
t3(1,3) 30 176 -113 34 -115 129 145 -93 
3(1,4) 25 171 -107 39 -78 167 106 -127 
where V1 = 	0(51)-C(ll) ... C(nl)-X 
see Appendix 1 
and 	= 	0(5l)-C(11)-0(11)-C(nl) 
From inspection of Table 7, the pseudo-torsion angles (V) show 
a remarkable similarity between compounds, with no differences greater 
than 15° . 	The torsion angles about the glycosidic bonds (), in 
comparison, have angles varying by over 40
0• 
Oligosaccharide Conformation in Solution 
The model of a rigid three dimensional network of hydrogen bonds, 
fixing molecular conformation in the crystal, is no longer applicable 
to oligosaccharides in solution. 	Ever-changing distributions of 
solvent molecules will cause fluctuations in the energy surface of 
the solute molecule. 	Populations of a particular conformation may 
be calculated from the Boltzmann distribution law to specify an 
-123- 
"average linkage conformation' , 2 	with a population proportional to 
(_RT ) e 	, where V is the calculated energy. 
The solvent may also have the ability to hydrogen bond with, or 
form a semi-structured lattice round, the oligosaccharide effects 
which are very likely to influence molecular conformation. 	It has 
been noticed, for example, that some surfaces of glucose are hydro-
phobic, 110 and sugars in aqueous solution are likely to adopt conform-
ations in which hydrophobic surfaces fold over each other to increase 
the net hydrophilic character of the molecule, possibly even causing 
structuring in the surrounding water solvent. 	Such an effect 
has been proposed to explain a possible conformation of maltose in 
solution. 72,111  
There are two main techniques used in the investigation of linkage 
conformation in solution; nuclear magnetic resonance and optical 
rotatory dispersion. 
Proton n.ri.r. signals from oligosaccharides show a down-field 
shift when involved in inter-residue hydrogen boiiding 2 In this 
way the 0(2) .. .0(3) hydrogen bond was demonstrated for the amylose 
112,113 	 1i2 
series. 	Spectra for the (1,4) glucan, 	and (1,3) glucan 
series were consistent with the O(3) ... O(5) and O(2) ... O(2) hydrogen 
bonds respectively. 	These are all in complete agreement with the 
hydrogen-bonds found in the respective disaccharide crystal structures. 
The above technique is restricted to using dimethyl suiphoxide as the 
solvent. 
Optical rotation (O.R.) as a method for studying linkage conformation: 
lilt 
Theoretically it has been shown 	that it is the modification of 
electron motions, caused by an as/Ymmetric environment, which gives rise 
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to different effects on the refractive indices of left handed and 
right handed circulary polarised light (i.e. a net O.R. effect). 
An empirical formula may be derived to account for these interactions 
by considering chains of four bonded atoms, with O.R. contributions 
depending on their dihedral angles. 	Thus, for a disaccharide, a 
"linkage rotation" [A]D 115 term may be defined as the O.R. contribution 
from the dihedral angles A and 	(Appendix 1), with an empirical 
relationship given as 
LAID = A - B(sin A4 + sin Lt) 	 (1) 
where B = 1200 and A = +105 0 and -105° for and c linkages respectively. 
LAID may be measured experimentally by subtracting the contributions of 
the individual residues, N and R, from that of the disaccharide N-fl 
[A] = L1N_Rl - {LMMeN] + 	} 	 (2) 
[M] is the molecular rotation calculated as Molecular Wt. x E]D/100 
There are two unknowns in the empirical formula (1), and 
assumptions must be made, before using[AJto describe the conformational 
17 
linkage. 	From model building calculations, flees 	predicted that for 
di-equatorial linkages, tp and A are almost independent. 	A was fixed 
at 420,  close to the crystal configuration of cellobjose. 	Experimentally 
determined [A] values, for over 40 disaccharides, were then used to 
17 
calculate A4 for each linkage. 	The results show a remarkably good 
correlation between conformation and the steric bulk of R 11 R2 and 
(Figure 1, Appendix 1), similar to that observed in the crystal state 
(Figure 2) . 	The above approach, however, can only show trends in con- 
formational angles, rather than absolute values. 
A possible method for relating crystal structure conformations 
to solution conformations, is as follows: For any value of [A], & 
can be plotted against Ai, and equation (1) may be solved graphically 
Figure 4 
Linkage Conformations of a linked disaccharides 
-go 	 +go 
- [A] ~60 - 	 1AI5 





® c-1aminaribiose 	 Enclosed area is the "allowed" 
X a-sophorose 	 regions for the (1,3) linkage. 
0 -cellobiose 	 Contours show the solution for 
and 	for a given "linkage 
rotation" {A} 
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(Figure 4). 	Linkage rotations have been calculated for aqueous 
solutions of a-sophorose, a-laxninaribiose and t3-cellobiose, by using 
literature values 104,111,116in equation (2). Values are compared 
in Table 8. 
Table 8 
A Comparison of Linkage Rotations 
Glu_Glu* 	 Me-Glu-Glu 	Crystal (from 
equation (2)) 
[A'] 131,2 	39 	 -15 	 51 
LA] 131,3 	31 	 24 	 61 
[A131,4 	87 	 57 	 62 
*values assume mutarotatory equilibration. 
In the previous treatments, 115 ' 17 large differences between crystal 
and solution linkage rotation values had to be attributed to gross 
changes in A. 	The graphical procedure, however, shows that only 
relatively small torsional changes are required to reach a conformation 
which satisfies the experimental EAJ value. (i.e. lies on the relevant 
contour) (Figure 4). 
Regular Conformations of Polysaccharides 
It is possible to define any polymer, which has the same linkage 
8 0 
conformations throughout, as a regular helix, 	specified by n, the 
number of repeating units per turn, and h, the projected length of 
each repeating unit. 	A number of pyranoglycan linkages have been 
modelled in the computer 
17
to give average values of and i from 
the sterically allowed region, for each linkage. 	These values were 
then used to generate the helix parameters for a number of homopoly- 
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saccharides. 	The polymer shape is more an outcome of different linkage 
positions rather than differences in steric constraints defining the 
and 	angles. 	This is clearly shown by comparison of the (1,2) 
(1,3) anU (1 1 4) linked disaccharide structures (Figure 3). 
Rees 117 has shown that each carbohydrate polymer has one of four 
characteristic shapes as shown schematically in Figure 5. 
Type A: Polymers adopt extended ribbon shapes. 	Cellulos,3 chitin 13 
and (l,4)xylax?, 	(all di-equatorial 1,4-linked polysaccharides), have 
been examined by X-ray fibre diffraction, and show the expected molecular 
shape. 	These Type A polysaccharides have the ability to form fibrous 
aggregates by efficient packing and strong hydrogen bonding, which 
ideally suits their structural role in the living cell. 
Type B: Polymer shape resembles a wire spring which may exist in various 
13 
states of extension. 	Amylose, an cz(1,4)glucan, has two such forms, 
V and B, with fibre repeat distances of 7.9 	and 10.4 ? respectively. 
The compressed form is prepared by introducing a complexing agent 
118 	 119 
(e.g. iodine), into the helix core. 	The B1,3 xylan, 	has also been 
examined by fibre diffraction, and shows a triple helical structure. 
It has been suggested 	that t3-1,3 glucans, including laminarin, may 
also show a triple helix conformation. 
Conformations of Types C and D (Figure 5) are rare in nature and 
have not yet been examined by fibre diffraction techniques. 
A number of alternating co-polymers of the type (-A-B-)n have been 
1 
studied by similar x-ray/model-building analyses: Hyaluronic acid 
((-A' 3D 	A = G1uA, B = N-acetyl-D-glucosarnine), forms long 
ribbons. 	The (1,3) linkage is governed by an 0(4)...0(5) inter 
residue hydrogen bond; the 0(2) . . .0(2) bond, found in ct-laminaribioSe, 
-127- 
is not possible because of the N-acetyl group on C(2) . 	The (1,4) 
linkage is, however, very similar to (1,4) linked disaccharide 
structures. 
59 	l-3 l4 
-Carrageenan ((-A B ' ) 	A = 3,6-anhydro-D-galactose 
B = --galactose-4 SC 
forms double-helices similar to those in agarose, ' 	a closely related 
gelling polysaccharide. 	A rough correlation may be expected between 
the conformational angles in the fibre and in the galactotriose crystal 





Polymer Double Helix 	Crystal 
	
-159 	 -129 
-87 	 -98 
79 	 97 
-163 	 -151 
A far closer relationship would be expected with A-carrayeenan 
(with A = a-D-galactose-2,6-SO4 ) which, as yet,has not yet been 
resolved by X-ray fibre work. 
Type A 



























The Conformational Behaviour of 
V ' -4-"'- r',. 
Introduction 
There are a number of examples of polysaccharides in which regular 
helical structure can be related directly to biological function e.g. 
cellulose. 	More commonly, living organisms require less rigid polymers 
which can adapt to suit a changing cellular environment, and the 
biological significance of many polysaccharides stenE from their ability 
to interconvert between regular and disorganised conformations. 
Xanthan gum is the extracellular polysaccharide produced by the 
bacterium Xanthomonas cainpestris, a plant pathogen. 	The gum has a 
number of interesting physical properties, and its ability as a 
thickening and suspending agent is already exploited by the food 
industry. 	In nature, the bacterium causes a cabbage infection, 
possibly using its viscous exudate to glue itself to the cabbage leaf. 
The covalent structure of the gum has been established by two 
independent chemical analyses, l2uhl22 which show that the polysaccharide 










H C 	COOH 
The polymer has a cellulose backbone of 	l -+ 4) linked glucoses with 
a side chain of three residues on every second glucose. 	Terminal 
D-mannose residues carry ketalically linked pyruvic acid which has been 
variously estimated at one mole per two to three repeat units. 	It is 
not known if the pyruvate occurs regularly along the chain, or is 
clumped in specific regions. 
Scope of Study 
Optical rotation, viscosity and proton nuclear magnetic resonance 
(n.m.r.) techniques were used to follow the effects of: 
-130- 
Change in xanthan concentration 
Change in ionic strength 
Autoclaving the sample 
Change in specific ion concentrations. 
NNW 
The characterisation of linkage conformation by optical rotation (O.R.) 
115 
at a single wavelength, 	(discussed in chapter 7) , has been extended 
to deal with polysaccharides. 	Monitoring changes in O.R. with 
temperature, provides a good picture of changes in polymer conformation. 
Two well documented examples h are from the gel forming polysaccharides, 
120,124 	 124,125 
agarose 	and i-carrageenan 	. 	Both form regular double helices 
in the ordered gel state, and on heating show large O.R. changes as the 
gel melts, explained by a transition from the ordered helix to a random 
coil conformation. 
Viscometry 
Viscosity measurements may give information about molecular shapes. 
For two parallel layers of liquid a short distance apart, and moving 
at different speeds, the viscous force is proportional to the velocity 
gradient between the layers. 	The coefficient of viscosity(n) is 
defined as the constant of proportionaltiy between shear stress (r) and 
rate of shear. 
Newtonian liquids are those in which viscosity only alters with 
temperature. 	The viscosity of non-Newtonian liquids is complicated 
by some secondary structure (e.g. the cross linking or entanglement 
of long carbohydrate chains) and may change with rate of shear. 
-131- 
Pseudo-plastic solutions appear continuously deformable under shear stress, 
with the molecules having an approximately linear backbone in a random 
coil conformation. 	Plastic solutions cease to flow below a fixed shear 
stress; the macromolecules may be relatively stiff or involved in cross 
linking or other types of structured aggregation that resist shearing 
stress. 	A 1% (w/w) solution of xanthan gum, (25 °C) , has been shown to 
126 
have characteristics of both plastic and pseudo-Elastic solution. 
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance 
To attempt the complete analysis of the proton magnetic resonance 
(p.m.r.) spectrum of any polysaccharide would be an impossibly complex 
task. 	However, the observed change in shape and relative intensities 
of some assignable peaks in the spectrum, with change in temperature, 
may indicate certain features associated with changes in molecular 
conformations. 	One of the main experimental difficulties in p.m.r. 
of carbohydrates is the swamping effect of the large HOD peak, caused 
by exchange of hydroxyl hydrogens with the D 2 
 0 solvent. 	Fourier trans- 
form spectrometers allow the use of a number of techniques to overcome 
this effect. 
Experimental 
Making up Solutions: Xanthan powder was added in minute jortions to a 
beaker of water (60°C) and mixed using a magnetic stirrer. 	Solutions 
above a concentration of 1.5% (w/w) were exceptionally difficult to handle 
and almost impossible to millipore because of their high viscosity. 
The murky white solutions were millipored by hand until optically clear. 
This normally required syringing the sample through a 5 micron filter, 
followed by a second pass through a .8 micron filter. 	Concentrations 
-l32- 
were checked by freeze drying a weighed amount of solution to a powder 
of constant weight. 
Autoclaving: Solutions were sealed in a Pyrex glass vessel and placed 
in a domestic pressure cooker partially filled with water. 	The samples 
were cooked for 25 minutes at a temperature of about 120°C (2 atm 
pressure) 
Optical Rotation Measurements: Samples were pipetted into a 10 cm 
jacketed cell and their optical rotations measured using a Perkin-
Elmer 141 polarimeter. 	The cell temperature was controlled by circul- 
ating water through the outer jacket of the cell from a thermostatted 
Haake pump. 	20 minutes were given to allow temperature changes of 
50 to 10°C to equilibrate. All readings were taken using the mercury 
line with wavelength 365 nm. 
Viscometry: Measurements were made using a Potovisko variable shear 
viscometer, with the NV1 rotor. 	About 20 ml of sample was poured into 
a cylindrical cup. 	A bob, attached by a spindle to a driving mechanism, 
was lowered into the close fitting cup and rotated at different speeds 
(i.e. rates of shear). 	Resistance to this rotation was measured 
electrically through the driving spindle. 	The metal cup was surrounded 
by a metal jacket with inlet and outlet pipes connected to a variable 
temperature control Haake bath. 
N.M.R.: Proton spectra were recorded using a XL100 Varian Fourier 
transform spectrometer. 	Chemical shifts are referenced to an external 
standard of tetramethylsilane (0 ppm) . 	10 mm wide n.m.r. tubes were 
used for the sample. 	A 1 mm tube placed concentrically inside the 
large tube contained the intensity standard of paradichlorobenzene in 
carbon tetrachloride, which gave a single peak well downfield from any 
signals from the carbohydrate. 	Peak areas, proportional to the 
9 
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number of protons resonating at that frequency, were measured by cutting 
out and weighing the traced peaks. 	Two techniques used to remove the 
large HOD peak were: 
Block Averaging (B.A.) : The Fourier transform of the spectrum was 
calculated after every 20 pulses, thus reducing the scaling effect of 
the HOD peak. 
Water Decoupling M.D.): The sample was continuously irradiated 
at a frequency of 59270 Hz to excite all the water protons. 	These 
protons cannot relax to a lower energy and therefore show no signal. 
Unfortunately this technique not only obliterates the water peak, but 
also any signal in that region which may come from the carbohydrate. 
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectra of Xanthan 
A 1.1% (w/w) xanthan solution was prepared in D 
2 
 0 and millipored 
till optically clear. 	The sample was divided to give two 8 ml batches, 
one of which was autoclaved. 	Spectra for both samples were observed 
in the temperature range 30°C to 95°C. 
At temperatures below 60°C, the only significant feature was a 
large, broad peak centred about 2.7 ppm, probably corresponding to the 
hydrogen atoms directly bonded to the pyranose rings. 	As the temperature 
was increased, two well resolved peaks were distinguished at 1.5 ppm and 
2.1 ppm, and were assigned as the methyl protons from the pyruvate and 
acetate groups respectively. (Figure 1) . 	The spectra have a number of- 
similarities with those reported for a variety of Klebiella bacterial 
117 
polysaccharides, 	which may also contain pyruvate and acetate groups. 
Both block averaged and water decoupled spectra were used to 
measure the intensities of acetate and pyruvate peaks relative to 
the standard chlorobenzene peak. These intensities were plotted 
-134- 
against temperature for both the autoclaved and unheated samples 
(Figure 2) . 	The peak areas were placed on an approximately absolute 
scale by replacing the xanthan solution with a .0116 molar solution 
of sodium acetate in D 20. (The 1.1% (w/w) xanthan solution, assuming 
one acetate group per five residue repeat, should contain .0116 moles 
of acetate per litre of xanthan soluLlon) . 	The ratio of the sodium 
acetate proton peak to the chlorobenzene standard, was 4.2:1, and 
agrees almost exactly with the same ratio for the xanthan acetate 
peak of the autoclaved sample above 80°C. 
Spectra obtained from the water decoupling experiment showed 
three single peaks around 5 ppi, possibly corresponding to anomeric 
protons. 
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The peaks A, B, C have chemical shifts of 6.5 ppm, 
5.2 ppm and 4.6 ppm, with intensity ratios of 1:1:2. 	The corresponding 
linkages are tentatively assigned, as 
A l4anClI3Glu 
	
1312 	 1314 
B Man_' -GluA or G1uA_' Nan 
131,4 
C 2xlu 	Glu 
Some of the significant results and conclusions from the n.m.r. 
study are: 
The appearance and growth of the sharp acetate and pyruvate peaks 
(Figure 1), is explained in terms of a conformational change, or melting 
of the xanthan molecule. 	At low te nperatures the methyl protons have 
a very short relaxation time because they are trapped in a rigid frame-
work in which rotation of the methyl group is hindered, giving a broad, 
flat n.m.r. signal. 
Measurement of peak areas, on an approximately absolute scale, 
suggests that above 80°C, in the autoclaved sample, all acetate protons 
are observed. 	This indicates that all xanthan molecules are totally 
-135- 
converted to a random coil conformation. 	Only 85% of the acetate 
was observed, at high temperature, in the uncooked sample. 	If this 
is an experimentally significant difference, it suggests the possibility 
of residual order in the system even above 90°C which can only be broken 
down by autoclaving. 
The ratio of acetate to pyruvate for both sami:les, above 80 °C, is 
I 	 1 F 	eov1 AJ 	 *1 	Sai-n'i.(6 	$Pr111_y. 
about 2.3;l. Two independent chemical analyses give this ratio as 
2:l121and 3:1.122 The drop in peak area of pyruvate and acetate observed 
in both samples above 80°C is possibly caused by the Cd 4 solvent distilling 
off to leave a higher concentration of chlorobenzene standard. 	If the 
drop in area is genuine, it may indicate a possible second conformational 
change. 
At intermediate temperatures, between 600  and 	which correspond 
to partial conversion of coil to helix, the pyruvate and acetate peaks 
change in amplitude, but are not broadened or shifted and therefore 
show no evidence of any time averaging of resonances between helix and 
coil: This is consistent with a two state system; at low temperature 
the xanthan molecules exist in a totally ordered helical conformation, 
and at high temperatures above about 80°C, they all adopt a random coil 
conformation. 	A similar interpretation has been given to the intensity 
l2J 
changes observed in the 1 ii -n.m.r. spectra for a-gelatin and also 
13 	 129 
in 	C -n.m.r. spectra for i-carrageenan. 
Optical Rotation Studies of Xanthan 
The effect of increasing temperature on the optical rotation of 
solutions of different concentrations is shown in Figure 3. 	Each 
solution shows a transition, reversible with temperature, which suggests 
a gross conformational change in the polymer molecules, from an ordered 
helix to random coil3 
-136- 
The presence of chromophores may alter the relationship between 
O.R. and molecular conformation. 
115 
 Circular dichroism spectra at low 
wavelength (about 203 nm,observed at different temperatures, monitor 
130 
the effect of the glucuronic acid and acetate groups. 	A transition 
is observed in which the spectra become more negative as temperature 
increases. 	The O.R. spectrum, however, becomes more positive, and is 
proof that the O.R. transition is caused purely by changes in linkage 
conformation between the pyranose residues. 
In more dilute solutions, the O.R. transition is seen to occur 
at a lower temperature (Figure 3). 	However, dilution not only changes 
the xanthan concentration, but also reduces the ionic strength. 	The 
results of a counter-ion analysis of a xanthan sample are: 
% by weight 	moles per bOg 
Ca++ 	0.28 	 .007 
	
3.00 	 .077 
Na 	 0.70 	 .030 
There is good agreement between cation concentration of .121 moles 
per 100 g, and anion concentration of .14 moles per 100 g of the acidic 
oxygens on the glucuronic acid and pyruvate groups. 	In a random coil 
conformation, it is assumed that the acid groups on the polymer beriave, 
to a first approximation, as free ions. 	The ionic strength (I) of an 
ideal solution is defined as 
I = ½ 
m where m. is the molality (moles of solute per Kg solution), and 
Z. is the charge of the ion i. 	I () denotes the ionic strength of 
an x% (w/w) solution of xanthan e.g. 1 (9) = .01194. 	(The molecular 
weight of the repeat unit is 911). 	Solutions of required ionic 
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strength were prepared by adding a calculated weight of KC1 to samples 
of known volume and concentration. 
Four solutions were prepared, each having the same xanthan con-






 101 (39) ). 	The effect of increasing temperature 
on O.R. for the four solutions is shown in Figure 4, and it is plain 
that an increase in ionic strength requires a higher temperature before 
the helix-coil transition can occur. 
A complementary experiment involved studying the O.R. transition 
of different concentrations of xanthan solutions, made up to the same 
ionic strength. 	Figure 5 shows the 0.R./temperature graph for three 
solutions of xanthan with concentrations of .39%, .46% and .9% (w/w); 
KC1 was added to give each solution an ionic strength equivalent to 
that of the .9% (w/w) sample. 	Within experimental error, the trans- 
itions occur at the same temperature and indicate that the helix to 
coil transition is solely dependent on ionic strength. 
There is some evidence that autoclaving the sample may alter 
the O.R. spectra; the autoclaved and untreated samples follow the 
same O.R./temperature curve, but displaced slightly, with the auto-
claved sample at low temperature showing a slightly (ca. .020) lesser 
O.R. value, and the high temperature random coil giving a positive O.R. 
value. 	The effect is not identically reproducible but could be caused 
by either, chemical modification on autoclaving (possibly removing the 
acetate), or perhaps a breakdown of aggregates in the solution. 
Viscometric Studies of Xanthan 
The shape of the viscosity/temperature curve for xanthan depends 
on shear rate, ionic strength, and also whether the sample has been 
autoclaved. 
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Viscosity/temperature curves, measured at different shear rates, 
for a .9% (w/w) xanthan solution, are shown in Figures 6a, 6b, Lc. 
(This sample had been autoclaved and left for 16 days in a cold-room). 
The most surprising feature is the small rise in viscosity, above 70 °C, 
which occurs at higher rates of shear (over 400 s 1 ) . 	At lower shear 
rates, the viscosity falls steadily as temperature increases, and at 
about 70°c, shows a marked drop in viscosity, which corresponds well 
with the transition observed by O.R. for a sample of the same concen-
tration (and the same pre-treatment) 
Samples which have not been autoclaved show a dramatic rise in 
viscosity with increase in temperature, but only at high rates of shear. 
Strangely, this rise is also followed closely by the O.R. transition 
shown by an identical control sample (Figure 7). 	After autoclaving, 
the viscosity rise is markedly reduced. 
Thus, both the fall in viscosity in the autoclaved samples at 
low shear, and the rise in viscosity of the untreated sample at high 
shear appear to follow the helix to coil transition, observed in both 
samples by O.R. 	It is possible that xanthan forms aggregates in 
solution which are broken up on autoclaving. 	A high shear rate may 
also cause enough disruption in the solution to effect disaggregation; 
though only once the helix-coil transition has already started. 	Such 
a breakdown of aggregates, occurring simultaneously with conformational 
changes in the molecule, may well account for the viscosity increase. 
Addition of KC1 to both autoclaved and untreated samples had 
the effect of increasing the transition temperature (Figure 8), as 
observed in O.R. experiments. 	This gives further proof that the 
transitions followed using O.R. and viscometry are caused by the same 
conformation changes. 
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A swamping 1% (w/w) concentration of KC1 does not affect the 
viscosity of autoclaved solutions (between 300  and 70°C) , viscosity 
is however increased between 30 and 70°C, in untreated samples. 
In both cases the samples show a linear decrease in viscosity with 
temperature, the transition probably occurring at too high a tempera-
ture to be observed. 
Small increases in ionic strength not only shift the transition 
to higher temperatures, but also sharpen it by reducing the viscosity 
increase at high shear. (Figure 8). 	There appear to be two conflicting 
effects, one tending to increase viscosity, especially at high shear 
(possibly disaggregation), and the other tending to decrease viscosity 
(by the helix-coil transition as well as the expected decrease with 
increasing temperature) . 	The viscosity/temperature plot shows the 
sum of both effects. 	An increase in ionic strength of xanthan solution 
therefore increases the helix-coil transition temperature, and also 
reduces the effect causing the viscosity increase. 
Calcium and pyruvate ion concentrations in xanthan solutions 
are roughly similar. 	Alginate gels have been shown to form by a 
specific binding of calcium ions held in an "egg-box" lattice of 
polymer chains. 
19
This suggests a possible cross-linking mechanism 
in xanthan, with calcium ions cupped between two pyruvate groups from 
different chains. 	To test this hypothesis, ethylene diamine tetra- 
acetate was added to a 1% xanthan solution to selectively remove Ca 
ions. 	There was however no appreciable change in the viscosity/ 
temperature graph. 	It is unlikely, therefore, that a specific calcium 
ion effect is involved. 
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Sunimary of Results 
(1) 	 A large, reversible, conformational change is shown by the 
three techniques. 	This change occurs over the same temperature range 
for solutions of the same concentration and pre-treatment. 
n.m.r. - increase in acetate and pyruvate peak areas. 
O.R. - 	large sharp changes in O.R. values. 
viscosity - 	a sharp drop in viscosity at low shear (rise at high shear 
rate) 
The  transition temperature appears solely dependent on the 
ionic strength of the solution, an effect demonstrated by O.R. and 
supported by viscometric studies. 
There is a possibility that xanthan molecules can exist 
at different levels of order or aggregation, over and above the well 
categorised helix and coil states. 	Autoclaving has a significant 
effect on the rheological properties of xanthan; less conclusive are 
the differences in acetate concentrations observed by n.m.r.; the 
slight differences in 0.R./temperature curves for autoclaved and 
untreated samples are not identically reproducible. 
At temperatures above the end of the main transition, the acetate 
and pyruvate peak areas drop; over the same temperature range, a second 
rise in viscosity is observed (Figures 6a and 7) . 	(This second rise 
appears to be reproducible for solutions which have been autoclaved 
and left standing for over ten days). 	At such high temperatures, the 
effects may not be genuine; possible explanations being evaporation 
of water from xanthan solution or apparent changes in the concentration 
of the n.m.r. standard. 	Speculation about further transitions cannot, 
therefore, he justified by the experimental evidence available. 
Figure 1 
A portion of the proton n.rn.r. showing the acetate and pyruvate 
peaks change with temperature 
Ac 
25°C 





Acetate and Pyruvate peak areas measured against the standard chioro-
benzene peak and plotted as a function of temperature 
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O.R./Ternperature Curves for 
Xanthan at different concentrations 
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Figure 4 
O.R./temperature curves for four Xanthan solutions of the same 
concentration (.39% 71W) but different ionic strengths 
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O.R./Temperature for three solutions of Xanthan at different concentrations 
but made up to the same ionic strength 
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The effect of increasing ionic strength on the viscosity of Xanthan 
Xanthan at .46% (/W) 
1 ° C. 
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Discussion 
A schematic representation of the possible conformational charges 
which may occur in xanthan is given in Figures 9 and 10. 	The main 
conformational change is envisaged as a reversible unimolecular trans- 
ition from the ordered state (I) to the random coil (III) . 	It is 
possible that an aggregated state (II) is wholly or partially destroyed 
by autoclaving, reaggregation being a very slow process. 
Some Related Polysaccharide Systems 
A number of materials which show reversible conformational 
21 
changes have been studied 	but most work has been directed towards 
finding possible mechanisms for gel melting and gel formation. 	Recent 
studies suggest that polysaccharide gels form by trapping solvent in 
the interstices of a three-dimensional network held together by 
"tie points", which involve the cooperative association of long regions 
19,21 
of polymer chains 	. 	The associated regions are known as "junction 
zones", and the polysaccharide segments in them have a regular covalent 
structure and exist in ordered conformations. 
Junction zones can take a number of forms. 	The protein collagen, 
for example, forms triple helices; 
131
the seaweed polysaccharides 
K-carrageenan and agarose show the reversible formation of aggregated 
21 
double helices, 	and alginates show yet another gelling mechanism 
which involves the co-operative binding of Ca 2+ by polyguluronate 
19 
sequences. 
Gel forming polymers have covalent structures which appear to 
permit abrupt boundaries between ordered regions of the chain. 
i-Carrageenan has "kinking" residues 
20
which stop double helix formation, 
leaving random coil single strand chains to link with other double helices 
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to give a three dimensional network. 	Alginate polymers only stack 
together along the polyguluronate sequences, leaving mannuronic 
sequences to link together the so-called "egg-box junction zones". 
In contrast, xanthan, with a molecular length of the order of 1O 4 
pyranose residues, can only form very viscous solutions, indicating 
no three dimensional structure. 
A further gelling mechanism is the so called synergistic effect 
between galactomannans and certain other polysaccharides which may 
be regarded as an example of polysaccharide quaternary structure. 132  
The galactomannan polymer can form cross links between ordered regions 
of polysaccharide chains (e.g. the double helix region in carrageenans) 
to provide a gel network. 21 	Galactomannans have a backbone of (1,4) 
linked mannose residues; regions of this chain are densely populated 
with galactose residues, attached as:a single unit side chain. 	They 
are random coils in solution, but the galactose-free regions may con-
vert into a regular ribbon-like conformation if stabilised by (non-
covalent) binding to helical regiornof agarose or K-carrageenan. 
The galactose substituted regions retain a random coil conformation 
and serve as links, connecting the binding sites. 
Mixtures of xanthan and locust bean gum have been found 13 	form 
firm rubbery gels at total polysaccharide concentrations above .5%, 
though neither polymer on its own can do so. 	The synergistic effect 
of xanthan with locust bean gum (Figure 10) , in gel formation, is 
consistent with the long fairly stiff xanthan molecules providing ideal 
surfaces for.galactomannan adhesion and cross linking. 	Firmest gels 
are produced with a xanthan to locust bean gum ratio of 3:1. 	Xanthan 
can also interact with polysaccharides based on a I(1,4)-linked glucan 
backbone, an effect which may mimic the biological function of cementing 
the Xanthomonas pathogen to the plant cell wall. 
I 	 _ 
Figure 9 
A representation of the possible conforriiational 
changes in Xanthan on heating 
XantLan 
Figure 10 
A possible mechanism for the synergistic effect between 
Xanthan and galactomannans 
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'Ilte Nature of the Ordered Conformation (I) of Xantlian 
X-ray fibre diffraction photographs of xanthan 130 suggest a 
regular helical structure with a fibre repeat of about 47 	containing 
five repeating units. 	Thus the I1,4 linked glucan backbone is not 
quite so extended as the bent chain ribbon of cellulose(its projected 
length ot backbone disaccharide is 9.4 X compared to 10.4 X in cellulose). 
Part of the polymer chain was built from "Nicholson" models, using 
conformational principles already discussed (Chapter 7). 	The steric 
effect of the branching mannose residue, with the removal of the 
0(3) . . . .0(5) hydrogen bond on alternate 1,4 linkages, means that the 
backbone can no longer have the 21  screw symmetry of pure cellulose. 13 
Instead there appears to be a gentle spiraling effect, in keeping with 
the longer 47 X repeat. 	The back bone is still essentially ribbon, 
rather than coil-like in character. 	Model building also shows that 
the trans-diaxial (0(2) and 0(3)) linkages from mannose play a significant 
role; small changes in these linkage conformations can twist the tn-
sacchanide branch from lying snug against the backbone chain, to 
conformations in which the end residue is well out from the backbone. 
It is reasonable to assume that the ordered state may be stabilised by 
a number of inter-residue hydrogen bonds, favoured by the trisacchanide 
branch lying close-in to the backbone. 	In this conformation, the 
backbone cellulose chain is sheathed by the side branches, which have 
the bulky or polar groups (acetate, pyruvate and carboxylate) pointing 
outwards. 
The Nature of the Helix-Coil Transition in Xanthan 
The sharp Lorentzian shaped peaks from n.n.r., indicate a fully 
ordered conformation at low temperatures converted to a random coil 
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conformation at high temperatures 	Intensity measurements further suggest 
that for autoclaved samples, the helix-coil transition is complete, but 
for untreated samples, some aggregates may remain in the order state. 
Neither O.R. nor n.m.r. techniques can distinguish whether the 
transition involves aggregates or single chains. 	However, carrageenan 
and agarose both show a hysteresis loop in the O.R. heating and cooling 
curves (i.e. the gel melting O.R. curve does not follow the same path 
as the gel forming O.R. curve). 	This hysteresis effect may be explained 125  
by the formation of metastable aggregates of random coil molecules on 
cooling. 	Gel melting, in contrast, is an equilibrium process between 
the helix and coil conformations. 
hysteresis effect in xanthan. 
There is little evidence of any 
The rise in viscosity at the transition temperature shown by 
untreated xanthan suggests that disaggregation may occur simultaneously 
with the helix-coil conformational change. 	Two pathways may be possible 
(Figure 9), either II - I - III or II - III. Autoclaving the sample may 
have the effect of breaking up the aggregates. 	There is some evidence 
that over long periods (2 to 3 weeks), aggregates begin to reform; 
solutions tend to go cloudy and rheological properties have features 
of both autoclaved and untreated samples. 
The independence of transition temperature with changing xanthan 
concentration indicates that the helix - 	coil mechanism is unimolecular. 
As expected, the double helix formation in carrajoenan is bimolecular and 
therefore concentration dependent 25 	The transition temperature for 
agarose, again with a double helix structure, appears to be concentration 
independent, but this may be explained by the fact that agarose gel 
consists of large aggregates 
133  and the transition may be regarded as 
a phase change rather than a molecular mechanism. 
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Model building shows the regular xanthan polymer as a fairly 
stiff ribbon like chain with all the negatively charged acid groups 
directed outwards. 	This conformation ( II) has a higher charge 
density than the random coilUI). 	Addition of KCl increases the 
ionic strength of the solution and decreases electrostatic repulsion 
between the polymer molecules, stabilising the ordered conformation 
and increasing the transition temperature. 	An alternative explanation 
could involve specific ion binding between polymer chains leading to 





TORSION (DIHEDRAL) ANGLES. 
With four linked atoms A-B-C-D the torsion angle, T, is defined as 





The angle is normally given between -180 and +1800 , and is zero when 
A and D are eclipsed. 
The projected angle may be classified in a number of ways 
(i) Nomenclature of Klyne and Prelog 
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(ii) Sundaralingham has used an alternative notation to define the 
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CONFORMATION LINKAGE 
The conformational linkage has been defined in various ways. 
In the text 4) and are used to indicate general torsion angles about 
CM -0(l)-C(n) glycosidic bridge bonds (Figure 1). 	C(n) is the 
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The term linkage conformation denotes a particular pair of and angles. 
//-I- 
(i) Rees 	defines the angles t.4 and Ayf as: 
= - H(1)-C(l)-0(l)-C(n) 
= - H(n)-C(n)-0(1)-C(l) 
Each angle is zero when the relevant C-O and C-H bonds are eclipsed 
(see below). 






Sundaralingharn 47 has defined the angles 	
, 	
21 for 
(1,4) linked glucoses. 	This definition has been extended in this 
thesis to cope with any glycosidic linkage. 
C1-01 	 Viio.i 01—Cn 	 - 
05 	 C2 
CM 
/ 




 has suggested the use of pseudo torsion angles about 
the virtual bond between C(l) and C(n). 	Four such torsion angles 
can be calculated. 
V1 	= 0(5)-C(1)....C(n)-X 
V1 ' = 0(5)-C(l).. ..C(n)-X' 
V2 	= C(2)-c(l)... .C(n)-X 
v 2 1 = C(2)-c(l)... .C(n)-X' 
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Appendix 2 
Structure Factor Algebra for P2 1 2 1 2 1 
	
Equivalent positions are x,y,z; 	-x,-y,½+z; ½+x,½-y,-z; 
-x, +y ,½-z 
= (() f A ) 2 + 	frBr)2 
ci(hkl) 	= tan - ((E fB)/(fA)) 
The summations are for all atoms in the unit cell, and f in the 
r 
atomic scattering factor corrected for thermal vibration. 	For any 
one of the equivalent positions: 
A = E cos 2ir(hx+ky+lz) 
B = E sin 2rr(hx ± Icy + lz) 
By summing over the four equivalent positions in P2 1 2 1 2 1 the following 
expressions can be derived. 
ggg 	h+k = 2n 	A = 4 cos 2ihx cos 27ky cos 27r1z 
uuu 	k+l = 2n 	B = -4sin 2ihx sin 2irky sin 271z 
ggu h+k = 2n A = -4cos 27hx sin 27ky sin 21z 
uug k+l = 2n+l B = 4 sin 2iihx cos 2iiky cos 2,ilz 
guu h+k = 2n+l A = -4sin 27hx cos 27ky sin 271z 
ugg k+l = 2n B = 4 cos 27hx sin 27iky cos 271z 
ugu 	h+k = 2n+l 	A = -4sin 27hx sin 2itky cos 2nlz 
gug 	k+l = 2n+l 	B = 4 cos 27hx cos 27rky sin 2irlz 
If one index (h or k or 1) is zero then B/A = 0 or . 	The phases of 
0 	0 	0 	 0 
such ref Lexions are therefore restricted to 0 , 90 , 180 or 270 
The Laue symmetry (mmm) implies that JF(hkl)l = IF(hkUI = JF(hkl)I 
= F(hkl) J = IF(hki) I . 	Phases of these symmetry related reflexions, 
however, need not be the same. 	Using the expressions for A and B, given 




hkl hkl hkl hkl hkl 
ggg/uuu - - - - 
ggu/uug - - 
guu/ugg ir-q - - 
ugu/qug 7T-4 
- 4 - 
U 
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